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GEHERAI. IMIBODUCTION 
Fishes have a great significance In the life of 
mankind helng an important source of protein food. As the 
population of the World grows rapidly, more attention is 
being paid towards the development of fisheries to meet 
the growing demands of proteinious food. Fishes which 
are dlstrilsuted in oceans \^ich cover ahout 71^ of the 
globe and in freshwaters which cover about 0.5^ of earth's 
surface, provide only less than 2% of the total world's 
food supply ip^ lch represents about 10^ of the animal protein. 
The low productivity of water resources as compered to 
terrestrial resources are due to the fact that like 
terrestrial resources, nlether the aquatic resources are 
well understood nor properly managed. 
The total world catch of fishes reached 64 million 
metric tons per year, but the share of India is only 
1.526 million metric tons or 2,38jl. However, the catch in 
India has increased considerably during the past few years 
and an increase of 31.45? is noted between the years 1963 
and 1968 which is quite high as compared to the increase in 
total world catch which Is 24.7^. The freshwater fishes 
constitute about IS.S^ of the total world catch v^ile in 
Indian catches they contribute about 40,7jf (Anon, 1969). 
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Ihe Inereese of flah production entirely depends 
upon the proper management of fishery resources and one of 
the most Important aspect of fishery manageoent is the 
knowledge of natural history of fishes, their breeding, 
food and feeding habits, growth and nlgration etc* 
Panlidter (1953) has rightly pointed out that It Is futile 
to manage fishery without the adequate knowledge of the 
biology of fishes concerned. Realising the Importance of 
the problem, the attention of present day fishery scientists 
has rightly been focussed on the investigations relating 
to the various aspects of the biology of fishes. 
Modern fishery science, as Indicated by Rounsefell 
and Bverhart (1953), started from the works of polneer 
oceanograiders Sir J'ohn Harray and Michael Bars. During 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, many notable 
workers like Atkin, Fulton and Petersen devoted their 
researches towards the fishery problems. However, the work 
of Hjort (1014) Is a land mark in the history of fishery 
science. In which he established the modem nature of 
fishery researches. Since then a number of workers have 
made their valuable contributions to fishery biology 
investigations. 
Although much valuable Informations on these lines 
have been obtained In other countries, In India the 
established fishery researches have made Just a beginning. 
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Though the fishes w8re the subject of Interest to naelent 
Indian people (about 246 B.C.) 1^0 made certain renarks 
on the forms and behairlour of fishes In relati<m to 
environment and about the capture of fishes during certain 
periods of the year which m s based on the ImovXedge of the 
breeding of carps (Panlkkar, 1962), the credit for polneer-
Ing the present day knowledge of Indian fishes goes to 
Hamilton Buchanan (1822) and Francis Day (1878). 
Researches on the applied aspects of fishes have 
made their beginning with the works of Hornell (1910), 
BaJ (1916) end Southwell and Prad^ad (1918). However, the 
attention towards the active research in the field was 
only given after the world war II i4ien the shortage of 
food was realised In the country. 
Most of the earlier workers have dealt with the 
biology of some commercially Important ararlne and estuarlne 
food fishes. Rotable contributions have been made on the 
biology of mackerel (Devanesan and John, 1940| Bhlmachar 
and George, 1952$ Pradhan, 1956{ Balakrlshnan, 1957| 
Badhakrlshnan, 1962 and 1964; George and Banerjee, 1964} 
and Rao, 1964), sardine (Homell and Hayudu, 19241 Cevanesan, 
1932{ Chidambaram, 19S0| Nalr, 1951| Tljayaraghavan, 1963 
and 1966I Qanapatl and Srlnlvasarao, 1957$ Dhulkhed, 1962 
and 1964{ Radhakrlshnan, 1964 and Kagwade, 1964), ribbon 
fish (Prabhu, 1966) Bombay duck (Bapat £t 1961) 
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nalabftr sol« (Sesh«ppa and Bilmaehar, 1954 «n4 1956), 
thr««d fin (Hohsomttd, 1956 and Haymk, 1960) and ghol 
(Bao, 1968). ^ e vorka on astnarlna flshaa Inelude tha 
contrllmtlons of Jacot (1920), Plllay (1954), Sarojnl 
(1957 and 19S8) and Xiather (1863) on laullets and 
Chacko si fii. (1959), Sashappa and Ehimachar (1951), 
m i e y (19S7), gujanslnghanl (1957) and Mtethur (1964) on 
hllsa. 
As ctffliparad to raarlna and astuarlne flshas, tha 
work dona on tha biology of fra^wntar flshas Is maagra* 
This Incltadas the vork of Khan (1924 and 1939), Jhlngran 
(1957 and 1959), Qaslia and Oayyuia (1961), Chakraharty and 
Singh (1963) and Hatara^an and Jhlngran (1963) on major 
carps} Karamchandanl and Motwanl (1955), Pantulti (1961 and 
1964), Salgal and Motvanl (1961), David (1963) and Salgal 
(1964) on eat-fishas and Allkunhl (1953) and Qayyum and 
Qasitt (1964) on anrralt* Fav othar flshas Ilka 
fftl^iPtBM giftja (Jhlngran, 1961), Pttn.UMfl »ol|ii (Bhatnagar, 
1963) and Barbys ff^m »od Qaslm, 1964) hava also 
baan studied, Chandhurl and Allkunhl (1957) confined 
their studies to tha Induced breeding of aajor carps* 
The major carps are the most Important freshwater 
fishes of India and they constitute tha bulk of freshwater 
catches in the country. Suitability of these fishes in 
pond culture and success of induced breedIng technique 
opened new ways of increased production of major carps. 
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Hohu, Labtto rohlta (!laoi*) is oa« of th« most 
Importiint major carps of India ana Is valuable from both, 
eaptura and oultura vlaw points. Inspita of its graat 
importance, the fish has not received due attention hy 
fishery scientists and the Knowledge of its biology is 
^aeagre. Keeping in viev the paucity of literature and 
^e economic importance of the fish, the present study 
has been undertaken to study in detail the virious aspects 
of the biology of the fish, like, norphonetry, length-
weight relationship, condition, e|t0 and growth, food and 
feeding habits and reproduction* 
A brief account of the biolc^y of another sajor 
carp, Mrigal, Cirxfeina mrigala (Ham.) is also reported 
here. 
PLATE I. 
Lateo rohltft (Hamilton) 
Shoving different bo<3y measurements used in 
morpbometric studies. 
T.L. s Total Length 
S*L» s Standard length 
B.L* s Body length 
s Depth through dorsal fin base 
e Depth through pectoral fin base 
D.C. » Depth of the caudal peduncle 
Cirrhtna mri^ala (Hamilton) 
LABEO ROHITA (HAM.) 
B CIRRHINA MRlGAwA (HAV.) 
PAKT I 
THE BIOLOGY OF LABEO ROHITA (HAM.) 
SYSYEHftTIC POSITim. QBOOHAPIIICAL DXSTRIMJTIOW AHD BCOWOMIG 
IMPOHTAWCE OP LABBO ROHITA (HAMILtOW), 
Ifbgo yohtta (IfemlXton), an Important major carp 
of India, belongs to ordar Cyprlalfowaes end family 
Cjrprlnldae* It uss firstly described by Iferallton (1823) 
CyprjtQtts rohlta* Later on Day (1878 and 1889) and 
!9iaw and Shebbears (1937) described It as Labefi rohlta* 
Its systeiaatle position Is as followst 
Phyluia Chordata 
Sub-fhylum: Vertebrate 
Super*Classf Gnathostosata 
Classt Ostelehthyes 
Sub-Clast Actlnopterygl'i 
Order t Cyprlnlforwes 
Dlylsloni Cyprlni 
Faollyi Cyprlnidae 
Siib-Farallyi Cyprlnlnl 
Genasi Lebeo 
Speciest rohlta 
Salient features* 
Body deep, dorsal profile more eonirex than abdominal. 
Snout obtuse and compressed, projecting beyond the jaws. 
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Upi thick and fringed with a distinct inner fold* 
Oenerelly only one pair of snail asexillay barbels^ Soae*-
tlaes a second rostral pair. Origin of dorsal midway 
between anout and base of caueal. Lateral line scale 
40 to 42• M&xiimin length more than 900 mm. Colour of 
body bluish or brownish along the back, silvery on the 
sides and beneath. Usually a red mark on each scale 
(Hora and Plllay, 1962). 
Geographical distribution. 
Freshiffitey f^^h. Distributed from V?est Pakistan 
across India to Barasa. In peninsula of India southwards 
to Hadras. Transplanted into most parts of India and to 
the Andanana and Ceylon^. 
CoBKBon names. 
India. Bohu, Eueei Rohee^ Bohit, Eae» Tembada, 
Massa, Tapra, Qhanbra, Danbra. 
puraa. Nga nyit chin, Nga myit tsap nee. 
The fish is a herbivorous feeder, subsists mainly 
« 
on phytoplankton and nacrovegetation. Orows up to 350 mm. 
during first year, £30 mm. during second year and at the 
end of 7 years it is about 890 mm. Its maximum age and 
length, recorded during present investigations, are 10 years 
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and 965 mm. respectively. The fish spawns during oansoon 
months (J^ ine to 8eptenber in,Northern India) In rivers •'is. * ' 
and Its spawning season is short nnd restrleted. tt does 
not breed in confined waters.^  Produces a large number of 
ova. Pry collected from rivers are used for culture 
purpose in confined ponds* 
It is one of the most important freshwater fishes 
of India and forms a very good capture fishery from major 
Indian rivers* Besides capture fishery, it is also being 
cultured throughout the country along with other major 
carps because of its fast growing nature and non-predatory 
feeding habits. It enjoys « very high price in North 
Indian markets. 
CHAPtBR I 
MOEPHOHBtBXC SfUDIim 
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IHTROBUCTIOS 
8«p«Tatlon of stocks or t&o«8 of eoaa^rclaXly 
important species of flshos la of cQiisidera)»X9 linportaAc« 
In flaliory Investigations anfl for tbls purpose aorphometrlc 
eharaeters are frequently usee (OodslX, X948$ sehaefer, 
1948, 1952; Sehaefer an<3 1/Jhlford, 1960j 1955, Pillay, 
1967I Sarojnl) 1957$ Eoyee, 1963 and KranholK and Cavanah, 
1968)« However, on the morphometry of freshwater fishes 
only few observations hare been made (Rile, 1937j Krumholg 
and Cavanah, 1968) and from India practically no work has 
been done* 
It has been reported that slight but significant 
changes occur in the mon:$iiometrie measurements of the fishes 
of different stocks, races or populations (Badhakrlahnan, 
1967). These changes In particular eharaeters can not be 
judged easily and hence statistical methods are being 
employed to test the significance of these differences* 
Besides, between different races or populations, such 
differences may also occur within a population, between 
stocks of different years or between the two sexes and 
therefore before comparing the morphometrlc characters 
between different populations, such differences are tested 
within a population* 
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Iterlsig th9 pr08«at Investigation it m 9 f«lt 
necessary to Isnov %^ether tdiere exists eny slKnlflcent 
aorphovetrie difference between sexes or betveen fishes 
of different years within a poimlatlon or tmtveen the 
different populations of yohj.t> eolleeted from different 
environoents. Fishes obtained from Moat and Hi vers iiere 
analysed separately for sexual dlmorphisai and yearly 
variationsi i^ fterwards both the populations %mre compared 
to find moriJhoaietric differences, if any. Attempts were 
made In two ways • firstly a relationship between various 
body neasurement and total length was established and 
secondly, analysis of covariance was applied to test the 
significance of differences between any two groups. 
MAYEBIALS AHD METHODS 
fishes for mor phone trie studies were obtained 
from Moat and RiTers. The following body proportions were 
selected. The neasurenent of these body characters are 
also shown diagraanatlcally in plate X, figure 1. Most 
of the characters are selected after Kruaihols and Cavanah 
(1968). 
Totfil Ifingtha From the tip of the snout to the tip of 
the longest fin ray of caudal fin ( x ). 
2. standard lengtht From the tip of the snout to the 
deepest sone of the caudal peduncle ( y^ }• 
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3* paad lengthi From th« U p of th« snout to th« most 
posterior margins of sul>-op«rcl« ( y2 
^ody Ignytha From the posterior part of the oargln of 
sab-operele to the deepest zoncis of caudal peduncle 
( n 
6. Depth through pectoral fin base t Depth of the body at 
the origin of pectoral fin ( ). 
fi* Depth through dorsal fin base i Depth of the body at 
the origin of the dorsal fin ( y5 ). 
Depth of the caudal peduncle 1 She depth at the deepast 
sone of caudal peduncle C y^ )* 
fhe first four characters belonged to the length of 
the fish while the last three belonged to the width of the 
fish, the total length of each specimen has been used as 
a basis of reference for all other neasurements (Carlender 
and ^Ith, 19451 Rile, 1948). 
The neasurenents nere taken upto the nearest an. 
The sanples vere measured randomly. Fishes of each locality 
were ^en put under different groups according to the sex 
and year. A linear regression of irarlous body proportions 
against total length ^ s carried out by the least stiuares 
method for each group of fishes of both the envlroxments 
and then all the fishes of one environment combined, the 
tests of significance of regression coefficients vere 
carried out and If the regression of any character over 
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total X«ngth w s found to hm linear within certnln range 
of Independent variable, then this character was used for 
further comparlslon. 
Regarding the comparlslon of relationship of 
different body measurements to total length, measurements 
of all the characters were expressed as percent of total 
length* 
To determine the significance of differences between 
fishes of different sexes, years and environments, the 
regressions of various body characters on total length 
of different groups were compared by using the covsrlance 
technique (Mather, 1964). Jtean sum of square due to 
deviation of Individual regression was tested against the 
residual mean sum of square by 'F' test. A value of this 
ratio compared with at 6f level with corresponding 
degrees of freedom will Indicate the differences In the 
regression. 
m s m 
Helatlonshlp of different body measurements to total length. 
Table 1 shows the regression analysis of the different 
measurements on total length and their significance. A straight 
line relationship was obtained In each case (Figure 1 and 2) 
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with regression coefficients significant at 5% level. 
Kone of the characters studied showed significant 
deviation from linearity. The regression equations 
describing these relationships are also given In 
Table 2. 
The mean relative measurements of different body 
characters expressed as percent of total length along with 
their range and standard deviation are plotted In 
Figure 3 (Most fishes) and Figure 4 (Riverine fishes). 
It may be seen that mean standard length, mean head length 
and mean body length of the fishes of Moat were 84.4f, 
22.4f and 62.Of of the total length respectively, while 
the mean length of these characters In case of riverine 
fishes were 83.4}^ , 21*0^ and 62.4^ respectively. It was 
evident that head length and standard length were more 
significantly different between the two populations 
(Moat and Elvers) than the body length. All the three 
lengths were higher In case of Moat fishes than those of 
riverine fishes. In ease of depth measurements It was 
found that depth at pectoral fin base, and deoth of caudal 
fin were higher In case of Riverine fishes (31.9J^  and 
13.85J of the total length respectively) than those of Koat 
fishes (29.6?f and 11.7^ of the total length respectively). 
However the depth at dorsal fin base was not very much 
different between the fishes of two populations. The depth 
at pectoral fin base and depth of caudal peduncle differed 
most significantly. 
Analysts of covarlance. 
Dlffeyenc^^ betwffn sexftflt The comparlslon of th® 
regressions of various body characters on total length of 
males and fenales exhibited no significant difference In 
any of the characters at level In both the environments 
(Table 3). 
Mfferencea between yearsi The sample collected 
from Moat during the year 1967-1968 when compared with 
1968-1969 sample, no significant difference was found In 
any of the characters. Similarly the riverine fishes also 
did not show any significant difference between the years 
1967-68 and 1968-69 (Table 4). 
vmen the fishes 
of Moat were compared with the fishes of rivers, a 
significant difference was noted In each of the characters. 
The differences iiere more significant In case of depth at 
the dorsal fin base, depth of caudal peduncle and head 
length than other characters (Table 5). 
DISCUSSIOW 
Several workers have reported that ratios betwean 
various body parts may differ at different stages of life 
with Increasing length (Oodsll, 1948; Marr, 1966) which 
means that relative growth Is not constant throughout the 
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life. In such cases regression of one character on the 
other of combined samples of ell sizes will not be 
linear. However, It was found that within the range 
of samples studied (above 60 mm.}, the regressions of 
different body measureffients on total length of J^ . rphlta 
were almost linear within a certain range of Independent 
deviation* It suggests that the growth of the fish above 
50 mm. length was isometric. 
Using total length as the basis of reference there 
was significant difference In almost all the characters 
between the fishes of l4oat and Rivers. It was noted that 
characters associated with length were higher in case of 
Moat fishes than those of riverine fishes i^lle the 
characters associated with depth were higher In the riverine 
fishes than those of Moat fishes. It can be concluded that 
the fishes of Moat Increased In length oore rapidly than 
the depth %^lle the fishes of Elvers Increased In depth 
more rapidly than the length. Length weight relationship 
studies also revealed that the value of *n' was higher 
In case of Riverine fishes than those of Moat fishes 
(Chapter II). 
Sexual dlraor^ j^lsm In various body parts have been 
reported by many workers (Prltchard, 1931| Tandon, 1962) 
but In case of 1{. rohlta none of the body characters was 
found to show this difference In any of the two envlronmentn. 
It suggested that the relative growth of both the sexes 
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m a same and their existed no significant sexual 
dlmorphlsffl. 
The Insignificant differences between fishes of 
different years In tooth the environments suggested that 
there vas remarkable stability of the morphometrlc 
characters between the stocks of different years within 
a population. 
The significant differences in all the characters 
between Moat and River fishes strongly suggested that 
these fishes belonged to two different Independent stocks. 
It has been reported that such variations in the morpho»-
metrlc characters of the fishes of two populations are 
due to fflodlflcatlonal effects of the environment or due 
to the genetic effect (Rrwahols; and Cavanah, 1968). It 
Is clear that Moat fishes have adapted from very beginning 
to the confined environment while the riverine fishes 
enjoyed a wide distribution. Another reason for ttie 
differences which can be given Is that most of the fishes 
stocked In Pond Moat were Induced spawned while the 
fishes of Rivers were obviously naturally spawned. Thus 
the differences between the two poTJulatlons of i.. jpohlta 
may be related to these two factors. 
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m 
ftorphometrlc studies of rofiitfi obtained fross 
Moat ena Rivers were made* 3h© characters selected wore 
total length, standard length, head length, hody length, 
depth at pectoral fin base, depth at dorsal fin base, 
and depth of caudal peduncle, the regressions of 
different body measurements on total length were carried 
out and It was found that within a certain range of 
independent variable the regression of all the characters 
on total length were linear In the fli^es of both the 
environment* the various body proportion expressed es 
percent of total length revealed th^t depth of caudal 
peduncle, depth at dorsal fin bi^ se and head length were 
more significantly different between the fishes of Moat 
and Rivers than other characters. The analysis of 
covarlance revealed thet no significant difference bet%ieen 
the two sexes or years in both the environments. However, 
when the fishes of Moat and Rivers were compared, a 
significant difference was noted in each of the characters 
which suggested that ^e fishes of Most and Rivers were 
belonged to two different independent stocks* 
Fig. 1. Rogresslon of 61ffeT«nt body measuTements 
on total length of L. rohlta (riverine fishea). 
Fig. 2. Regression of different body meesuremente 
on total length of L. rohtta (Hoat fishes)* 
Fig. S. Different body measurenents expressed as 
percentage of total length (Moat fishes). 
Fig. 4. Different body measnreaents expressed as 
percentage of total length (Hiverine fishes). 
(The central vertical lines represents 
the mean, horizontal line range, box 
of greater vertical width + twice the 
standard error and box of snaller 
vertical width half the standard 
deviation). 
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CHftPTEB II 
i^SOTH-WBIOHT BEUTICiiSmPS 
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imRODPCTIOH 
T!h9 reXfttlonshlp t>et\Hien Ivngth and w«lght of 
fishes has Deen the subject of considerable Interest 
eiRiong fishery biologists diae to Its appllceblXlty In 
solving various questions concerning \idth the life 
history of fishes* Besides giving a measure to convert 
the length into weight and vlce*versa, such relation* 
ships also yield information on general well being of 
the fish, variations In growth, sl«e at first maturity, 
gonad development and breeding season* 
The length-weight relationship of fishes has been 
worked out by a number of workers* this relationship 
has soaetlmes been described by the cube law W « tip i^ere'W' 
and'L* are weight and length respectively and c^* Is a 
constant* Hhe cube law Is based on the assumption that 
the weight is a volume functlon^and length Is a linear 
and the weight Is roughly equal to the cube of the length* 
this law can, however, be applied only If the forn and 
specific gravity of the fish remain constant throughout 
the life* However, these requirements are rarely met 
since the spaclflc gravity of the fish does not remain 
constant and varies considerably according to different 
conditions of the life (Tester, 1940), Therefore, to 
eliminate this limitation the equation W » (where 'W 
and 'It* are langth and weight respectively and and 
• 20 -
'n* ftr« constants to be determined eaiperlcally) hat 
been used by vaost of the vorkera. fhm log equation 
representing the straight line relationship of length 
and velght Is Log W s iiog a • n IiOg L (notations are 
same as aboire)* 
the imlues of In the above equation vary 
considerably between the fishes of different groups of 
a species and between different species. It usually 
varies between 2.6 to 4.0 («il©, 1938 and Ifertlm, 1947) 
and It Is 3 for the fish which aaintalns its shape and 
specific gravity throughout the life %^lch rarely has 
been observed (Allen, 1948 and lie Cren, 1961). Le Cren 
(1951)w0s studied in detail the methods employed In the 
detemination of length-weight relationship of fishes and 
pointed out that the latter equation has got the superiority 
over the cube law because It besides providing neans for 
calculating velght frcm length and a direct way of conver-
ting logarithmic growth rates calculated on length Into 
growth rates for weight, may also give an indication of 
taxonomic differences and events in the life history such 
as netamorphosls and onset of naturi^ etc. 
The length-welght relationship of Indian major 
carps has also been studied by few workers but such studies 
do not cover all the aspects of the problem. iChan and 
Rusaln (1941) aade prelininary studies on the length*welght 
relationship of L. rohlta and Clrrhlna mrlgala and 
- 21 -
Jhlngran (1S62) • g«ii«r«l nceount of Itngth-woifht 
relationship of major earpa. Howavar Natarajan and 
Jhlngran (1963) hsva studlad tha length-wal^t relation* 
ship of Catla eatla In soma datall. 
!me prasant study reports the length-weight relation-
ship of rohlta obtained from M»at and Blvera (Ganges and 
Jtanuna). 
w^ Yffliiiit^  mnm 
The determination of length-weight relationship of 
U ^ohlta was based on 736 fishes of Hoat and 390 fishes of 
rivers. The total length of the fishes were aeastired up to 
the nearest ma. from tip of the snout to the longest caudal 
fin ray and weight were taken up to the nearest 0.6 gin* on 
a physical balance. The sex, state of maturity and weight 
of gonads were recorded In ease of larger fishes (above 
30 cm.). Gutted flrii weight was taken after renovlng the 
entire viscera. The nethods for the deternilnatlon of 
•aturlty stages Is given In Chapter VI. 
Fishes of both the environments were grouped Into 
several groups nanely Juveniles, males, fenales, gutted 
fishes and fishes of 6 different maturity stages. To obtain 
a straight line relationship, the length and weight were 
converted Into log length and log weight. The regression 
of log weight on log length was calculated by least squares 
. 22 -
method and the equation Log W s Log & * n Log L vas 
\iR>rked out separAtely for each group end e straight line 
vas fitted to Idle data* Ihen the log equation vns 
converted Into the parabolic equation W s aL*^ . the weight 
of the fishes at each length Interval vas calculated hy 
the equation and length weight curve was plotted. 
The regression of log weight on log length of the 
fishes of different groups were compared by adapting 
covarlance analysis (Msther, 1964) so as to establish the 
differences, if any. When the differences between any 
two or more groups were not found significant at level, 
the fishes of such groups were pooled and a combined 
equation vas calculated. 
RESOLTS 
the summary of the regression analysis of length 
weight relationship along %flth the test of significance 
is given In Table 6. fhe regression coefficient 'n' in 
each case vas highly significant, the 'n* values were 
found to differ from one group to other and ranged from 
2.9743 (gutted fishes) to 3.S82S (ripe females) In case 
of Moat fishes and S.083S (gutted fishes) to 3.4569 (ripe 
females) In case of riverine fishes. As a vhole, disregard 
to maturity stages and gutted fish, it vas highest In 
I 
juveniles (3.3016 in Moat fishes and 3.3611 In riverine 1 
fishes) and lowest in females (3.1282 in Moat fishes a|^ d 
3.1439 in riverine fishes). It was significant to notlf 
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that 'n' vaXu«8 «8tlmBted at 95% confidence intervals 
for oale, female and Juvenile were alvays higher thisn 
3 in both the environments (Table ?)• 
The length-velght relationship of males, females 
and Juveniles have been given In Table 7 and represented 
In Plgur© 7 (riverine fishes) and Figure 8 (Moat fishes). 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the length-weight relationship 
of combined fishes of rivers end Koat respectively. The 
straight lines represent the calculr^ ted regression lines 
^ile the smooth curves represent the calculated weight 
at each length group. Average weights at different 
length Intervals of riverine fishes has been given in 
Table 9. 
It may be seen that the increase in weight in 
relation to length was not api:»reciable upto 160 mm. 
length, it was conspicuous between 150 to 200 mai. and 
well marked above 200 mm. It was also noted that tiie 
females were heavier than males upto the length of 600 mm, 
and males were heavier than females at higher lengths 
and the LW curves of the two sexes Intersected at a 
point between 600 mm. and 600 mm. 
Analysis of covariance (Table 8) revealed that 
there was no significant difference at 6^ level between 
the males, females and juveniles of any one environment. 
- 24 -
^ e fishes of various maturity stfig«s vhen compared also 
indicated insignificant differences. However, vHien the 
combined fishes of Host were compared xAth the comhined 
riverine fishes, a significant difference ims found. 
piscnjss;cm 
It Is quite apparent from the results that the 
values of slope 'n* were esore titan S in most of the groups 
end hence the W relationships of L. rohlta did not 
follow the cul>e law strictly. The weight of the fishes 
Increased more than that of the cube of the length. In 
fishes measuring above 700 mm. the observed weight increased 
considerably more than the cube of the length. Not only 
y rohitft f but other major carps were also not found to 
obey the cube law and the value of 'n* was always higher 
than 3. Natarajan and Jhlngran (1963) observed a value 
of 3.2328 in case of Gat la cat^ la ^  i^ile Jhlngran (1959) 
reported a value of 3.221 in Clrrhlna mrlgala. Chakarborty 
and Singh (1963) also observed that the value of 'n* in 
Clrrhlna jir^ p^ la was considerably higher than 3. All 
these authors have taken the total length as a parameter. 
However, Jhlngran (1962), while studying the general LW 
relationships of major carps, used the furcal length and 
found that the values of 'n' were 3.15172, 3.02483 and 
3.01400 in case of utoia, ^Usi saiia. 
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It* roHltft respectively. His observations shoved that 
the departure from 3 was least In case of |i. rohirta and 
ms not significant. However, the present observations 
revealed a clear departure from 3 In most of the cases 
and It Is also expected that the value of will 
Increase when the furcal length will be taken as a 
parameter instead of total length. 
A comparlslon of observed weight with calculated 
weight revealed that the observed weight of smaller fishes 
(below 100 mm.) was lesser than the calculated weight and 
most of the points lie below the emparlcal curve but In 
case of larger fishes the observed weight was higher than 
the calculated weight. This suggests that at higher 
length the growth In weight was more than the growth In 
length. Similar conclusions have been drawn by Jhlngran 
(1951) In yoh;i|;a obtained from stocking tanks In 
Cuttak. 
Though the values of *n' were different between 
males, females and Juveniles In both the environments, 
the differences were not significant statistically. The 
differences between various maturity stages were also 
not significant. Therefore, It Is concluded that Insplte 
of slight differences between the fishes of different 
groups, the LW relationships of rohlta did not differ 
significantly In a population. But vflien the fishes of 
- 26 -
ftost were compared vlth the riverine fishes a significant 
difference appeared. It was noted that the velght of 
fishes of rivers ms always higher then the weight of 
Woet fishes at given length which suggested that the 
growth In weight as compared to length was more rat)ld 
In rivers than In the ^ foat. It seeias Interesting to 
mention here that the growth In length during first and 
second years was higher in Moat fishes than In the 
riverine fishes and this growth In length wes not 
appropriately followed by the growth In weight. Thus 
the fishes of Moat were thinner and lighter than the 
riverine fishes. The comparatively low value of 'n' 
In the equation for Moat fishes was due to this fact. 
The differences In W relationships of rohltp 
between the two environments, like any other morphoiaetrlc 
character, may also he attributed to the population 
differences. 
When a comparative study of *n' values of the 
fishes of different oMturlty stages was made, It was 
observed that the value was highest In case of ripe 
fishes In both the environments and lowest in case of 
spent fishes of rivers (spent fishes In Moat were not 
found). It clearly showed that due to enoraous Increase 
In weight of gonads during spawning season, the weight 
of the adult fish also Increased considerably. As soon 
as the fishes discharged their gonad products, the weight 
- 27 -
<3eere(ns«d stiddenljr Rnd consequently the values of 
were affected. Such changes In the value of *n* reflected 
the spavnlng season of the fish. 
It has sometimes been reported that females are 
heavier than males among smaller Individuals and males 
» 
are heavier than females among larger fishes. Correspond-* 
Ing to It, the LM curve of male lies below the LW curve 
of female at smaller sizes and above In larger sizes and 
both t^e curves Intersect at a point (OXsen and Mtrrlraan 
(1946) discussed In detail the significance of the 
Intersect and stated that this point represents Uie size 
at first maturity of the fish. The IM curves of males 
and feraales (though not significantly different) of 
Ji» rohlta Intersected at a point between 600 and 600 mm. 
If the above statement Is true, the size at first 
maturity of the fish must be some\^ere within this size 
range. From the study of maturation and spawning 
(Chapter VI) It Is clear that most of the fishes of 
both sex nature at a length range of 500 and 650 mm. 
This justifies the Intersect of Lw curves of males and 
females at a point between 600 and 600 nsn. In case of 
cntlft^  similar condition was observed (Natarajan 
and Jhlngran, 1963) where the two curves Intersected at 
a point between 500 mm. and 550 mm. which Is also the 
size range at which most of the fishes attain maturity^ 
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In Clrrhlna elso such Intersect has been noted 
by Chakrabarty and Singh (1963) but here l^e case m e 
reverse, the stales vere heavier than the females at 
smaller lengths vhlle females were heavier than the males 
at higher lengths. 
A probable reason of such intersects has been given 
by Olaen and Merrlman (1946). they suggested that during 
maturity, more food is converted into ovarian tissue and 
yolK material due to exceptionally large slsse of the ripe 
ovaries than Is converted Into testicular tissue. Since 
this material Is lost In the process of spaimlng, the average 
weight of females over a fall year period remains lesser 
than tiiie males. 
SPiMMARY 
The LW relationships of L. rohlta obtained from Moat 
and Rivers vera studied. It vas found that the fish did not 
follow the cube law strictly and the weight Increases at a 
rate more than the cube of length. Analysis of covarlance 
revealed that there was no significant difference between 
the fishes of different sl«t, aex and aaturity stages in a 
population. However, there was a significant difference 
between the fishes of Moat and Rivers. This difference was 
due to the significant population difference. The I>V 
-6 3.0592 relationship equations are W « 0.8223 x 10 L fo** 
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*5 3.1689 
combined Moat fithes ana W « 0.6012 x lO^L for 
combined riverine fishes* 
females %iere slightly heavier than males at 
sQ&iller sizes ond males were heavier than females at 
larger sizes and the two W curves intersected at a 
point bet^men 600 inni. and €00 sun* IQils intersect 
represented ttie slse at first maturity of the fish. 
Fig. 5. Hie length*wolght relationship of oomblncd 
k' <Rlverln0 fishes). 
Pig. 6. the Xength-vslght reXatloE&shlp of combined 
k* rohlte (Moat fishes). 
Fig. 7. fhe length-velght relationships of males, 
fenales and juveniles of k* rohltp^  (Rlvorlne 
fishes). 
Fig. 8. The length->v»lght relationships of sales, 
females and Juveniles of If. rohlta (Moat 
fishes)* 
(Ute straight lines represent the 
calculated regression line of log velght on 
log length and the smooth curves represent 
the calculated velght). 
200 300 <'0 500 600 700 600 OOO lOOO FIG''J LFCGTH tmm fttVERINE Fl sf7/E S JOO 200 300 400 VA-
TABLE - 6 
STATISTICS OF REGRBSSKSi OF LOG WEIGJIT OU LOG LENGTH OF L. ROHITA 
}Regre«}s.S.due| R«sl- I I Regre-|S.S.duei Resl- I 
Isslon }to Reg-l dual J D.F.I sslon |to Reg-I dual f D. 
}co«ff«*resslonj S.S. i " — - . „ - -
Jlclentl ii I 
Source icoeffl-lresslonj S.S. J 
.jclpnt ij if , ( 
Hale 
Feoiele 
Juvenile 
Combined 
Maturity stage 
^ l e 
Maturity stege 
Female 
Iteturlty stage 
Mele 
f^eturity stage 
Female 
Maturity stage 
ffele 
Maturity stage 
Female 
Maturity stage 
Male 
Maturity stage 
Female 
»%turlty stage 
f^eturlty stage 
Female 
II 
MOAT FISHES 
3.1706 88.7204 6.2520 
S.1282 24.7910 5.7210 
3.3016 87.7897 6.2130 
3.0692 32.9230 17.7826 
3.2376 2.1632 0.0516 
3.2016 0.9222 0.0419 
3.1633 0.6837 0.0639 
1 1 
3.6312 0.3584 0,a^23 
III 
3.2004 0.3607 0.0514 
III 3.1618 0.3109 0.0610 
IV 
3.2727 0.1403 0.0532 
IV 
3.3828 0.1606 0.0563 
Riy^INE FISHEp 
274 3.2275 57.3343 2.6315 148 
238 3.1439 31.4903 2.4320 118 
208 3.3611 30.3878 2.4860 118 
724 3.1689 255.398 3.8568 388 
22 3.3216 2.1502 0.0625 16 
16 3.3058 1.9081 0.0619 16 
34 3.1940 1.3772 0.0721 22 
30 2.0839 1.6470 0.0700 25 
31 3.2397 1.3420 0.0625 19 
34 3.2005 1.4905 0.0600 22 
24 3.3328 1.5351 0.0821 20 
25 3.4569 3.0630 0.0939 31 
3.0924 1.7403 0.0423 16 
- 3.0249 1.9864 0.0413 8 
D.F. = jDegrees of Freedom? S.S. = Sum of Squares 
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TABLE - ® 
CALCULATED WEIGHT OF RIVSRIHK y SO^g^A AT SIFFSBSSf 
LQIOTH INTERVALS. 
J 
Totftl length In (nim*> I V^lght in (gm. > 
iiiiiiiiiitiimii 'III I I . m - i in wmiPiKanniinmi'iiiwiifiinwiw iiiiiiiiinMiiniiiiiiiii"—•wnmiin 
100 10.9 
200 98.1 
300 354.5 
4(K) 882.4 
600 1789.0 
600 ' 3190.0 
?00 5198.0 
800 7936.0 
900 11530.0 
CHAPTER III 
BEMTIVB COHDITIOII FACTOR 
- 30 -
IHTROPHCnOH 
XndivldiiBl variations frota th« general Xength-«r«tght 
reletionshlps h«v« usually be«n considered nore interesting 
then the length»w«lght relationship Itself and such 
variations ere being iieasured by the condition of the fish* 
Condition in fishery biology genez^lly signifies heaviness 
relative to expected average velght at any given length of 
the fish (Blackburn, 1960), Because the specific gravity 
of the fish changes considerably throughout the life 
depending upon general veil being« feeding condition and 
gonad developatent) the condition of the fish Is subjected 
to a great variation* Such changes in condition have 
usually been analysed by means of 'Condition factor', 
'Coefficient of condition' of 'Pondral index' (Hlle, 1936j 
thoapson, 1942). Kesteven (1947) and h§ Cren (1951) have 
discussed the nethods of calculation and uses of condition 
factor in detail. Depending upon the equations used in 
length-veight relationship, the condition factor of fishes 
have also been calculated in two ways* First based on the 
cube lav, Is termed as 'Condition factor' (H) and second 
based on the exponental equation (W « aL") temed as 
'Belatlve condition factor'(Kn), ^ e condition factor (K) 
is being calculated as K « W/Cl? and If 'C* Is I assunlng 
that the specific gravity of the fish is unity, then 
A K « K/L , To convert the value of 'K' Into round figures, 
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tli«y a w gen«*«lly multlplUd by 100 or «ny mow mittb«r 
as K « lOOW/JL® (mi«, 1936)* relative condition 
factor (Kn) has baaa calculated as Kn » Wher« 
shows tb« calculatad i»»leht (from the regression 
equation) and *VI' is the observed weight. 1!hus It oay 
also be written in the fom - obsenred weight/calculated 
weight (W/Wq) (lie Cren, 1951 She value of *Kn« 
fluctuates around one and departures froa 1 represent 
the deviation from regression of weight on length as 
proportional part of the standard 1.0» this deviation 
froti 1 represents all variations in weight not associated 
with length for example genetie variatltm, variation 
associated with food supply, sexual condition and parasitism 
etc. (Blackburn, 1060). 
Blackburn (19e0) stated that the above mentioned 
variations ean not be evaluated with the help of condition 
factor (K) unless *n' is actually 3, which is rarely the 
case* Le Cren (1951) also concluded that *Kn* is superior 
than 'K* in many respects, therefore, la case of JL, rohlta 
the relative condition factor (Kn) has been calculated so 
as to obtain naxlnum informations about the life history 
of the fish* 
yiffER-^ L^S AHD MEtHODS 
Standard technique as described by h§ Cren (19S1) 
was enployed to determine the relative condition factor of 
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h She obscrired wtlght of Individual flth v»« 
divided by the smoothed ni««ii Wight ftt corr«spondlng 
X«tigth c*Xaii«t«d from th« eowblntd l«ngth*v«ight 
•qufttlon of the fishes of Moat end Rivers separately and 
*K»' value was ohtaliied* Ihe valties of the fishes 
of each environment were then grouped separately Into 
several groups according to sex^ siee and season. 
The i«elght of the gonads of males and females of 
fishes above 30 cm. T<ere te^n and expressed as percentage 
of body weight (gonado-somatlc Index)• In order to 
facilitate a direct comparlslon of the seasonal fluctuations 
In gonado-somatlc index and relative condition factor^ the 
average values of 'Kn' obtained for different months vere 
converted as percentage of the maximum and were plotted for 
each sex separately* Further for each month the percentage 
gonad weight was substracted trm the average value of ^Kn' 
for l^at month, these values are termed as 'condition 
minus gonad* and have baen plotted In the same figure. 
Hie area enclosed by the two curves represented the gonad 
weight. To determine i^ether the weight of guts has any 
Influence on the seasonal changes In *Kn* of the fish, the 
gut weight were expressed as percentage of the total body 
weight of males and females separately and a gastro*so»atlc 
Index was calculated. 
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RESULTS 
the relative condition factor (Kn) was high In 
case of smaller size groups (juvenllea) of both the 
environments (Table 10 and Figure 11). Among juveniles 
there vas a steady Increase In (Kn) values upto length 
group of 110 mm. (Most fishes) and 140 mra. (Blverlne 
fishes). R^ieresfter the values fell gradually. This 
gradual decrease continued upto the length of 450 mm. 
In moles of both the environments end upto the length of 
480 mm. In the females of Moat and upto SIO mm. In the 
females of Rivers. After which there was a sudden 
Increase in both the sexes and peaks were obtained by 
the iMoat fishes at $10 mm. (males) and 640 mm. (females) 
and by riverine flt^es at 540 mm. (males) and 570 mm. 
(females). In riverine fishes this peak condition was 
followed by a sudden decrease In subsequent length group 
(Table 10 end Figure 9) while In c?ise of Mont fishes this 
decrease was not noted (Table 10 and Figure 10) because 
the 'Kn' of larger fishes could not be determined, ifter 
this there was alternate Increase and decrense In Kn 
values of riverine fishes and upto the length of 900 mm., 
fishes were found to Attain peak conditions 6 times I.e., 
at 570 mm., 690 mm., 780 mm., 840 ram. end 900 mm. ^fter 
this slse group the trend was not clear. The trend of 
Increase and decrease vms more pronounced in females than 
males. 
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Seasonal verl«tlons In ffonfido-somptlc Index of 
riverine fishes (Chapter VI, Figure 39) showed that the 
Index of both the sexes started to Increase during the 
month of March and reached their aaxltna In May In males 
and In June In females. The Indices of both the sexes 
fell suddenly during J'uly and August. During rest of 
the months no noticeable change was noted. Bio seasonal 
changes were more pronounced In fetaales than males. In 
case of Moat fishes a similar trend was noted but due to 
non-avallability of the fishes In subsequent months, a 
complete picture of the cycle was not obtained. 
The gastro-somatlc Index (Chapter V, Figure 31) 
showed that the Indices were quite high throughout the 
years In Juveniles and two maxima first In October and 
second In % y In case of riverine fishes and first In 
October and second In April In case of Moat fishes were 
observed, A slight drop during I^cember end January was 
noted. In case of adults the Indices were high during 
the period October to February followed by gradual 
decrease In subseouent month and were minimum during 
June In both the sexes, /in Increase was noticed after 
June. 
The seasonal fluctuations In Kh values closely 
followed the cycla of gonado-soraatlc Index and feeding 
Intensity. Kn values of Juveniles were high throughout 
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the year with two jnaxlms, first In October and second In 
Aprli In Moat fishes and first In October and second In 
May In riverine fishes (Table 11 and Figure 14). During 
December and January a slight decrease was noted* '^e 
Kn of adults started to Increase In Bferch, attained the 
peak In June and then decreased sharply during July and 
August In case of riverine fishes (Table 11, Figure 12) 
idTille In case of Mdat fishes the decrease was not observed 
(Table 11, Figure 13) due to the non-svallablllty of the 
sample, Froa September onwards slight Improvement WRS 
observed which continued till February, 
It may be seen from Table 12 and Figure 16 that 
from iSprll to June while the condition minus gonad of 
feimles was decreasing considerably, there was a sharp 
Increase in condition with gonads. The loss of condition 
with gonads during July and August was very clear while 
the conditlcm minus gonads did not show any significant 
decrease* During rest of the months there was no 
significant difference between condition with gonads and 
condition minus gonads* In case of stales a similar trend 
was noticed but the differences between the two conditions 
were not so significant as in females. Oastro-somatic 
Index in females was found to decrease considerably 
during April to July, During the subsequent months 
gastro-somntlc indeces of both the sexes were found to 
Increase groduelly. 
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DlSCUSSim 
Pluetufttlons In Kn v«l«©s with length lndlcet«d 
that th© values vere high In smeller length groups 
(juveniles). This high value may be attributed to the 
high feeding Intensity. The occurrence of peaks in Kn 
values at liO mm. (Moat fishes) and 140 mm. (filverlne 
fishes) way be related to the fact that the fishes attain 
this slEe during tJie months of October and November of 
Its first year of life i^ htch was the period of laaxlmura 
feeding Intensity. 
The gradual decrease In the Kn values of adults 
upto a certain length followed by a sharp Increase has 
been discussed by a number of workers (Plllay, 19S3; 
Pantulu, 1961 and Chakarabsrty and Singh, 1963) and It 
has been reported that the point of Inflexion represents 
the size at first maturity of the fish. The sudden 
Increase In condition Is due to rapid enlargement of 
gonads at the onset of sexual maturity. The point of 
Inflexion in case of Ij.. rohlta also represented the sl«e 
at first maturity of both th© sexes. It Is clear from 
the present results that in case of riverine fishes, Kn 
values continued to decrease up to lengths of 450 mm. 
In males and 510 mm. In females and after which there 
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ymn a repld Incrense continued tipto 510 mm. In 
males ana 570 mm. In feaales. fhie suggested that the 
fish attelns sexual maturity within this length range 
(450 mm. to 570 mm.) and the slse at first maturity of 
males Is lesser than the females. It has already been 
pointed out that the point of Intersect on Length ^Ight 
curves of males end females between 600 m. and 600 mm. 
represented the size at first maturity of the fish* 
This has further been confirmed by the studies of 
maturetlon and spawning (Chapter VI) which revealed 
that In case of riverine fishes the size at first 
maturity lies above 450 mm. size group. 
In case of Ntoat fishes the point of Inflexion 
of males and females were at 460 m , and 480 mm. end the 
peaks were at 510 nsn. and 540 mm. respectively. It , 
showed that fishes of Moat mal^red at a size smaller 
than that of riverine fishes. 
However, the Increase and decrease In females were 
•ore sharp than In the males which was due to extraordinary 
growth of ovaries. 
The alternate Increase and decrease In Kn values 
of both sexes at different length groups can be related 
to the number of spawning during the life of the fish as 
suggested by Pantulu (1961). Upto the length of 900 mm, 
there were 5 peaks and 5 valleys Which revealed that fish 
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sp&vned flvo times before reaching thet length. Hovever, 
after 900 mm. the trend was not clear which Is due to 
little difference In length at higher ages but an exact 
explanation can not be given because the number of ripe 
or spent fishes examined above this length group was 
very limited. 
Seasonal variation In condition cycle of fishes 
has been related to two different factors. Most of the 
authors have reported that this cycle Is closely related 
to the sexual cycle and Increase and decrease In condition 
Is due to Increase and decrease In the weight of gonads 
before and after spawning (IieCren, 1950} furrow, 1951; 
Plllay, 1963J Sarojnl, 1967 end Pantulu, 1963). In 
such cases there occurs one high and one low value 
(exceptionally two). However, In many other Instances 
it is found that condition has a seasonal cycle which Is 
Independent to sexual cycle (Hlle, 1945; Qaslm, 1957j 
Ball and Jones, 1960 and Blcckbum, 1960). In such cases 
the condition cycle has been related to feeding cycle. 
The seasonal fluctuation In Kn of adult L. rohlta 
of rivers showed that both the sexes attain peak condition 
In June. This high condition frota April to June can 
certainly be related to the developing gonads as It Is 
closely associated with rise In gonado-somatlc Indices 
during these months. The low condition In July and 
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August Is <Juc to the depletion of gonads. Slight Increase 
In condition of Ij. yohltfi during the subsequent months 
(October to February) is due to better feeding by the 
In cnsB of juveniles, i^ere the seasonal fluctua-
tion In Kn can not be related to sexaal cycle, the tvo 
maxima, first in October and second in April Is related 
to two corresponding maxime in the intensity of feeding 
as seen from the gastro-somatle index. 
the increase in condition with gonads during the 
period April to June was due to increasing gonad weight 
while the continued decrease in condition minus gonad 
indicated that certain amount of growth potential was 
sacrificed for the gonad building and the gonsd weight 
increases probably on the expense of the rest of the body, 
fhls sacrifice was more pronounced in females than in 
the males as the ovary weight Increases enormously as 
compared to testis weight. 
SUMMARY 
The relative condition factor (Kn) of L. rohlta 
obtained from MOat and Rivers has been determined In 
different size group and during different months. Kn 
values were high in smaller size groups but was found 
to decrease gradually in adults with increasing length 
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upto 460 mm. In tnales and 610 mm. In femalts In ces« 
of Moat fishes and upto 480 mm. in meXas and 540 mm. 
In females In case of riverine fishes. Thereafter, 
there vas a sudden Increase foXloiifed by a sharp decrease 
In subsequent size group. Riverine fishes were found 
to attain peak conditions 5 times upto length group of 
900 mm. and after this slse group the trend vss not 
clear. 
A close relationship betwen seasonal fluctuations 
in Kh of adult fishes^ gonado*sometlc Index and spawning 
season vas observed. The condition of both the sexes 
started to Increase In March and reached to their aaxlma 
during June and then decreased suddenly during July and 
August. The condition of juveniles was found to be 
affected by feeding Intensity. 
While condition with gonads was found to Increase 
during }%rch to June, the condition minus gonads continued 
to decrease. 
Fig* 9* MewOi Kn values at different slut groups of 
adult rolilta (Rlverin© flshoi). 
Fig* 10. Hasn Kn values at dlff«ront slza groups of 
adult rohlta (Host flshasK 
Fig. 11. ?feaii Kn values at different slst groups of 
Juveniles* 
Fig. 12. Seasonal fluetuations in Kn values of adulti 
(Riverine fishes). 
Fig. 13. Seasonal fluctuations in Kxx values of adults 
(Moat fishes). 
Fig. 14. Seasonal fluctuations In Sh values of juveniles. 
Fig. 15. Seasonal fluctuations in 'Condition vith gonad,' 
'Condition lainas gonad' and condition minus 
gonad plus gut of riverine j^* fohita (Feisales). 
Fig* 16* Seascmal fluctuations in 'Condition vith gonad', 
'Condition minus of gonad* and condition minus 
gonad plus gut of riverine J^* yohita (males). 
C^ Ehe upper curves represent the 'cmiditimi 
vith gonad', the middle 'condition isinus 
gonad' and the lower 'condition minus 
gonad plus gut'. The area enclosed hy 
upper and middle curves represents the 
gonado-somatic index and hy the middle 
end lover curves represents the gastro* 
somatic index). 
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AGE ASB OBOWTH 
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.^ y^RODOCl^ IOH 
Considerable attention has been given to the 
studies of «ge and growth of fishes beeauee of their 
appXlcabllltjr in evolving effective policies for 
•anagement and conservation of the fineries. Vhlle 
the evaluation of age provides a iiean to understand the 
composition of fish population wlt^ i regards to age, age 
at first maturity and life span} the growth studies 
lead to an assessent of the sustaining power of the stock 
In fishery (Henon, 1951}* The grow^ studies are also 
used to conpare the productivity of different bodies of 
water. 
The great Importance of age and growth studies In 
the solution of biological problems of fisheries has led 
to the eecunulatlon of a large amount of Information In 
the felld. Work on the topic started some 250 years ago 
(Tesh, 1968) and Its history has been described by many 
authors (Oahl, 1909| I«e, 1920} Mohr, 1927| 1930, I9d4| 
Qraham, 1929j Van Oosten, 1929 and Rlclter, 1968). Vihlle 
enormous amount of work has been done on the fishes of 
temperate regions and reasonably precise methods have been 
evolved for age determination and growtii studies, there 
Is still need to develop better methods for tropical 
species. 
the principle of age determination chiefly depends 
on the assumption that annual growth marks are formed In 
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c«rtein 8k«l«tal parts of the fish lik« scel«, otolith, 
spine, vertebra end opereuler hone as a result of growth 
periodicity of the fishes, this iMthod has suceessfully 
heen ewployed In the fnajorlty of fishes of teniperete 
regions for age and growth studies hut their usefulness 
in the determination of age of tropical fish has yet not 
passed the realm of controversy (I^ Bntulu, 1961) and 
sonatlons on the hard part have not yet heen definitely 
proved to be reliable indices of age and growth. However, 
there have been attetspts of varying degrees of success in 
the determination of age of tropical fishes specially 
from Indian waters (Seshappa and Qiimachar, 19S4| Plllay, 
1954| Jhingran, 1967 and 1969{ Sarojni, 19S7| Pantulu, 
1961 and 1963I Hatarajan ftnd Jhlngran, 1963} Oasin and 
Bhutt, 1964} lhalcur, 1967} Krlshnanurthy, 1968 and Kanial, 
1969). 
Bfost of the above studies provide, though acceptable, 
indirect evidence of the validity of hard parts but ss 
Jhlngran (1959) states "final confirmation of ttiis issue 
will be got when either known age method or nsrking 
experiments tried". Such work practically does not exist 
in the country. 
The age and growth of two important major carps of 
India naiiely, gin^^ni IMTlgHlft SaJB& JElAlE 
studied in detail the fornerly Jhlngran (1957 and 1959) 
and Kamal (1969) and the latterly Hatarajan and Jhlngran 
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(1963)» the third on», Uheo £SJLSfc» which Is no lest 
Important, has not been attempted by any vorker in the 
country and nothing is knovn ei^er about any ^lid 
method for age and grovth studies or about its age, life 
spaa and growth rate. 
therefore, during the present investigation, 
attempts were made, ^ ^Irs^^ to work oat a suitable 
nethod for age and grov^ studies, secondly, to study the 
age length relationship, maxiaun sise and age, annual 
end seasonal growth rats and finally, to compare the 
growth rate from different waters and to correlate the 
ecological factors to growth rate of i" E^llSE* the work 
initially presents the results of age and growth studies 
of the fish fro« three different environments namely, 
Fond Koat, Chau tal and Bivers (Ganges and jraniuna}. In 
Pond Moat where the fingerlings were released in September 
1967 and September 1968, studies continued from September 
1967 to J^ne 1969 and in Chau tal ^ ere the fingerlings 
were released only in September 1967, study was possible 
only for nine months (September 1967 to May 1968). the 
main object of the study in these ponds was to establish 
the validity of scales as age and growth indicator by 
known age method and to correlate the ecological factors 
to seasonal growth rate. Biverine fiiihes were used for 
detail study of age and growth rate of the fish. 
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MATERIAX^ S MUD HEfHOPS 
Fl^es from Pond Moat wero eoXl«otod during the 
period September 1967 to Otane 1969, twice or thrice In 
e month using east net^ gill net or drag net* From 
Chau fel fishes %iere obtained hf almllsr foethods for a 
period of 9 months (September 1967 to May 1968)* 
Elverlne fishes were collected from the local fish market 
ii^ ere the fishes are brought from Slirers Ganges and Jaouna, 
throughout the period September 1967 to December 1969* 
As many as 786 fishes from Moat, 325 fishes from Chau T&l 
and 801 fishes from Blirers were used for the present 
study. 
Total length mbs ineasured up to nearest <bib* from 
the tip of the snout to the longest fin ray of the lover 
lobe of caudal fin. The scale samples were talcen 
uniformly from the lateral side of the fish In the region 
directly below the dorsal fin and above the lateral line. 
10 to 12 scales were removed from each fish* Scales were 
first washed in water and then rubbed gently between the 
fingers to remove the mucus* they were then dried on a 
neat blotting paper. Scales of each fish were kept In 
separate envelopes* 
Since the scales attain a fairly large slee and 
are translucent, they were read with the help of a 
magnifying glass* However, the scales of smaller fishes 
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and 8cal«s for the stady of marginal rings "ware obserired 
under a mlcroaeope or a binocular. Larger scales irere 
held against narrow light source and read with the help 
of a tuagnlfylng glass. 
Ages were determined hf counting the number of 
completed annull CUie annull are defined later In the 
text), the tern "age group" Is used for the fishes which 
have completed the age of the number mentioned after the 
"age group" while the term "year class*' represents the 
growing season of the fish. For example "age group II" 
represents the fish which has completed its two years of 
age and possesses two complete annul! and and year class 
represents the second growing season of the fish which 
has only one completed annulus and so on* 
For the determination of age the scale envelopes 
were mixed together and from the mixed lot envelops were 
picked randomly one by one, the scales were studied and 
ages were noted on a separate sheet against the number of 
the envelope. Atleast 4 or 6 scalss were read from each 
eniwlope* !the abnormal scales (defined latter in the 
text) were not used for the age determinations. 
all the scale envelopes of the sample were studied, the 
whole lot of the envelopes were again mixed and the same 
procedure was repeated. Ages were again determined 
irrespective of the previous diagnosis. If both the 
observations tallied, the age of the fish was considered 
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final otherwise, such scales vore kept aside and studied 
for the third time. After several attempts If any 
eoneltaslon mtt not obtained such scales vera re;}eeted. 
To study the probable period of ring formation, 
the deposition of salts on the margins of scales i^ as noted 
throughout the year and percentage of scales with aarglnal 
rings during different month vas calculated. 
Scales vera measured %rith the help of paper rulers 
amde from millimeter graph paper. She ssero of the ruler 
was placed at the centre of the focus and the ruler vas 
placed along t^e most anterior median line in the 
anterior field. The ruler vas then marked at each annulus 
and at the total length of the scale. The details about 
the length of the fish and igonth of the capture vere noted 
on the reverse side of the ruler. For each scale separate 
ruler vas used. 
body length! scale length relationship m a 
worked out by regression analysis (Least squares siethod). 
Length attained by the fish at the time of each annulus 
formation vas back calculated for each specimen separately 
using the direct proportion formula (Lee, IdSO) as 
% " Si , Where *hi* is the length of the fish at the 
6 
time of annulus formation, *L' is the length of the fish 
at the time of capture from vhlch the scale vas taken, 
*S' is the length of the scale from the focus to anterior 
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ftpox of the sc&i« and % Is th« distftne« between the 
foeus and each annultss. 
fhe mean monthlf length of the fishes of Moat and 
Chau fai vere determined fron the total fish captured In 
that month, the fuean monthly length of the fishes of 
rivers vere determined separately for each age group as 
revealed hy xiamher of annul 1 on the scale* 
Instantaneous rate of growth or specific rate of 
grovth (0) of riverine fishes ms calculated separately 
for each age group as followsi 
l.og^  % " % X 100 (Ball and Jones, 1960) 
where end are the lengths at the times 
•fji» respectively and •Q' is the specific (Instantaneous) 
growth rate as the percentage increase per unit time. 
and 'Lg' are the leng^ at the beginning and at the 
end of each year of life. Ibus % % is one and *6* is 
expressed as percentage per anun (Ball and ^ ones, I960). 
Von Bertalanffy growth equation was fitted to 
length at age data of riverine fishes as described by 
Beverton and Holt (1957). 
Data for the limnological condition of Pond Hoat 
and C!hau Tal were obtained for the period October 1967 to 
December 1963 from the unpublished wor!c of Khan (1969)* 
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a s E m 
Dtscription of th« se&l«. 
The scale of L. yohtt« Is « typical cycloid tcslt 
vith the foeus neer th« centre surrounded by numerous 
strlattons or circuit* The circuit provide the sculptur-
ing which Is interpreted in age deternination* Radii 
arising from the focus represent the line of flexibility. 
The anterior parts of the scales are burried in dermal 
pockets end only the posterior portions project from the 
poclcets and are visible. The burried anterior part beers 
growth ridges which appear as rings in the surface of 
bony outer layer f»nd sofse of i4ilch project a little way 
on to the posterior surface* As the scale grows In area 
with the growth of the fish^ these rings are formed 
successively* 
Mature of annuli or true ftrowth rings. 
Annull or true growth rings appear as relatively 
broad grooves or bsnds which are carved out spaces between 
circuli running alround the scale except the posterior 
end and preceded by closely spaced circuli followed by 
widely spaced circuli. In the groove or annulus regl<Mi 
circuli are broaken, discontinuous and Incomplete. The 
annulus is parallel to the general contour of the scale 
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and cen b« traced around the sctiXptured part of the 
scale, soaetines It also extends to the jiosterior 
region or anseuXptured part* A ring is considered 
annulus onXjr it Is present in aXl the scaXes of 
the fish. iinnuXi of aXnost sltnlXar nature have Imen 
found in p^^Xa catXa by Hatarajan and Jhingran (X96S). 
FaXse yiogg* 
Sometimes accessary cheeks or faXse rings %wre 
found to occur In t^e scaXes of yohlt(jt. Such rings 
are usuaXXy incoiapXete, IrreguXar in outXine and not 
paraXXeX to the nargins* In ease of such rings the 
groove does not appear to he continuous on both, Xover 
XateraX and upper l^teraX haXves of the scaXe* they 
generaXXy appear as foXds in the scuXptured pattern and 
circuXi crossing such foXds show a continuity and 
reguXarity rather than the discontinuity and irreguXarity 
of the define age ring, further they usuaXXy occur at 
irreguXar intervaXs betveen cXearXy aarked age rings 
and back caXcuXation of Xengths froa such rings give 
absurd resuXts. Such rings are aXso not found in aXX the 
scaXes of an individuaX. The faXse rings of rohlta 
reseabXe very auch to the accessary rings of the AtXantic 
aenhaden described by June and Roithmayr (X960). FaXse 
rings have aXso been reported in other aajor carps. 
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AbaLorniaIlti»«. 
Abnormftl sealAs vtrt found to oeeur fr«<iu«atl]r 
and about of tli« scftl«t iwro abnorsftX. Mbst of the 
abnornaX scaXes vara atjmmatHeaX, raganaratad %rlth a 
Xarga fusad focus with althar no elaar ting or with ona 
or two rings or vlth a nuobar of rldgas Xlke rings 
In no Maf raprasantad tha annuaX rlng8« CarafuX axamina* 
tlon of tha seaXas of dlfferant ragions ravaaXad tha 
diffarancaa In sisa and shapa and tha nost ayamatrieaX 
scaXas vlth Xaast amount of abnomaXlty vara found just 
baXow XhB dorsaX fin and abova tha XataraX Xlna* 
VaXldlty of aeaXaa as aga and ftrowth indicator. 
Jhingran CX9&7 and X9S9>, KamaX (X968} and 
Hatarajan and Jhlngran (X963) polntad out l^t the scaXas 
of Clryftto n n m U S&U& saj^a «how cXaer annuXations 
which ccuXd be used for studying the age end grovth of 
thasa fishes, fhasa authors haira aXso attempted to 
astabXlsh tha annuaX nature of these rings and provided 
ayidancas in support of it. since y rohita is cXosaXy 
reXatad to thasa species, its scaXes have aXso been found 
to bear certain rings. The vaXidity of the scaXe method 
for aga datentilnatlon of jL. rohita vas based on the foXXov-
Ing propositions (Van Oostan, X929). 
X. 13iat the scaXes must reinaln constant in number and 
must retain their identity throughout tha Xife. 
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2. that th« anauXut «ust \m fornwd yaarly and at tha sama 
approxiaata tlma of the year ftnd 
3. That the scales must twar a eosstant proportional 
relationship idth the length of the fish. 
The aunl>er of scales along the lateral line of 
k* vas foand to irary between 39-41 and within this 
range this namher was highly constant* l^ough the sise 
and shape of the s«ale and seulptaral eharaeteristies 
differed from one region to other tmt almost remain constant 
throughout the life in one part, the highest degree of 
constancy in the shape of the scales m s found from the 
region Just below the dorsal fin and «bove the lateral line. 
Time of annulus formation. 
To prove that true rings are formed annually and at 
the same approximate time of the year, detailed observation 
were made on the time of their formation, tt was done by 
observing the occurrence of rings on margins during different 
•(mths of the year. Recognition of a newly formed ring in 
the scale was based on the appearance of narrow ring on the 
margin or periphery of the scale. In Moat the time of the 
ring formation was directly observed for first and second 
year classes. It was found (Figure 17A) that up to January 
very few scales showed the ring formation on margins. 
From February onwards the percentage of scales with marginal 
rings increased and maximum number of scales with marginal 
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rtiigg ir»r« found ia th« nonths of flareh ftnd April in eas« 
of first year elast and April and 1^7 In cose of s«eoAd 
]rtar class. By th« and of July all of tha scales of first 
year class fishes vera found to possess growth rlogs and 
as Uie scale grew further in these rings progressed 
lnvards« Ho further ring formation vma noted till the next 
February when the ring of second year class started Its 
formation. 
In case -of riverine fli^es (Figure 17B) %^ere the 
sample contained all the age groups, examination of the 
narglns of scales to ascertain the probable period of ring 
formation, indicated that new growth rings began to appear 
from ?iarch and by August all of the fishes of first year 
class (termed Juirenlles) were found to contain new growth 
rings %^lle in ease of adults (all year classes esccept 
first year class) ring formation started from t%rch and 
continued till Septenber. The maxltaum number of scales 
with itarglnal rings were found during Aprll»Kay in case of 
Juveniles and during ifeyoJune in case of adults. King 
formation tooK place earlier In smaller fishes end later in 
larger fishes. Thus ring formation usually took place 
during March to JUne and only one ring appeared attha margin 
during the course of a year. 
the constant appearance of new growth rings at one 
season of the year is an evidence that these growth rings 
are true annull. Additional evidences appeared from the 
fact that rings are added systematically as growth of the 
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fish iuce««ded as It It apparent from tha scales (Plata IX)* 
k 
the maasuraments of fishes for ^ ich scale readings have 
been made proride valuable eheek on the validity of these 
rings as true growth rings* Increasing laimber of annuli 
were found vlth increasing siae of the fish (Plate IX, 
Figure 2 to ?)• !l!he decreasing distance between the 
pdjaeent annuli as the fish grew also revealed that these 
are true growth rings because the growth of the fish 
itself decreased as l^e age increased* Jhingran (1@S0) 
and Kaaial (1069) also reported similar evidence In favour 
of these rings as true annuli in case of C^ rr^ fiina BEigs3A.» 
Further evidence of the reliability of the scale 
readings was available in the comparision of the size 
attained by the fishes of Hoat and rivers, the size at 
first and second annuli of l^ sat fishes corresponded well 
to the sizes at similar annuli in case of riverine fishes* 
Further lengths derived at each age from Von Bertalanffy 
growth equation, length deterained from back calculation 
(both described latter in the text) and enperical length 
showed no significant differences* 
Body length scale length relationship* 
Reconstruction of past growth history based on 
either assuned or real relationship between body length and 
scale length is another method to establish the validity 
of scales for growth studies (Van Oosten, 1929} vSilteny and 
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Carlander, 1956) und It depends upon tb« ftftasiptlosi that 
the Blzn of the scale l^ emra a coastant relationship to the 
total length of the fl^. 
Vlien the regresilon of scale lengths on total bodf lengths 
itms carried oat, a straight line relationship vqs observed 
vlth a high degree of significance In case of both, Mdat 
(Figure lS)and riverine (Plgttre 19) fishes. The relation-
ship could be expressed as 
T a -1.6582 • 0.0256 X <Hoat fishes) 
and t SE -1.4000 • 0.0026 X (Riverine fl^es) 
where X is total length of the fish and t is scale length, 
fhe regression line etits the x axis at about 25 am. in case 
of riverine fishes and at SO mm, in case of M&at fishes, 
these intersects represented the sixe at vhich scales were 
fors^d. 
Age and groifth rate 
Detail study on the age and annual grovth was only 
possible in case of riverine fishes ^ ere the saaple 
represented alnost all the age and size of the fish found 
in natural population* 
A^e eomposltiott. 
Table 13 depicts the length frequency distribution 
^^ if* gohitfi at each age group as revealed by amuli. It 
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m y b« 8«0n that the fith of first class foTmed the 
dominant group end their nuffiber decreased unexpectedly 
In age group II. However, the fishes of age group II, III 
and IV irere also In moderate oumhers hut their percentage 
decreased considerably as the age increased. The number 
of ^ e fishes of higher age groups were very small and 
their number decreased steadily as age progressed and 
ultifaately the fishes of age group IX and X mre very 
few. fhough the sample did not represent the actual 
composition, even then it gave an approximate age composi-
tion of the population. It is also apparent that variation 
in length at any age group was quite high. 
Calculated annual growth 
Average calculated length at each annulus, absolute growth 
and irowth Increiieat. 
Table 14 represents the average length of L. yrohjl^ a 
at each annulus (at the end of each year of life) as 
determined by the back calculation of length from the 
fishes of different ages. The average length at each 
annulus has been given as grand mean in the same table. 
At the beginning of the study attempts were made to study 
the growth of the two sexes separately but later on only 
combined growth rate was studied because(flrs^^^ere 
appeared no significant difference in the growth rate of 
the two sexes among the sample studied and secondly, the 
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d«t«rmlnatlon of s«x wat not posslbl® for most of Xarg® 
8l2«d fish«8» 
ava2%g« Xftngth at each annulus has also beaa 
plotted la Figure 20 (absolute growth ctirve). rohlta 
v&M found to attain the length of 310 mm., 500 aai*, 
660 iQin* I 740 on*, 800 mm., 890 mm. ^  920 am.« 940 itKii» and 
960 ma* at the age of 8, 4^ 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 
10 years respectively* Occurrence of very rapid growth 
Is length vas Indicated in first 4 years of llfe^ followed 
by a period of slow growth upto 7 year and slowest In the 
rest of age groups* A progresslirely declining growth rate 
with increasing age Is also clearly visible from lower 
curve of Figure 20 (growth Increnent). fhe naxlmum slse 
of the fl^ recorded was 960 m» at the end of 10th year 
of life. 
The percentage annual Increment (relative growth 
varied fro® 92J| during the first year of life to 2.15? of 
during the 10th year of life (tfeble 16). About 933^  of the 
total growth of the fish was covered In the first 7 years 
of life. 
Lee's idftienoiaenon of apparent changes In gro%rth rate. 
It has generally been reported that the length at 
any age calculated from the scales of older fishes Is 
lesser than those calculated from the scales of younger 
fishes (Xiee, 19201 Pycha and Salth, 1961). this trend was 
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qulta appar«iit In ces* of J;, ro^lta es evldtnt trom 
Table 14« Variation In calculated length at annulua II 
was at great as 37 mm* between the fishes taken at 
3rd and lOt^ year of life* Similarly calculated length 
at amiulus IXX shoved a difference of 28 iiiBi* hetveen the 
fishes of 4th and 10th year of life. 
Instantaneous (specific) growth rate. 
fable IS and figure 21 shov the changes in the 
Instantaneous (specific) growth rate *0' (percentage length 
per year) In length with age. It may be seen that resulting 
growth rate cowsienced at 47?? {0;47) between ages 1 and 2, 
dropped to 26^ (0*25) In next year and ultimately It is 
only 2fS (0.02) between ages 9 and 10. Values of *0* were 
found to decrease gradually with the Increasing age. The 
patterns of changes In *0* with the mean length at each age 
were different frow «ie pattern of changes with age 
(Figure 22). Decrease In (0( values with Increasing length 
was fairly unlfoni. 
Fitting of growth equation to length at age data. 
There have been a nuaber of attempts to define the 
physiological processes responsible for the observed 
pattern of growth of anltaals and to give them isathenatlcal 
forsulatlon (Beverton and Holt, 19S7). Since many species 
of fishes have been found to follow different growth patterns, 
several equations have been devitloped to describe their 
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gToitth, B«veirto& and Holt (1657) reyl^^Md in detail imrloas 
growth •qiittlons end found V&n BartaXanffy growth equation 
(Yon Bertalanffy, 1934, 1938 and 1949) to ba superior to 
most of the other growth etits&tions as It describes well the 
physiological processes Involved In growth. This equation 
deserlbes satisfactorily the growth of those fishes In 
which growth rate decreases progressively as the fish 
become older like ii# yghjltfi* 
According to Von Bertalanffy (1938) an organlsa Is 
analogous to a reacting chemical aysten obeying the law of 
mass action and the growth (nsss) is the net result of the 
interaction of two generally opposing processes, catabollsai 
(breakdown) and anabollsm (synthesis)* l^e growth equation 
of Von Bertalanffy la ec|%iivalent to self irtilbltlng growth 
equation of Broody, to the modified exponental of Croacton 
and Cowan and to the graphic transformation of Ford and 
vain»rd darker and Iierkin, 1956). 
Growth in accordance with Von BartalAnffy formula 
is described by two parameters, L , the ultimate or 
asymtotlc length and K, the slope at which the asymtotlc 
length is attained. Differences In growth rate may result 
from differences in either or both the parameters* 
Beverton and Holt (1957) stated that asymptotic length is 
affected by variation in food supply and population 
density while K is influenced by genitlcal and physlologicnl 
factors. 
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Fitting of Yon Brtalaaffy ftrovth equation to length at 
data of rohlta* 
Ton Bartalanffy growth aquation can ba axpra^sad 
88 
Lt « L aHl*^(t-to) 
TAiera »Lt' la tha length at age *t*, Is asymptotic 
length, *e' is the base of neparlaa logarithms, Is 
the coefficient of catabollsm, t Is the age of the fish 
and ^to* is the age at i^lch the fish Is of aero length. 
To fit the growth equation It may be written In 
the formt 
U + 1 « L Cl-e"^) + 
where 'Lt* aiu!'I*t •*• I* are the length of the fish at age 
*t' and 't 1* respectlirely. this equation shows a 
linear relationship between 'Lt* and 'it 4 l», 
When 'Lt +1' Is plotted against »Lt% a straight 
line relationship appeared with resultant slope k e**^ ) 
and the point where this line cuts the bisector, represents 
the asymptotic length I* (Figure 26). The estimated 
paraaeters aret 
h s 1016 mm. k « (e**^ ) « o,717 
From the *k* *K* was calculated. 
tQ was estimated by plotting Log^ ( l ^Lt) against 
age (Figure 26). the value of *t* where It has an ordinate 
ot Log^ I ii en estimate of t©. the slope of the line 
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again glv«s the valu* of 'K** •stiisatad va3Lti«8 «r« 
at underi 
« -0.333 K c 0.276» 
the veltaes oft % »K* and 'to' have been substituted 
in the equation. Thus Von Bert&Ianffy growth equation for 
i" rohita is 
U « m s ^^  0.333), 
the value of 'Xit* at different ages vas calculated 
and this has been tabulated in Table 15. It mf be seen 
that there is a close agreeioent betiieen the calculated 
length, observed length and length determined from groiith 
equation i^ioh revealed that Ton Bertalanffr grovth 
equation represented adequately the growth of rohita. 
Seasonal growth. 
Detailed study of the seasonal growth has been nade 
for the fishes of Moat and rivers. Seasonal growth data 
have been developed from the aean attained length during 
different sonths of the year by the fishes of first and 
second year class separately. Growth increnent hat l^en 
expressed as percentages of increment to Uie total length 
at the beginning of the period as suggested by Kramer e.nd 
Smith (1959). August has been taken as the month of bii^ th. 
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First yeer growth* 
Pfean monthly length of |». rohttfi obtained from '/oat 
end rivers during Its first growing season along with 
percentage growth Increment have been tabulated in Treble 16. 
Ifean monthly length has also been plotted In Figure S3 
(Jtoet fishes) and Figure 24 (Blverlne fishes). 
In Moat it^ en flngerllngs were released In September 
1967, averaged 66 mm. In length. An Inspection of the 
curve and table Indlceted that growth In length took place 
throughout the yeer except during December, January and 
fterch. The growth rate was highest during October ( b month 
after stocking) which was 136^ Increment to total length. 
Growth was also raoderete during Hovember but during 
December and J'anusry the mean length decreased due to the 
domination of smaller fishes ^ Ich showed that either no 
growth was taking place or little growth took plsce. An 
Increase in February was noted which wss followed by a 
decrease In growth rate In Merch. Fast growth rate was 
again observed during April. Itius two mexlffls of growth 
rate, first In October and second In April were observed. 
In case of riverine fishes 3 peaks, first In October, 
second In February and third In Hay were observed. Like 
MOat fishes a drop In average mean length was observed In 
December, January and Mi^ rch. It can be observed that In 
both, Moat and Rivers, the growth rate of first year class 
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\m» fairly l^ ooQ tiiroughottt th« year e3£cept duping December, 
Sanmrf and %reh* 
Second yeer grevth. 
Second yeer growth data for Host and Riverine fishes 
haire Imen tabulated In Teble 16 and plotted In Flqiure 23 
(itoet flshea) and Flgwre 24 (Riverine fishes). It may be 
noted from the curve that growth during the second jgro^ rlnf 
season Is effected by ®atiiratlon and spawning. "Rte drop 
during winter month® was not so marked es In first yeer 
cless* In both the environment growth rete decreased 
from ?%rch to ^ my except /iprll. During J^ne the decrease 
was continued in riverine fishes while In t'oat an 
unexpected Increiise wes observed. It was due to «ie feet 
thst during Jtine 1969 comBierclal fishing; ms operated In 
*4o»t end coupsrstlvely lariger fishes were ceught by the 
nets used which effected the inean length of the sample. 
In riverine fishes a slight Increase In »een length ms 
observed in JUly. 
Third end above yeer cless growth. 
The growth curve for Srd year class of the riverine 
fishes has elso been drawn In Figure 24. It may be seen 
that there existed no apparent difference In the growth 
pattern between 8nd and 3rd yeer classes rsnd (growth of 
third year class was also chiefly affected by maturation 
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and spftvnlng. The othar year el&sses ware also found to 
shov slmlXar pattern. 
Ecological conditions and growth rate 
To deteraln© the possible factors which affect the 
growth rate of the fish, two environments. Pond Hoat and 
Chau Tal were selected. Five factors namely, dissolved 
oxygen, conductivity, alkalinity, pH, teisperatnre were 
taken into consideration. Hhe value of each factor in 
each month has been tabulated In T^ble 17 (Moat) and 
Table 18 (Ohau fal) and plotted in Figure Z5 (Hoat) and 
in Figure (Chau Tal) against the aean monthly length. 
In Pond Hoat study was made for 16 months (October 1967 
to December, 1968) Mdiile in Chau Tal it was only for 
8 montais (October, 1967 to May, 1968). 
The correlation coefficient between the mean monthly 
length and each factor was calculated separately as suggested 
by MtcFyden, 1968) (Table 19). 
Conductivity and growth ratet The mean monthly conductivity 
of water in Pond Moat and Chau Tal when correlated with 
respective mean monthly length, the correlation coefficients 
were highly significant in both the ponds (r s 0.768 
significant at 2% level in Moat'and r « 0.718 at 2% level 
in Chau Tal). The correlation was stronger in Moat than 
in Chau Tal* 
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/^ l-kallnlty and growth rgtci The correlation coefficients 
for aXKeXlnlty vere highly significant In both the ponds 
(rs 0,892, In Mont and 0,990 In Ch«u Tal, probability 
less then ,001 In both the eases)* In Chau alkalinity 
was more closely related to the growth rate than in Pond 
Moat* 
pH end growth retei Ihe correlation between pH and 
growth rate was not significant in Pond Moat, while It 
was significant In Chati Tal at level* 
D»0« end growth rates Ho significant correlation was 
observed between B.O. and growth rate In Pond Moat but a 
significant correlation at level was observed In Chau Tel. 
Temperature and growth ratet The correlation between niean 
monthly length and mean monthly temperature was significant 
In both the ponds but only at 6JC level (rs 0,605 In Jtoat 
and 0.656 In Chau Tal), 
As a i^ole It may be seen from the Table 9 that among 
the factors studied, conductivity, alkalinity and temperature 
were significantly related to growth In both the ponds while 
pH and D,0, were only significant In Chau Tal, 
DISCP5SI0H 
Van Oosten (1957) stated that any cessation In the 
growth rate of the fish will result In the formation of check 
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on the scales* The causes of such grovth retardation 
resulting In the check formation on the skeletal ports 
have been discussed by a number of workers both under 
natural and experimental conditions. Generally three 
main groups of factors have been found to be responsible 
for growth retardation and ring formation I.e., 
environmental, physiological and genetic (Browi, 1946). 
Among the environmental factors, the temperatar© and 
intensity of feeding are the wain causes and generally 
It has been reported in temperate regions that temperature 
is the main factor. During winter a drop In temperature 
Is followed by a drop In metabolic activity and Intensity 
of feeding and consequently in growth rate. This causes 
a chock In the form of a narrow band. During summer the 
Increase In temperature Is followed by fast growth rate 
and wider scalerlts (Cutler, 1918; Oraham, 1929). Since 
the fluctuation In temperature Is cyclic and a drop In 
temperature followed by check formation occurs only once 
a year, the rings are regarded annual marks. 
Brown (1946) found that besides environmental 
factors some other factors may also cause the growth 
retardation and ring formation. She observed that the 
ring formation was presumably the result of an annual 
physiological cycle of changes In the Internal environment 
presumably the variation of the secretion of an endocrine 
organ such as pltlutary gland# She further remarked that 
• €6 • 
"since this cycl« ocearred In th« absence of any variations 
of environmental factors it can not depend on the existence 
of environjaental time markers'*. Hickllng attributed 
the formation of such zone on t^e otolith of hake to a 
physiological rhythm, being laid dovn during the period 
of greatest physiologicsl stress. IStie physiological stress 
in adult fishes is mostly caused by maturation and spawning. 
Some other workers held the view that growth rhythm 
coincided with an annual rhythm in nutrient intake. 
However, in majority of studies in temperate region, 
the emphasis has been given to temperature but in seasonless 
tropics like India, where the fluctuation in temperature 
between the seasons is not as marked as in temperate regions, 
the ring formation can not be attributed to temperature. 
ISie occurrence of growth cheek similar to those found 
in temperate fishes in the skeletal parts of tropical and 
sub-tropical fishes has been more than sufficiently proved 
(?40hr, 1910; Hornell and Haldu, 1944? Hair, 1949; »4enon, 
1950; Seshappa and Bhlmachar, 1961; Jhlngran, 1957, 1959; 
Pantalu, 1961, 1963; Natarajan and Jhingran, 1963 and 
Kamal, 1969). However, Oelsman (1929) and Hardenberg 
(19S8, 1939) suggested that due to absence of severe winv"^  
in tropical regions, a periodicity In growth of the fishes 
Is also not found and therefore, scales do not possess 
growth rings, these statements seem very surprising because 
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in tropical waters also ther« Is found a periodicity In 
the physico-chemical and biological factors of the mtet 
and there is also periodic rhythm In spawning* In the 
presence of the periodicity of these factors, It Is not 
possible to accept that there Is no periodicity In 
growth rate. t3ie statements of these workers have been 
crltlslzed by many workers (Bfenon, 19S0). Menon stated 
that without detail examination of this Important problem 
on the lines suggested by Graham (1929) and Van Oosten 
(19j29) this view can not be accepted. However, If these 
authors kept In mind 'only the temperature* as a factor 
effecting the growth rate and ring formation then it may 
be accepted that the methods established In other climes 
in the determination of age of fishes are unsuitable for 
seasonless tropics because temperature is not found to be 
the main factor. 
j^hlle the occurrence of such rings on the skeletal 
parts of tropical fishes has long been recognised, the 
validity of these rings as age and growth indicator has 
been established only by few workers during recent years. 
Sheshappa and Bhlmachar (1951) for the first time in India 
working on aalabar sole reported that the scale of the 
fish shows clear rings which are annull. They suggested 
that such rings were formed under the Influence of South-
west monsoon, which resulted in the dipletion of food in 
bottom and this lack of food led to the starvation which 
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vas main factor In the formation of the rings. In case of 
freshwater fishes, Jhlngran (X969) also found In Clrrhlna 
mrlfgalft that ring formation took place with the result of 
starvation and this critical period Is noted only once a 
year. In case of C^tl^ catla. Natarajan end Jhlngran (19B3) 
observed that physiological stress Imposed through 
maturation and spawning was main factor responsible for 
ring formation. 
It appears from the observations of L, rohlta that 
during first year of life ring formation took place during 
the month of Jferch or /Iprll. It may be seen that during 
these months the feeding Intensity vas lowest and during 
rest of the months feeding was either high or moderate. 
Thus the ring formation during the first year of life may 
be correlated to low feeding intensity. During the second 
and subsequent years of life ring formation took place 
during April to June which was apparently the spawning 
months of the fish. During this period gonads of adult 
fishes enlarge enormously and most of the growth potential 
Is directed towards the gonad building. Further due to 
* 
enlargement of gonads, specially In females, only a little 
space Is left for gut. This also results In the low food 
uptake. Thus It may be concluded that a drop In feeding 
Intensity Is the main cause for ring formation In both, 
Juveniles and adults. 
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The study of seasonal bindings of th© periphery 
revealed that rings on margins apoeared only once a year, 
therefore such rings ere true annull. 
thus the present observation supports the view that 
even In tropical waters the rings are formed on the skeletal 
parts of the fishes, though the underlying factors are 
different from temperate regions* IhB factors which Induce 
periodicity in growth, are food end maturation and spawning. 
Page and ?eillet (1938) also came to similar conclusion In 
other tropical fishes. 
The growth rate of yohita is very fast and rapid 
growth occurred In the first seven year of life after which 
the growth Increment was very little* The growth rate was 
maximum during the first year of life and decreased 
gradually* fhe comparatively slower growth rate after the 
second year class may be attributed to the fact that the 
fish generally attains maturity after second year of life 
and it is well known that after the attainment of maturity 
most of the growth potential is used for gonad building 
and little Is left for dimensional growth. 
LeeIs phenomenon of apparent changes In L. rohita 
may be due to, as suggested by Pycha and Smith (1961), the 
fact that precocious fishes were caught early In the life 
and that in later year of collection slower growing fishes 
were taken* Ibis applies well to other commercially 
important fishes* 
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Wide range of sizes has been observed among the 
fishes of same age or y©©r class. Causes of It may be, 
as suggested by Frost and Kipling (1967), that spawning 
of all the Individuals of the population does not take 
place at one time and It may cover about 1 month to 
complete the spawning of all the fishes, so some fishes 
hatch earlier than others and stand to gain a good start 
of life. It has also been reported by Brown (1946) that 
size of the fish Is the most Important factor which 
affects the growth In the population. Ute comparatively 
larger fishes grow faster and their removal leads to an 
Improvement of the growth rate of smaller fishes. In this 
way there develops a size helrarchy. This Is attributed 
to the fact that In competition the bigger fishes prove to 
be more efficient and they ere able to obtain maximum food. 
The growth of the fish Is wiell described by 
Von Bertalanffy growth equation, perhaps because the fish 
constantly lives In one habitat through out the life thus 
leaving aside the chance of'revising the ultimate length' 
(Bevertott and Holt, 1967). 
The decrease In the number of fishes of second and 
above year classes was considerable end unexpected. The 
fish produces a lurge number of ova and even after consider-
able mortality a large number of youngs are able to survive 
and consequently a dense popolstlon of carp flngerllngs and 
juveniles exlati In rivers during the post-spawnlng months. 
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Hovever, due to Indtscrlmliuite and heavy fishing, the 
population is greatly effected end their numlser decreases 
considerably. 
The seasonal growth curves of L. rohita in both 
the ponds and rivers are very much influenced by the feeding 
intensity end spawning cycle of the fish. The growth curve 
of Xst year class sho^d tvo imtxltaa, first in October and 
the second in April in ^at and first in Octob«2r and second 
in in rivers* These tvo niaxiina also coincided with tvo 
peak periods of feeding* In mature fishes^ the sharp drop 
in grovth rate during the months April to in riverine 
fishes vas due to enlargement of gonads* An Increase in 
post spasming aonths vas due to the better feeding. Thus 
it may be concluded that vhlle the grovth curve of first 
year fishes vas affected chiefly by Intensity of feeding, 
the grovth rate of adult fishes vas influenced by feeding 
and maturation of gonads. 
The relationship betveen grovth rate and vater 
quality has been discussed by a number of vorkers. Welch 
(1962), Ravson (1960) and McFadden and Cooper (1963) found 
relationship betveen vater conductivity and grovth rate 
of the fish and fish production. Reltners et al. (1955), 
Northcote and Larkln (1956) discussed the significance of 
total dissolved solids on the fish production. Moyle 
(1956) and Caclander (1955) determined the relationship 
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between standing crop of fish end alkalinity. Ihe effect 
of temperature on growth rate of fishes Is well known 
and has been described by nany workers* 
The growth rote of ^ohlta was significantly 
related to some of t^ e factors studied In both the 
environments (conductivity, alkalinity and tEemperature). 
Thus It can bo said that these factors have a significant 
* 
role In the production of |j. rphltfi in both the ponds. 
The other factors, pH and D.O. which were only significantly 
related to growth rote In Chau Tal, can not be definitely 
correlated to the fish production at present. However, 
when the growth rate of the two ponds were compared, it 
was found that growth rate was higher In Chau Tal than In 
Moat. As It has already been stated that the water of 
Chau Tal was highly alkaline throughout the period (Table 13), 
such high growth rate of Chau Tal fishes may be correlated 
to high alkalinity. 
It has also been observed that the food production 
and feeding Intensity of the fish, both were higher In 
Chau Tal than In the ^ at. Thus It can also be concluded 
that the conditions prevailing In Chau Tal were more 
suitable for food production which has a direct effect on 
the growth rate of the fish. 
It Is expected that \^en more complex form of 
analysis like partial correlations etc. would be applied 
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some sore Interesting conclusions wuld be dramn* Further 
the establishment of relationships between vater quality 
and primary production, secondary production and fish 
production would also be helpful In detecting the energy 
flow cycle In the ecosystem of such culture ponds. Such 
results will certainly help to pisciculturists of the 
country In Increasing the production of L« rohlta as well 
as other major carps. 
SUMMABY 
The scales of Labfio rohlta (Ham.) were found to be 
valid for age and growth studies. The annull wore formed 
as craved out spaces In clrcull. False rings were 
differentiated from true growth rings. About 16^ of the 
scales ware abnormal and the scales with least amount of 
abnormality were found In the region just below the dorsal 
fin and above the lateral line. 
The annulus formation wat Influenced by only feeding 
intensity In the fishes of first class whereas both feeding 
Intensity and maturation cycle were responsible for ring 
formation In adults. 
L. rohlta was found to attain a length of 310 mm., 
500 mm., 640 mm., 740 am., 800 mm., 850 mm., 890 mm., 920 mm.. 
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940 RHn. end 960 ram. at the end of Ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
6th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th year of lift. 
The growth rete of the fish nee considerably high 
during 1st and 2nd year of life, after which the rete 
decreased gradually up to age group iril when about 93f 
of the total growth was achieved. After age group VII, 
the growth rate was very slow. Lee's phenomenon of 
apparent changes in growth rate was also recorded. 
Von Bertalanffy growth equation was found to 
describe well the growth of the fish. The asymtotic 
length calculated ( lOlS mm. ) was very close to the 
observed omximum length ( 965 RES. ) . 
Seasonal growth curve of ttie fish of first year 
class was chiefly influenced by feeding intensity while 
that of adults was affected by feeding intensity and 
maturation of gonads. 
Positive correlations were found between the growth 
rate and conductivity, alkalinity and temperature in Pond 
Moat and Chau Tal. The correlations between growth rate 
and pH and D.O. were only significant in Pond Chau Tal. 
The higher growth rate of Chau Tal fishes was attributed 
to high alkalinity of the water, high production of the 
food and high feeding intensity of the fish. 
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Fig. 17 (A) Perc«ntaCEe of scales of L. rohlta vlth 
marginal rings (Moat flsE^ es). 
Fig. 17 (B) Percent«(!tt of scale8 of h, rohlta vlth 
marginal rings (Blvarlne fishes). 
Fig, 18. Body length seal© length relotlonshlps of li. rohltf (Moat fishes). 
Pig. 19, Body length scale length relationships of 
Ii. roh^a (Blverlne fishes). 
Fig. 20. fhe ftrovth eurve of Riverine L. rohlta. 
(The upper curve represents the average 
length at each age and the lower curve 
represents the average growth Increment 
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Pig. 21. Change In the Instantaneous (specific) growth rate (expressed on percent of length 
per annua) of riverine L. rohlta with age. 
Fig. 22. Change In the Instantaneous (specific) 
growth rate (eicpressed as percent of length 
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Fig, 23. Seasonal ccrowth curve of L. rohlta (Moat fishes). 
Fig. 24. Seasonal crowth curve of L. rohlta (Riverine 
fishes). 
Fig. 26. Ford Walford plot of growth of riverine L. rohlta. 
Fig. 26. Plot of Log e (I. d » against age *t'. 
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CHAPTBB f 
FOOD A m FBB0I0& HABITS 
. 76 « 
INTRODPCTIOil 
Food, being the basic source of energy, plays an 
Important role in the life of fish end Its bearing on 
various aspects of life history such as netabollsm, 
growUi, development, reproduction, feeding adaptation 
and behaviour is well known. Although the great 
Importance of food and feeding habits of fishes and Its 
relationship to the environmental conditions has long 
been recognized, it is only during the past few decndes, 
which was characterized by a rapid growth of the 
ecological knowledge, the problem has come to be given 
an Important place among the fishery investigations. 
the st»idy of the food and feeding habits of fishes 
began to attract the attention of tha fishery scientists 
towards the end of last century and since then considerable 
work has been done cm the subject, the problem of food 
and feeding habits has been attempted in several ways. 
In a great majority of works the attention has been fixed 
upon the study of the food and its variation with season, 
sex and size of a single species in one environment. Few 
accounts are also available on other ecological aspects 
such as the intensity of feeding and factors affecting 
it (Ivlev, 1961), food selection (Allen, 1941j Hess and 
Swartz, 1941J Ivlev, 1961; Lewis ej^  «1., 1961 and Cramer 
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and l4ar2olf, 1970) and feeding relationship and competition 
(Hartley, 1948; Parker and Xisrkln, 1957; fhomas, 1962 and 
Haltland, 1966). 
Vftille two decades back very little vas knovn 
about the food of the fishes of Indlea waters, there has 
been considerable addition to our knowledge on the 
subject during the past few years, the food and feeding 
habits of commercially Important marine end estuarlne 
fishes like Mackerel, Sardine, Ribbon fish, Bombay duck, 
Perches, HUllets and Shads have been studied. The food 
of several species of fishes from one environment has 
also been studied by few authors (Chacko, 1949; Bepat and 
Bal, 1950 and Venkataraman, I960), while Plllay (1952) 
reviewed critically various methods employed for the 
qualitative and quantitative estimations of the food of 
fishes. 
The work on the food and feeding habits of 
freshwater fishes of India has largely been confined to 
the study of the organs of feeding and their structural 
Bodlflcatlons In relation to food. The earlier works 
dealing with the quantitative analysis of the food of 
freshwater fishes are very preliminary (Allkuithl and Hao, 
1947J Chacko and Kurlyan, 1948 and 1966? Mookerjee et al., 
1946 and Das and 'loltra, 1965a and 1955b). However, 
during the recent years few works dealing with the detailed 
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study of food and f««dlng habits of f«v fishes h&v« 
«pp«ar«d. This comprlsas the studies of Chakrabarty 
and Singh (X963) on Clrrhlna mrlfreXa. David (1963) on 
l^ngasius pangftslus. Katarajan and Jhingran (1963) on 
Catla cfltla ^  Stlgal (1964) on MIysttts seenghala and 
Bhatnagar and Kranjchandanl (1970) on ^ ibeo flmbrlatus* 
Ihe other notable work Is of Qayyura and Qaslra (19648,b,c) 
on pj^ jL.is^ i^ tto. msSaMsi l a s W allKsia. 
Challehorus bimacttletus respectively.' 
tike other aspects the food end feeding habits of 
L* yoftlta has also not been studied In detail. A survey 
of the literature revealed that except few scattered 
observations (Vaslsht, 1946 and ^okerjee et al., 1946) 
on the food of the fish, no other account Is available. 
However, Sarbhal (1939) and Das and Moltra (l9SSa and 
1955b) have classified the fish as herbivorous on the 
basis of the organs of feeding and their structural 
modifications In relation to food. Informations on exact 
nature of food and Its variation with season, sex, age 
and size and other ecological aspects of the problem are 
lacking. 
The present Investigations were designed to 
obtain detail Informations on the food composition and 
Intensity of feeding of U* and Its variation with 
season, size, ag« and sex from three environments. 
Attempts have also been made to study the food selectivity 
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end feeding reletlonshlp with other fishes Inhabiting the 
same environment. 
MftTERlALS AND METHOPS 
Samples forming the basis of present study vere 
obtained from Pond l4oat, Pond Chau Tal and from Rivers. 
For the study of food and feeding habits the fishes from 
Moat and Qiau Tel vere captured during the early hours 
of the day between 9.00 A.M. to 11.00 A.M., because 
during this period most of ttie gut were found to be full 
and containing identifiable and fresh food Items. Fishes 
captured In afternoon vere not used for the general food 
and feeding habits study. Duration of the time of capture 
were kept constant so that It can be presumed that the 
food of all fishes vere subjected to the same amount of 
digestion and that any diurnal rhythm was also avoided. 
Riverine fli^es vere collected frcmi the fish market. 
Pishes wtre brought Immediately after the collection 
to the laboratory and kept Into the refrigerator. Each 
fish vas then subjected to the routine examination. Guts 
were taken out carefully from the oesophagus to the last 
part of the Intestine, weighed up to nearest 0.6 gm. and 
preserved In formalin. 
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To enumerate the gut contents of the fishes several 
methods have been followed which hove critically been 
reviewed by Hynes (1951) and ^llay (1952). TR^ e occurrence 
method described by various workers has failed here 
because most of the food organisms occurred in almost all 
the guts. The volumetric and gravimetric methods were 
also not practicable because the fish la mainly a plankton 
feeder end feeds upon very small microscopic organism 
which can not be separated* However, the mimber method, 
described by Allen (1938 and 1941), Frost (1939), Frost 
and Want (1940), Radforth (1940), Hynes (1950) and others, 
was found to be most suitable* This method has success-
fully been applied by DulMied (1%3) in case of oil sardine 
which is also a plankton feeder. 
Food items were generally fcmnd uniformally 
distributed throughout the alimentary canal and for this 
reason It was necessary to examine the whole gut contents. 
Five pieces of the gut, each measuring about 6 cm in length, 
were taken from different parts of the gut (fore, mid and 
hind), In • petrl dish containing known quantity of water 
and all the food was taken out gently. It was then 
thoroughly mixed and out of this 0.5 ml. was taken on a 
slide by means of a wide mouth plppet and examined under 
the microscope. As far as possible various planktonlc 
food Items were Identified upto the genera and counted 
and their relative abundance were expressed as percentage 
. 80 « 
of total number of food Items counted In the semple* The 
process was repeated by examining another sample of 0.6 ml, 
80 as to avoid the chances of error and a mean vas obtained. 
However, the percentage of decayed organic matter was 
decided by eye estimation and It was seen that after a 
good practice It gave satisfactory result. 
The Intensity of feeding ms studied by determining 
the gastro-somatlc Index (gut weight expressed as percentage 
of body weight). The number of fishes with empty guts 
were also noted in each month and expressed as the percentage 
of total number of fishes examined In that month. Feeding 
intensity during various hours of the day and periodicity 
of food uptake were also noted. For this purpose the 
flahes caught during different hours of l^e day were 
grouped Into six groups (8.00 A.M., 10.00 A.M., 12.00 Noon, 
2.00 P.M, 4.00 P.M. and 6.00 P.M.) and gastro-somatic 
Index and percentage of empty guts were determined. 
To study the food selection of the fish a numerical 
expression of the phenomenon of selectivity was made. 
For this purpose relative percentage of various organisms 
were calculated in the Pond Moat for each month from the 
data of Khan (1969, Ph.D. thesis)* Feeding selectivity 
and availability of food was studied by the method 
described by Ivlev (1961). An index of selection or 
"Electlvlty Index (E)" was calculi!ted by the following 
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equation I rl - pi g S ; Pi • pi 
Where 'rl' Is the relative content of any Ingredient 
In the ration expressed as percentage of %ihole ration and 
*pl' Is the relative value of the same Ingredient In the 
food complex of environment expressed as percentage. The 
value of may range within a limit of -1 to 4i« The 
former value denotes a ccwiplete negative selection while 
the latter indicates the exclusslve (positive) selection 
for a food Item. A value of 0 represents a complete 
absence of any selectivity. 
To study the feeding relationship and competition 
for food between It* rohlta and other allied species, the 
food of Clrrhlna mrlgala and Catla catla was also determined 
by the same method and a comperetlve study was made to 
observe the competition for any food type. 
RESDLTS 
THE ORGANS OF FfifiDIHQ AND THEIR STRUCTPRAL MODIFICATIORS. 
The organs of feeding of L, rohlta are highly 
modified according to Its food and mode of feeding. The 
snout Is obtuse and projects beyond the jaws. The mouth 
Is depressed and protruslble and blnded by upper and lower 
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Jaws* Teeth are entirely absent on Jaws* Lips are thick, 
soft and fringed with an inner fold. Immedietely Inside 
the lips, the mouth is bordered by sharp cutting edges, 
the lower is more prominent and curved upwards while 
upper is almost attached to the lips and curved downwards. 
Mouth is followed by the buccal cavity which is depressed, 
narrow Just behind the mouth and wide posteriorly. "Rie 
floor of buccal cavity is somei^et flat end covered by 
a t^lck membrane formed of mucus, there is no tongue. 
The roof of buccal cavity posses a cushion like thick 
pad which is fleshy in nature and the shape of this pad 
resembles with that of buccal cavity, narrow at anterior 
and broad at posterior. (Jill rackars, i^lch constitute 
the food sieving organs, are highly developed and modified 
for fllteratlon. The gill rackers are attached to both 
the sides of the gill arches and are very thin and hair 
like. The gill rackers of both sides meet at a place in 
the floor of buccal cavity near the anterior ^ larynx. 
These gill rackers are covered by operculum. The buccal 
cavity leads Into the pharynx which consists of two 
distinct regions, the anterior T^wrynx and the posterior 
pharynx. The anterior pharynx is larger than the 
posterior and the latter is covered by pharyngeal teeth. 
The anterior pharynx Joins with the posterior through a 
circular opening. 
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The phnrynx Is followed by the oesophagus which 
Is a short muscular tuhe and rums from the posterior end 
of the pharynx to the anterior end of the Intestinal 
spelling. The Intestinal svelllng nrhleh is also called 
intestinal bulb Is a thick imll structure. A true stomach 
is absent and It has replaced by the intestinal bulb. 
This bulb is followed by an enormously elongated and 
colled intestine. Uie wall of intestine proper is thinner 
than that of the bulb, ^ e intestinal coil is held by 
thin ligaments or omenta. The omenta contain the 
depositions of fat which varies considerably from season 
to season, being abundant in winter and almost absent 
during aonsoon. At the posterior extremity the intestine 
becomes wide and forsis a rectum which is followed by an 
exterior opennlng or anus. The length of the gut varies 
with the size of the fish and body length gut length 
ratio varies between •ill and lil3. 
It has generally been reported that the organs of 
feeding of teleosts are well adapted to their feeding 
behaviour of the fish and the nature of food. The organs 
of feeding of L. rohita and their relation to food and 
feeding habits have been studied by some workers (Sarbhai, 
1939{ Das and Moitra 1955a and 1955b) and it has been 
reported that the fish is a herbivorous. The nibbling 
type of mouth %rlth soft fringed lips, sharp cutting edges, 
and absence of teeth in buccopharyngeal region showed 
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that fish feed upon soft aqu&tlc vegltatlons iidilch do 
not require setsure of crushing. The gill rackers vhlch 
are thin and long are wall adapted for the filtering 
purpose. It shows that fish also selves the water and 
feeds upon minute plankton* 
The absence of a true stomach In many fishes is 
an adaptation to the herbivorous mode of feeding (Sarbhai, 
1939) and it Is due to this fact that these fishes do 
not take generally those food Items which require gastric 
digestion i.e., animal matters. The same is true for 
h ZSbJLM* The relative length of the gut is another 
indication of the food and feeding habits of fishes 
(Sarbhai, 1939; Mookerjee and Das, 1946; Mookcrjee and 
Sen Gupta, 1946; i^ l-Hussalni, 1949 and Das and Moltra, 
1956) and it has been established that like other animals 
herbivorous fishes hafe comparatively larger guts than 
omnivorous or carnivorous fishes. 15ie guts of L. rohlta 
are very large and body length-gut length ratio ranges 
between lill and 1j13. Das and Moltra (1955) also 
reported almost similar values (lsl2) which Indicate 
that fish Is mainly herbivorous. 
Prom the study of the organs of feeding and their 
structural modification, it is now clear that the fish 
is mainly herbivorous, feeding mainly upon aquatic veglta* 
tion and idiytoplaiikton. The mouth, lips, buccal cavity, 
gill rackers and gut are well adapted for this mode of 
feeding* 
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POOD COMPOSlflOK. 
From th« analysis of gut eontonts It Has found that 
plankton along with macrovegetetion and decayed organic 
matter formed exclusslvely the diet of L* rohlta In all 
the three localities* Sand and niud vere found rarely and 
In very negligible quantities, the food was mainly 
composed of green algae, diatoms, blue green algae, deamlds, 
phytoflagellates, algal spores and zygotes, macrovegetatlon, 
decayed organic matter and few protozoan, rotifers and 
crustaceans* Phytoplankton and fflacrovegetntlon formed by 
far the greater part of diet of the adult fish and zooplankton 
were poorly represented. However, zooplankton were found 
to he the main food of fingerlings but as the fishes grow, 
they changed their feeding habits from zooplanktcnnlc to 
fdiytoplanktonlc food Items* An account of t^e different 
food Items occurring in the gut contents of Jj* yohlta during 
different months is given In Tables20 and 23 (Mbet fishes), 
Tables21 and 24 (Riverine fishes) and Tabl©22 (Chau Tal fishes). 
Same has been represented In Figures 23, 30 and 31. The 
average annual composition of each food item has also been 
shown in Figure 29. 
Phytoplankton formed the main bulk of the food of the 
adult fli^ and occurred throughout the period of study 
Inconsiderably large amount. It constituted about 70f of 
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the total food. Oreen algae and diatoms formed the tvo 
major components among the phytoplanktonlc organisms 
contltutlng more than 60% of the total food. Phytoplankton 
are discussed under the following six groups. 
Oreen algae(Chlorophycae). 
They formed the most dominant food Item In the guts 
Jj« rohlta obtained from Moat end Rivers. In Moat It 
constituted about 36.85^  and In Klvers about 24.9^ of the 
total food. In Chau Tal they were Important next only to 
diatoms (20.8JS). Oreen algae were found to occur throughout 
the year in all the environments (Tables 30 and 89, Moat 
flshesf Tables 21 and 24, Riverine fishes and Table 22, 
Chau Tal fishes). Splrogyra was the most Important green 
algae, occurred In the gut contents of roat and Riverine 
fishes In considerably high (juantltles, but was absent In 
Chau Tal fishes. In Moat It was In greater proportions In 
ffey and JHine, 1968 and In January, February and ilprll, 1909. 
In riverine fishes It was maximum in May, 1969. Zygnema^ 
another filamentous algae was an Important food of Chau Tal 
and Moat fishes, encountered during most of the period of 
the study but was found in little quantity in the guts of 
the riverine fishes. Pediastrum was also an important green 
algae %^lch form the considerable percentage of food of 
Chau Tal and Riverine fishes but occurred In comparatively 
lesser quantity In Moat fishes, ^lenastrum was common food 
item of Moat and Riverine fishes but rare In Chau Tal fishes. 
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At^ lstrodeBtims and Scenedtsima were also found to occur 
In aXl the environments during most of the period of the 
S^aMElZi M P m M U end itfere the green 
algne of lesser Importance (Tables 20 and 23, I^toat fishes; 
Tables 21 end 24, Riverine fishes and Table Chau Tal 
fishes). 
Diatoms (Saclllarlophyceae). 
They nere the next major group of food Item and 
constituted 22.8^ and of the total food of Koat and 
Riverine fishes respectively^ While In Chau Tal, they 
were the dominant food group (36.6^). They occurred In 
fairly large amount throughout the period of study. 
Navlculla ma the most Important dlatoas In the gut contents 
of Moat and Chau Tal fishes and recorded throughout the 
year. In Riverine fishes, It was next In Importance only 
jSynedra. fiynedrfi wbs recorded only during few months 
In the guts of Moat fishes n^lle In Chau Tel, It formed 
considerable portion of the diet during most of the months 
of the study. Cyclotella was found In all the fishes all 
the yef»r round except few months, glatome, Hltzchla and 
^tephsnodlaeus ware also found In considerable amount idille 
fyygllafla and Surlye^la were found to occur In the guts of 
Riverine fishes only and contributed little to the diet. 
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Bine green algee (t^xophyceae)* 
They vere also eneountered throughout the year and 
formed « good percentage of the diet of the fish. 
m & the laaln constituent of blue green algae. 
BasSSfc V8S ttext to BmildiBaf and 
OsclllRtorla were also encountered during most of the months 
but their contributions were very little. 
Desmlds (Desmldlaceae). 
The edible deamlds constituted only a little 
proportion of the food of adult fishes but they were encoun-
tered In greater proportions In smaller fishes. Only two 
genera Cosaarlum and Closterlum were recorded. 
Phy t of la gel late s. 
Only Euglena and yolvox were recorded. They also 
formed a good parcentage of the diet of the fish. Buelena 
was more Important than Yolvox and occurred during most of 
the period of the study In all the environments. 
Al^al spores and zygotes. 
A considerable portion of the diet of L. rohlta 
was constituted by this group of food Item and occurred 
throughout the period of the study In all the environments. 
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Besides phytoplankton, macrovegetatlon uhlch Include 
the portions of higher aquatic plants and decayed organic 
matter vhlch occurred as stucilagenous mess of dirty green 
or brown colour, also formed a significant portion of the 
diet and occurred throughout the year. 
Zooplankton occupied s secondary place In the diet 
of the adult fish. Ihey were present In most of the months 
hut constituted only little proportions of the diet. 
However, they were the dominant food of flngerllngs. The 
zooplankton which were found belonged to three major groups. 
Protogoans. 
They were the dominant eooplankton. ^rcella and 
Dlfflugia were only identified in the gut contents of the 
fishes, the former was more important than the latter. 
They were also found to occur during most of the months 
in all the environments (Tables 20 and 23, Moat fishes; 
Tables 21 and 24, Hiverine fishes and Table 22, Chau Tal 
fishes). 
Rotifers. 
Only two genera of rotifers, Keratella and Bracftlonyts 
were found in the gut contents of L. rohita. Keratella 
was more important than the Brachtonus. Like protozoans , 
they were also found to occur in small quantities. Rotifers 
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ia0Te altogether absent during some months In Most and 
Riverine fishes. 
Crustaceans* 
They occurred very rarely and In negligible 
quantities In the diet of edult fishes and comprised of 
Cyclops• Daphnla and Eubranehpus* Cyclops was more 
Important than the other two. 3^lbranchlg^ s ma altogether 
absent In Blverlne fishes and present only during few 
months In Moat and Chsu fal fishes. 
A negligible quantity of sand and anjd ma also found 
In the guts of !». yohltfi. Its percentage was high in the 
fishes of the two ponds but very low In Riverine fishes. 
Food composition and Its variation with slge. 
The food of different sized Riverine fishes has been 
tabulated In Table 25. The food of the size class I (below 
60 ram.) was not studied durlni? the present study. A 
pronounced change In the composition of the food was noticed 
as l^e size of the fish Increased. The siaaller fishes 
(size class II) were found to feed aalnly ori zooplankton 
and smaller algae. Slightly blfger fishes (size class III 
and IV) subsisted on a mixed diet of both plant matter 
(phytoplankton and macrovegetatlon) and animal matter 
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(zooplankton), vhlle the larger fishes (size class T and 
above) fed mainly on comparatively bigger algae, macrovege-
tatlon and decayed organic matter* There vas a gradual 
change over from aniraal to plant food (Table 85). 
Variation in food vith locality. 
It is evident from the Tables 20, 21 and 22 that 
except in the differences of occurrence of certain genera 
In certain months v^ich was due to productivity differences 
of these genera in the environment, there was very little 
difference in the average composition of the food of 
is* rohita in all the environments. However, a little 
greater difference in the fishes of Chou Tel was due to 
the fact that samples were cixnprised mostly of smaller fishes. 
Variation in food with sex. 
No significant difference was noted in the food 
composition of males and females. 
FOOD SELECTION. 
Table 1 shows the percentage of various food items 
in gut contents (ri), percentage of the seme Item in the 
environment (oi) end Blectivity index (B) of fingerlings 
and adults of rohita. The values of 'B* for major groups 
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of food Items have also been plotted In Figure S6. It 
vas found that y yohttc vas definitely selective In its 
feeding. In case of fingerllngs a strong positive 
selection vas observed for all the eooplenktonlc organisms 
and for some smaller phytoplankt<m like desmlds (Cosmarl^m 
Clo;i^ erluw)y phytoflagellates (Eaglena and Vol vox) 
and algal spores and zygotes* Hest of the phytoplankton 
uhich include green algae, diatoms and blue green algae 
were avoided. Among crustaceans, there was a strong 
preference for ^ clops and I^ phn^ fi and among rotifers, 
was consumed heavily (Table 26). 
In case of adults, a strong negative selection vas 
observed for all eooplanktonic organisms and a strong 
positive selection for most of the phytoplanktonic organisms-
The index of electivity was positively high for green algae 
and diatoms (Figure 36). Except Oedoyoniufa, all the green 
a^ Sfto (MlBtiaEaaa* SalSHasSaaB, Ayiklstrodesmus, ^ cenedpsmus^ 
SESagaSi MZ28Z£2.f V^p^pm Tertraspora) were utilized 
heavily. However, Jt^ d^ sy^ rum and SSSHStema 
were preferred over other green algae. Diatoms were 
preferred next to green algae and SZSlSJiSaia, 
yit^ chift and ^yiedra were eaten fairly well in comparlsion 
to other diatoms. Index of electivity was always negative 
for all blue green algae. The desmids wore eaten in a 
quantity little more than that present in the environment. 
Wjytoflagellates were avoided while algal spores and zygotes 
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««r« the preferred food Items. The percentages of 
protossoans, rotifers end crustaceans were very little 
In the gut contents as compared to their occurrence In 
the environment end consequently values of 'E' were 
always negative (Table 26 and Figure 36). 
FEBDIKO XtrTgR-REX.ATIQNSHlP AND FOOD COMPETITION > 
Table 27 shows the food of flngerllngs (below 
100 rasa, la length) Juveniles (101 to 300 mm.) and adults 
(above 300 mm.) of J^ . i M M t myilKft^rfi and £aB& 
obtained from Fond M&at and Blvers. In case of flngerllngs 
It laay be seen that all the three species In Pond Moat as 
wll as In Rivers fed amlnly on «ooplsnkton. 7x)oplenkton 
formed 60%^ 39jg and 82?^  of the total food In Moat and 
68J?, S4f: and 94f> of the total food In Rivera of L. rohlta^ 
and catla respectively. Among the 
crustaceans, Pyplppf and fifphnla were present In all the 
three species In fairly large quantity. Dlaptomus and 
Slda were absent In Jfc. rohlt§ but present In mrlgala 
find catla and In the latter species they formed a 
substantial portion of the diet. Cyprls was only present 
catla. Crustaceans were the main food of C. catla. 
Among rotifers Kerat^lla and By^ chlonytp were of equal 
Importance for all the three fish species. Flllnla end 
Polvarthra were present In mrlpal^ and 
Protozoans were the third Important food Item and formed 
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almost equal percentages In L. rohlta end C. catla* In 
2.* they occurred In comparatively lesser amount* 
Insect larvae and invertebrate eggs were only recorded in 
£• SSSlSL* Hiytoplankton constituted comparatively good 
percentage of the food of y foj^ itfi and £, ftyigalfi but 
bat contributed little to the diet of SSJ^ LS.- A 
gradual decrease in phytoplankton composition was noted 
from Z a M M through fi. jylgsi^-fi, to sst^ g. (IJable 27 
and Figure 37). Only few of green algae and diatoms were 
found to occur and their contributions were very little 
in all the species. However, phytoflagellates and algal 
spores and a^gotes formed a good proportion of the diet 
of k* yo^lta and but were of little importance 
^^ catlfi. Decayed organic matter and sand and mud were 
only important in the diet of mflgala. 
In case of Juveniles the percentage of zooplankton 
decreased considerably in L. rohlta and C. mrieala as 
compared to fingerlings but in catla they (specially 
crustaceans) still remained to be the dominant food group. 
With considerable decrease of aooplankton, the phytoplankton 
increased substantially in the diets of L. rohita and 
S.* g>riftala. Many of the genem of green algae and diatoms 
made their appearance and formed the main bulk of the food 
of li* rohita. Algal spores and macrovegetation also 
constituted good proportion of the diet of L. rohita. The 
percentage of decayed organic matter and sand and mud 
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Increased In the diet of 5. aiigfiifi.* The percentage of 
phytofXagellate elso Increesed In mylga^a. Blue green 
algae nere 9I90 present In all the species, the percentage 
composition of various food Items varied considerably 
l>et«een the three species and divergence in the diet was 
quite apparent (table S7). 
the food of the adults of all the three species 
vas quite different from those of flngerllngs and juveniles, 
though many of the food Iteffls continued to occur in the 
diets of the adults, their percentages differed markedly. 
Similarly the differences in the amount of any food item 
eaten by the three species were elso very clear, the 
major portion of the diet of rohtt^ «as consisted of 
plant matter (green algae, diatoms, desmlds, phytoflagellates, 
algal spores and i^gotes and macrovegetatlon). the food 
myiea;!^  m 9 dominated by decayed organic matter and 
sand and mud vhlle the food of jg. cat]>.fi vas dominated by 
rooplankton specially crustaceans (table 27 and Figure 37), 
IHtByrSItY OF FEEDIHG. 
Intensity of feedin^ ^ in relation to season. 
Monthly variations in the occurrence of empty guts 
and rate of feeding expressed as gastro-somatic index of 
It* Ej^Sa given in table 28 and Figure 32. the mean 
monthly temperature had also been plotted in the same figure. 
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It may toe seen that emiufil feeding cycle showed a sesaonel 
rhythm merked with alternating periods of high end low 
Intensities. Juveniles of all the environments were found 
to feed actively throughout the yeer. Two raaxlaa, first 
In October end second in April In Moat end Cheu Tal fishes 
and first in October and second In Key In Blverlne fishes 
were observed, a slight decreased during January was noted 
in ell the envlroiBaents. the adult fishes were also found 
to feed actively throughout the year except during spawning 
months. Marked feeding activity of both the sexes was 
observed during the period October to February* £n Riverine 
fishes after March an apparent drop ms noticed in the 
Intensity of feeding of both the sexes specially of feoeles 
during the months of Ifey, June and July which were the 
spawning months of the fish. A slight improvement was 
observed during the post spawning (spent) phase In August 
which was Iramedlately followed by a decrease In September. 
Feeding was found to Improve considerably from October and 
onward. Feeding was not found to be affected significantly 
vlth temperature, however, moderate feeding was observed 
at a temperature range of SO®c to 30°C (Figure 32). The 
percentage of empty guts was found to be maximum In JUne 
and minimum In Hovember. Almost similar pattern was observed 
In the Moat fishes but the pattern of decrease and Increase 
during the spawning and post spawning months was not clear 
due to the fact that samples from Moat contained only few 
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ripe fishes. 
Intensity of feeding In relation to size* 
In Table 29 and Figure 33 &te shovn the average 
feeding Intensity end percentage of empty guts et each 
size class of I,, rohlta* It may be seen that the feeding 
intensity vss high in size class It (61-100 mis.) end III 
(101-200 fflJH.), vlilch was followed by a drop in size class 
IV (201-300 IBB.) and V (301-400 mm*), A slight laiproveaent 
was noticed In size class VI <401-600 mm.). Thereafter 
the Intensity dropped sh»rply In size class VII (601-600 am.). 
In riverine fishes a slight Improvement was again noticed 
in size class VIII (601-700 ram.). During rest of the life, 
feeding intensity was comparatively poor. 
Intensity of feeding in relation to sexual cycle. 
Both the sexes were observed to feed well when 
they are Immature (stage I). Feeding was found to Increase 
considerably In meturlng (stage II), Later on In ripening 
(stage III) 8 slackening In feeding w«s observed and in 
advanced stage of maturity (stage IV) the feeding was very 
poor. Ihe spent fishes (stege V) were again found to feed 
actively. This Increase and decrease van more prominent 
In females than In the males (Table SO and Figure 34). 
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Intensity of feeding In relation to sex. 
A slgnlftcBnt difference was found in the feeding 
Intensity of the two sexes during the spawning period. 
The Intensity of feeding of males was higher then the 
fenales during spanning months and as a vhole feeding 
vas found better in males throughout the year than the 
fenttles. However, the female fed more actively during 
post spawning months than the males (Figures 32 and 34). 
Intensity of feeding in relation to environment. 
The general pattern of Increase and decrease was 
almost similar In all the environments. The intensity of 
feeding was found comparatively Twjtter throughout the year 
in Pond Moat than In Rivers. A coraparislon with the 
intensity of feeding of the fishes of Chau Tal revealed 
that fishes were feeding more actively In Chau Tal than 
In Moat and Rivers (Table 32). 
Periodicity of food uptake. 
Figure 36 gives the periodicity of the food uptake 
of the fishes In Pond Moat. Two definite maxima were 
observed in feeding, first at 8.00 A.M. and second at 
4.00 P.M. There was a gradual decrease in the feeding 
Intensity and increase in the percentage of empty guts from 
10.00 A.M. and onwards till 4.00 P.M. The Intensity of 
feeding was lowest at 2.00 P.M. 
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DISCUSSIOR 
The dominant occurrence of phytoplankton Including 
green algae, diatoms, blue green algae, desmlds, phyto-
flfsgellates, algal spores end zygotes end macrovegetatlon 
In the food of |£. rohlta strongly suggests the feeding 
of the fish on plant Better. Uie little difference In 
the occurrence of (different groups of food Items In the 
guts of the fishes obtslned from different environments 
supports the view that these are the basic food of 
ii» yohlta> This hnblt has elso been supported by the 
structurnl modifiestlon of the organs of feeding 
(discussed earlier). Earlier observations on the food 
k' rohlta also revealed that algae and higher plant 
constituted 6Bf of the total food (Mookerjee et al., 
1946). Das and Moltra (1955b) stated that rohlta 
Is a herbivorous mid surface feeder and feeds mainly 
on aquatic algae and higher plants. The zooplankton 
were found to be the secondary food of the aflult fishes, 
though It formed the raaln bulk of the food of fry and 
very small fishes. However, Mookerjee ^  al. (1946) 
observed that isooplankton elso formed a considerable 
portion (38f) of the diet of the fish. It Is quite 
possible that the sample studied by these authors 
Included very small fishes which feed mainly on zooplankton. 
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Unfortunetely those authors have not given any dietcill 
about the size of the fish, season of ciiptupe, the 
quality and quantity of food evalleble in the environ-
ment and condition of feeding etc. 
Besides phytoplankton, zooplankton and macro-
vegetation; the decayed organic matter ^ re also 
encountered In the guts of fishes %dilch revealed that 
fish also feeds actively on these food. Occurrence of 
sand and mud in negligible quantities may be considered 
as occassional food taken along with other food such as 
decayed organic matter. Similar type of food tos recorded 
In the guts of another species of Labeo, L. fimbriatus 
by Bhatnagar and Karamchandanl (1971). Among the 
phytoplankton only comparatively smaller forms were 
eaten most domlnantly. This shows that Instead of the 
large size of the fish It subsists mainly on smaller 
microscopic forms. 
It has generally been reported that major carps 
are column feeder (Das and Moltra, 19S5), C. catla being 
surface feeder, L. rohlta mid surface feeder and 
C. wrlgala bottom feeder. Tn the present Investlcjatlon 
It has been observed that L. rohlta was not strictly 
mid surface feeder. Though the dominant occurrence of 
algae and submerged vegetation supports the mid surface 
feeding habit, the occurrence of decayed organic matter 
and sand and mud, which are the food Items occurring at 
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bottom, could not be Ignored. It may bo concluded thBt 
while the fish mainly feeds on raid surface, it also 
explores other zones of the environment. Actually 
unlike to marine habitats, the ecological zones in 
the freshwaters bpsed on physical and chemical nature 
of water and fauna and flora inhabiting it, are not very 
sharply demarcated from each other, Lnrkln (1956) 
^ile cojaraentlng on the vague demarcation of fish fauna 
of ecological zones In freshwater environment, stated 
that a sharp demarcation of the fish fauna within these 
zones Is not possible end concluded that freshwater 
communities would seem to be characterized by more 
breadth than hlght in the pyramid of food chain - a 
coraulexlty In horizontal organization. Probably due to 
this reason L. rohlta was found to feed on the food 
organisms of other zones also. IHils sharp demarcation 
of zones become more difficult In case of shallow ponds 
and reservlor, xi^ ere the depth does not exceed more than 
10 or 15 feet. The fish of any zone can explore the 
other zones very easily. The more frequent occurrence 
of sand and mud and decayed organic matter In the guts 
of the fishes of Moat and Chau Tal than those of the 
rivers may be attributed to this fact. 
Considerable variations In the occurrence of 
different food Items In the gut contents of L. rohlta 
In all the environments were observed during different 
months of the year, which was chiefly due to varied 
production of the food Items In the environments. 
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Kendelgh (196X) stated thst the production of different 
types of food orgisnlsms varied from month to month and 
eRCh type of food Item tends to hove Its maximum In 
certain months. This affects the diet of the fish very 
much because the fish that remains In one habltet through-
out the year must adjust Its feeding to the kind and 
amount of food available in each season. Since L. rohlta 
is a non migratory fish and remains In one habitat 
throughout the period of its life, It has adapted to 
the food available in rivers and ponds during different 
seasons of the year. 
It was found that the phytoplankton were the food 
which occurred In significant quantity throughout the 
year. Insplte of differences In the occurrence of 
different food Items, the total percentage of phytonlank-
ton in the gut contents vas not found to be affected 
significantly during different months. It was due to 
the fact that during the month In which one group food 
Ittn occurred In lesser amount In the guts due to Its 
scarcity In the environment, the other groups of food 
Items occurred In high proportion so as to compensate 
the decresft. Though different food iteas were found 
to be absent from the diet, In different months, any 
major group of food Item WPS never absent altogether 
In any month with the exception of Desmlds. It can 
be attributed to the fact that fishes feed upon a number 
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of genere of green algee diatoms and blue green algae 
end during no time of the year all of the genera 
belonging to any major group were absent, vhlle desmlds 
were represented by only two genera and It vns cjulte 
possible that both of them might have dlsnppenred at 
the same time. Green algae were very rare during the 
monsoon months but found abundantly during winter 
months corresponding to their luxurlent growth in 
winters. Hhe decayed organic matter was found abundantly 
during the monsoon months in the gut contents of the 
fishes of raoat and river. The occurrence of decayed 
organic matter during monsoon months in the river ^ s 
due to heavy flooding of the rivers which brought with 
It many of plants which consequently decayed In the 
water. 
TJie high and low occurrence of particular type 
of food Items In the gut contents during any month may 
be related to the high and low productivity of that food 
In the environment. It may be concluded that more 
repdlly available the food organism more readily It Is 
taken by the fish and vice versa. But this hypothesis 
applies only In case of those food organisms which are 
preferred by the fish. In case of food Items which are 
not favoured by the fish, their Increased or decreased 
production did not Influence significantly the diet of 
the fish. For example the absence end scarcity of 
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certBln zooplankton groups In the gut contents of 
it* rohlta cen not be related with their absence or 
scarcity in the environment because at no tl5?e of the 
year they vere absent or significantly scarce in the 
environment. It was due to the fact that they were 
not preferred by the fish. Similar conclusion can 
be inferred when the correlation between phytoplankton 
production end their occurrence in the Rut were taken 
into consideration. It was interesting to note that 
though the phytoplankton production was high during 
the month of December their occurrence in the gut 
contents did not correspond to their production. This 
may be attributed to the fact that during this month 
the phytoplankton production was mostly dowinnted by 
blue green algae and the percentage of other algae were 
comparatively low. It has become clear after food selec-
tion studies that blue green algae were selected 
negatively by the fish. Thus Instead of high production 
of phytoplankton in December the preferred food items 
of the fish were considerably low and a decrease in 
phytoplankton composition of the guts was but natural, 
similar studies in other cases also showed that blue 
green algae were avoided by many fishes. Bhimachar and 
George (1952) reported that the blue green algae were 
never represented in the food of mackerel, 
Rastrelllger kanaeurta in the proportion in which they 
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were present in the environment. It Is quite possible 
thflt these elgae rooy be dlstpsteful, undlRestable or 
unaecessBble to the fish due to their occurrence In 
colonies surrounded by gelatinous sheath* 
Another complicated Phenomenon which Is very 
closely related to the production of food Items In 
the environment and the extent to which It Is eaten 
by the fish Is th«5lr 'availability' to the fish. The 
availability of any food Item to the fish depends 
chiefly upon the habit, taste and s i o f the food 
organism and the habit and size of the fish (Allen, 
1941} Radforth, 1943? Thomas, 1962 and Maltland, 1965). 
It has been Inferred that the size of organism eaten 
depends upon the size of the fish and bigger the size 
of the fish, the bigger the food Items taken (Allen, 
1941 and Radforth, 1943). momas (1962) also stated 
that the extent of gape determines the size of food 
Item eaten by the fish and the bigger fishes have a 
wider gape which enables them to take blgp!«r food items. 
Bat it was found that Insplte of the large size of 
h' ESbJUE&i ^^ environments fed mainly 
upon minute planktonlc algae and pieces of higher aquatic 
plants. It clearly shows that fish Is a selective 
feeder and do not feed upon all the food Items appropriate 
to Its size. 
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Majority of the fishes are knovm to change their 
feeding habits as they grow. Nlkolsky (1963) suggested 
thet the change In the composition of the food with age 
and size Is a substantial adaptation towards the 
Increasing range of food supply of a population by 
enabling the species as a whole to asslmalate a variety 
of food. Major carps are known to utilize only 
zooplankton during the early period of their life before 
changing to a diet of phytoplankton and other plant 
matters In more advanced stage. Allkunhl (1952, 1968) 
and Mltra and Mohapatra (1956) after the experimental 
studies of the feeding of fry of major carps concluded 
that fry feed mainly on zooplankton and avoid phyto-
plankton end a diet of zooplankton conslstlnf* of minute 
organisms Is essential for the proper nutrition and 
growth of the fry. However, during the uresont Investi-
gation fishes below 60 mm. were not available for the 
study and nothing could be said about the food of fry, 
but the study of the food of the fishes of size class II 
(below 100 mm.) revealed that zooplankton were the most 
dominant food Items and phytoplankton were of lesser 
Importance. From size class III and onwards a gradual 
decrease In the zooplankton composition and Increase In 
phytoplankton composition was noted till size class 7 
when the fishes had subsisted mostly on phytoplankton 
and had adapted the adult feeding habits. On the basis 
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of this gradual changeover from jsooplanktonlc diet to 
phytoplanktonlc diet as the fishes grew It may be 
concluded that the very snsall fishes must have feeding 
mostly on zooplenkton. 
Among the zooplenkton only smaller crustaceans, 
rotifers and protozoans were found to be eaten by the 
smaller fishes and nlether the tnf>crocrustacep nor any 
other group of zooplankton ware observed. Slmllrr 
aooplankton, vftien occurred, vere found In the food of 
adult fishes. The difference lies only In the amount 
consumed. Among the phytoplankton smaller forms of 
algae like desmlds jfl^ ytoflngellate, Navlculle ^  
Cvclotella and Scenedesmus were fed mainly by the 
smaller fishes while filamentous algae like SMrogyra 
»nd 7ygnema vere eaten mostly by the bigger fishes. 
Though not very clear even then It would be seen that 
the fishes of different size class showed preference 
towards different phytoplanktonlc food Items. 
The occurrence of Insignificant quantities of 
certain food Items and considerably high quantities of 
other food organisms In the gut contents of L. rohlta 
as compared to their occurrence In the environment 
exhibited that the fish definitely feeds selectively. 
It was apparent that the selection of food Items appeared 
at two stages of the life separately. In the first 
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stage (flngerllng) the fishes selected esjtlnst most 
of the phytoplanktonic organisms while In the second 
stage (adult) they selected oftalnst the zooplanktonlc 
organisms. 
The flngerllngs of ij, rohlte showed a definite 
preference tovmrds «ooplenkton like cnisteceens, 
rotifers end protozoans T«dJlle most of the green algae 
find dletoms vere avoided. Among zooplankton the 
selection was more strong for Dat^ hnla end CyclopjS 
which showed that fishes at their early stages mostly 
subsisted on mlcrocrustacea. Cramer and Marzolf (1970) 
also found similar case In the youngs of gizzard shad. 
Dorosoma cepedlanum. Among the phytoplanktonlc organisms, 
the flngerllngs selected only smaller algae like phyto-
flagellate end destnlds. 
the food organisms selected by adults were 
entirely different from those selected by flngerllngs. 
The green algae and diatoms were selected strongly which 
revealed that they wore the most preferred food of the 
adults. However, the electlvlty Indices of blue green 
algae were always negative which means that they were 
avoided by the fish. It is quite possible that these 
algpe may be distasteful, undlgestable or unaccessable 
to the fish due to their occurrence In colonies 
surrounded by gelatinous sheath. Similar conclusions 
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hev© been drawn by Bhlraachar and George (1952) In 
cose of aackerel, Rastrelll^er kana^ gurta. 
The nej;atlve selection for jsooplanktanlc 
organisms by the adult fishes may be possibly due 
to structural modifications and physiological adapta-
tions of the adult fish ^ Ich enabled them to feed on 
c 
certain desired food organisms. 
Among the green algae and diatoms no selection 
for any particular gerwis was observed. This broad range 
In the selection is an adaptation to obtain tnaxlmura 
quantity of food throughout the year because when one 
genus was not available due to Its seasonal scarcity, 
the fishes fed on other available genera. Bhatnagar 
and Ksramchandanl (1970) also retjorted similar conditions 
In cose of Lpbeo flmbrlp^u^. 
Ivlev (1961) suggested that the tendency of 
particular animal to consume certain food Items 
selectively in comparlslon to others Is determined by 
its Inherent properties. Allen (1941) pointed out 
t 
that the behaviour of the fish plays an Important role 
in the selection mechanism but besides the behaviour 
of the fish the production of any food item is 
determined by the nature of the environment and the 
availability depends upon the behaviour of the food 
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orgnnlsms also. Thus fishes select their food 
from those food Items vhlch are eccessable to them 
In the environment, i. rohlta also selects Its food 
from the available food complex of the environment and 
this selection may be attributed to the factors 
mentioned above. The seasonal variations In the food 
composition also supports the vlev that fish selected 
its food from the available food Items in the environ-
ment. 
Selection can normally be expected, as suggested 
by f&cArther and Levins (1964), only If the energy lost 
due to not utilizing certain resources Is negligible 
In comparision to that gained by the selection, thus 
a predator will feed In a nmnner to get maximum regard 
of the energy expended. In relation to this rule It 
has been suggested that the size of the prey Increases 
with the size of predator (Hlnde, 1969), but the results 
of nany stjecies show that this Is not the general rule 
(Cramer and Marzolf, 1970) and It Is cult© possible 
that the lerger fishes may select comparatively smaller 
organisms. Such Is the case with L. rohita. The 
smaller individuals fed upon zooplankton but as the 
fishes grew they became more economical to utilize 
small phytoT)lanktonlc organisms and thus changed to 
a lower trophic level. 
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The problem of feeding relationship and 
competition for food araoni? the species of saoe community 
specially ellled species has been discussed by many 
authors and these have been reviewed by Tfertley (1948), 
Thomas (1962) and Maltland (1966). roller (1949), 
Lack (19S4) and Hllsson (1957) reported that between 
no two species of the environment there was a complete 
Identity of feeding habits, while on the other hand 
Hartley (1947), Frost (1950) and Sarojnl (1954) found 
that some of the closely related species occ\ipy almost 
similar feeding niche within the community. 
It Is quite clear frcm the present observations 
that though many of the food Items were shared by all 
the three species, their percentages varied considerably 
from one species to other and the food Items which were 
dominant In one species were of secondary importance 
to the other two species. Hence, there was no true 
identity of feeding heblts between the adults of any 
two species. The pree^ ent c»se Is an example of the 
communities described by Hartley (1948) who stated 
that "such Are the communities consisting of a number 
of generalized feeders forming a loosely organized 
assemblage, distinguished by no more than varying 
proportions In which they draw upon the constituents of 
a commcm stock". 
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It was quite Interesting to note that Insplte of 
very close reletlons, these species have different feed-
ing habits which enabled the-n to flourish successfully 
In the same habitat. It Is In accordance with Lack 
(1946) and Andrewsrtha (1961) that species with identical 
requirements do not exist together. Gsuse rule (Oause, 
1934) which Is more popularly known as competitive 
exclusion principle also postulates that an ecological 
niche can not simultaneously and completely be occupied 
by stabllzed populations of more than one species. This 
hypothesis also appears to be true for the three species 
under Investigations. 
One of the criteria for competition for food Is 
that the food must be In short supply (Lack, 1946; 
Andrews rtha and Birch, 1954). ^ortahe In food supply 
of adults of these species was not noticed Tidilch supported 
the view that there existed no competition for food. 
However, there Is an Indication of competition for 
food among the flngerllngs of these species because all 
of them were found to feed on similar types of zooplanktons< 
Such feeding habits were for a very short time and as the 
fishes grew, their feeding habits diverged. This chrn^e 
In feeding habits may be Judged In the light of Lack's 
statement that \Aen a particular type of food Is in short 
supply, then only one species will survive and under such 
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conditions each species turns to a different food and 
in this m y there would be no competltlm* Since the 
sfflall Individuals of these species fed mainly on 
zooplankton, It Is quite possible that these food Items 
would have been In short supply vdien the fingerltngs 
were feeding actively and realising this shortage each 
of them turned to a different type of food to minimis 
the competition. 
Adaptation to zonal feeding habits have also 
mlnlmlEed the competition. *Riough not strictly, but 
generally these species obtain their food from different 
zones of the environment. 
The marked differences in the feeding habits of 
these species also enabled them to utilize major portion 
of the available food of the environment without coming 
into competition. This habit of these species has led 
the pisciculturists of the country to culture them in 
association in the freshwater impoundments so as to 
obtain maximum fish production (Hora and Plllsy, 1962) 
because only properly associated fish populations of 
different food habits will efficiently utlli?^ the 
enriched food niche to attain the carrying capacity of 
fish production (toshouv, 1959 and Tang, 1970). 
Thus it may be assumed that at the beginning of 
the evolution of feeding habits, these species fed on 
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almost similar type of food but es conit)©tltlon occurred, 
eech of them turned to a different diet so that they may 
survive equally In the association. Lack (1945, 1946) 
also supposed that these habit differences have been 
brought about by competition for food in past. 
The Intensity of feeding was considerably high 
throughout the year In Juveniles with two maxima, 
first In October and second in April and ''ay. High 
feeding Intensity of Juveniles of other major carps 
has also been reported (Chakrabarty and Singh, 1963). 
A slight drop In the Intensity of feeding In December 
and January may have been due to low temperature during 
these months as reported by Vashlst (1960). 
Like many other tropical fishes, the Intensity 
of feeding of adult L. rohltn was also effected signifi-
cantly by Maturation. Low feeding from March upto June 
was due to heavy develo^ wient of gonads. During the 
period of peak ripeness (June) fishes were found nearly 
to starve. An Increased feeding intensity during the 
period October to February is attributed to the fact 
that after spawning, recovering fishes fed actively to 
compensate the loss due to spawning. 
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The food of Labao rohlta (Ham.) consisted chiefly 
of phytoplankton (green algae, diatoms, blue green algne, 
desnilds, phytoflagellates and algal spores and zygotes), 
macrovegetetlon and decayed organic matter, ^ooplankton 
contributed very little to the diet of the adult fish. 
However, they were the main food of fingerllngs but as 
the fishes grew, they changed their food from zooplankton 
to 0iytoplankton. Green algae and diatom were the most 
Important food Items and constituted about 50f of the 
total food. 
Ihe seasonal variations In the composition of 
food was chiefly affected by the seasonal variations In 
the environmental production. 
Ho significant difference between the food of 
males and females was noted. Similarly the food in 
different environments was also not found to differ 
significantly. 
Ji* yoblta was definitely selective In Its feeding. 
In e^se of flngerllngs, there was a strong selection for 
zooplanktonlc organisms and smaller algae while most of 
the phytoplanktonic organisms were avoided. In case of 
adults, a strong negative selection was observed for all 
the zooplnnktonlc organisms and a strong positive selection 
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for most of the phytoplanktonlc organisms. 
Vlhen the food of rohlta was compared with the 
food of {?j.rrh^ftB mrlgals and C^t^a catijlp j It was found 
that all the three species fed almost similar type of 
food organisms, but the quantity of any food organism 
eaten by adults differed markedly from one species to 
another and the food organisms vhlch were dominant in 
one species, were of secondary Importance for the other 
two species. However, there ms an Indication of 
competition for food between the flngerlln^s, because 
flngerllngs of all the species fed mainly on zooplar&ton 
but such feeding habits were for a very short time and 
as the fishes grew, their feeding habits diverged. 
• 
l!he Intensity of feeding was high throi^ ghout the 
year In juveniles. A sll<5ht drop was noted during 
December and January. Feeding Intensity of adults was 
chiefly affected by the maturation and spawning. Low 
feeding Intensity was recorded during the period March 
to June and high during the period October to February. 
Fig. 28 (A) Sdasonsl variations in the percentage 
composition of food of Jj, rohlta (Moat fishos). 
Fig. 89. Airerage anmial percentage composition of food* 
Fig. 30 (A) Seasonal variations in the percentage coiapo-sition of food of y yohi^ (Riverine fishes). 
Fig. 31. Seasonal variations in the percentage compo-
sition of food of rc^ita (Chau tal Fishes). 
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Fig. 28 Cb) Seasonal varlitlons in the percentage compo-
sition of food of yohlta (Jfeet fishes). 
Fig. 30 (B) Seftson&X variations in the percentage eompo** 
sltlon of food of rphity <Rlverlne fishes). 
Fig. 32* Seasonal variations In the Intensity of 
feeding of L. rohita. 
Fig. 33. Intensity of feedings at different sl«e groiip. 
Fig. 34. Intensity of feeding at different maturity stages. 
Fig. 35. Periodicity of food uptake (Moat fishes). 
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TABIiS - 22 
MOHTHtX VABIATICaiS IH THE TOCEHTAOK COMPOSITIGK OF DIFFERENT 
POOD ITEMS 
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lABLB - a? 
PBaCENTAQB OP DIFPEBBUT FOOD ITEMS IN THE atjf CQ8TEHTS (rl), IK THE 
ESVIROBMEBT (pi) AND ELECTIVITX IRDKS (E) OP If. ROHITA FROM POND MOAT. 
Food it«ott 
1 FIBOERLISas 
\% in g u t I n m ^ 
T ADULTS 
eontan 
(rl) 
w,^ In gnti% in •nv»|Blectlvl-
tKTlron^tJty^lndax {contents }ironm«nt {ty indiix (pi) } (E) \ (ri) } (pi) { (B> 
Oadogoniun 1.3 -1.000 2.6 2.6 0.020 Pediiistrua 2*0 2.4 -0.090 4.0 1.1 0,670 
SelanftStrom 1.6 -0.333 3*1 0.6 0.690 Ankistrodasfflus •m 3.3 -1.000 3.6 1.2 0.600 
Scanadasisas X.O 1.3 -0.130 2.6 0.8 0.630 
3.0 -1.000 5.7 2.1 0.461 Spiroem 4.1 -1.000 4.9 2.0 0.420 
lEothrix 2.x -1.000 2.8 1.1 0.433 Tatraspora m 1.0 -1,000 2.7 1.0 0.447 OBEEN AliQAE 6*0 20.0 -0.638 32.0 12.4 0.441 
Stapbanodiseas 2.1 -1.000 1.6 1.0 0.230 Cyelotella 3.0 4.0 -0.143 4.4 0.6 0.796 
Dlatoffla mm 0.5 -1.000 2.9 2.0 0.183 
yraglXarla 1,0 0.8 -0.111 * 0.6 -1.000 
SurtralXa mm 0.3 -1.000 » 0.4 -1.000 Hiteeliia 3.3 -1.000 3.8 0.8 0.662 Synadra 2.6 -1.000 2.6 0.8 0.616 Haviculla 3.0 3.3 -0.047 10.1 2.2 0.642 DIATOMS 7.0 16.0 -0.411 25.3 3.2 0.610 Nostoo 6.3 -1.000 2.4 2.2 0.0^ Anabaana mt 4.4 -1.000 2.2 2.6 -0.083 
Osoillatoria • 3.2 -1.000 1.7 2.0 -0.081 Microcystis 0.6 11.2 -0.914 3.7 6.2 -0.168 PhonBidiua X.6 6.0 -0.638 2.1 3.2 -0.200 BLUB OREEN AIX^ AE 2.0 29.1 -0.871 12.1 16.2 -0.113 Cosmariun 4.0 2.6 -0.230 1.9 1.6 0.118 Clostariuo 6.6 2.6 0.396 3.2 3.6 0.058 DESMIDS 10.6 6.1 0.324 6.1 4.1 0.118 Vol vox 3.0 , 2.0 0.176 1.0 2.7 -0.042 EugXana 
phStof lagblutes 
7.0 2.0 0.666 4.0 3.6 0.062 
XO.O 4.0 0.428 6.0 6.3 -0.116 ALQAL SPOHES UQ . 8.0 3.0 0.464 8.8 6.4 0.240 
ArealXa 6.1 2.7 0.307 3.1 7.7 -0.426 DiffXttgia 6.0 2.3 0.370 1.3 2.4 -0.300 PR0T0Z0AH8 10.1 6.0 0.337 4.4 10.1 -0.390 
KarataXXa 13.1 6.1 0.439 2.0 16.0 -0.764 Brachionus 7.1 3.9 0.291 1.6 7.2 -0.678 ROtliriRS 20.2 9.0 0.383 3.6 22.2 -0.727 
Cyclops 13.0 3.4 0.686 1.7 8.7 -0.861 
DaiAmia 8.0 2.4 0.638 1.7 6.2 -0.607 
Bubrancbipus 6.1 2.6 0.326 0^4 2.2 -0.700 CRUSTACEANS 26.1 8.4 0.613 3.8 16.1 -0.618 
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TABZ.B - 29 
VAKIATIORS IN THE INTENSITy OF FEEDING WIIH SIZE 
1 1 MOAT FISIffiS { HIVBBIHE FISHES 
« •"}"" r-
{Oa strops 0-1 % enptf sG«fitr0-90-{ % «mpt3r 
{fflatle ind-| gut fnatle in- | gut 
SlM group (turn.) 
I t d«x 1 
II ( 61-100 ) 9.0 16.0 9.1 18.6 
III (101-200 ) 14.8 12.0 12.0 16.6 
IV (SOi-300)) 10,6 20.6 10.0 19.0 
Y (3D1«400 ) ,9.0 20.0 9.0 25.0 
VI (401-500 ) 11.0 16.6 10.6 17.6 
VII <601-600 ) 6.0 29.0 3.6 33.0 
VIII (601-700 ) - 8.1 17.0 
IX <701-800 ) • - m 6.0 19.6 
X (801-900 ) — 6.4 30.0 
TABLE " 30 
VARIATIONS IK THE INTENSITY OF FEEDING ^ TH MATDRITy STAGES 
HIVESINE FISHES 
1 I Miturlty 0tftg« 1 Gastro-soaatie 1 Jl empty gut 1 Indent I 
* 
m u 10.0 16.0 
A 
F«aal« 8.2 12.5 
11.a 10.0 
n 
Fenalt 12.6 9.9 
Male 7.6 13.0 III 
F«iul« 6.0 10.6 
mxrn 6.0 30.0 
IV 
Female 2.0 36.0 
Nile 9.0 16.0 
V 
Female 10.6 10.0 
CHAPTSi VI 
REPRODUCTIOR 
. 17 -
Th« Infonwktton avftllabl* on the reproductive 
biology of I^ ibeo pofil^ p la meegre. Barller neeounts 
include the preliminary deserlptlon of the spaimlng 
habits of the flth by ^ n (1924) 1^0 observed that 
major carps Including Jj. yph|tn spaim during the peak 
monsoon months vhen the rivers are flooded in shallov 
areas and these fishes do not spavn In confined vaters* 
Hoveveri Khanna (1957) reported spatoilng of Major carps 
In artificially flooded ponds In Banjab* Having realised 
the Importance of major carps in pond culture, several 
vorlcers attenpted Induced spasming in these fishes by 
the injection of pituitary extracts (Khan, 1938 and 
Chaudhuri and Alllcunhl, 1957) and successes vere achieved 
up to a certain extent* ^ e physiology of induced 
breeding is not very veil understood and the success of 
this technique in every case could not be assured. Hora 
(1946), Hbokerjee (1945) and Nssundar (1945) discussed the 
factors influencing the spavning of nuijor carps. Besides 
these observations, other aspects of Uie reproductive 
biology of roftita are alnost untouched excepting the 
voxk of Qasita and Qayyua (1961) vho described the spawning 
season and duration of spaiming of this fish on the l»sls 
of size frequency distribution of ova in nature ovaries. 
- 118 -
the prosont; studj^  <S«ftls vltli the sex ratio, slm md Bgm 
at first maturity, Bpawalng season and periodicity, 
seasonal cycle in gonad condition end velght and fecundity 
of it' MJM* 
m T m U L S AHB MBfHOBS 
Samples forming the basis of present study i«ere 
obtained from the local fish market oirer a period of 
Id months frota .JUly 1968 to ISecember 1969. 686 fishes 
were used for the study of different aspects of the 
reproductive biology of the flsh« 
After recording the length, velght and age of the 
fish, the body vas cut open froo the ventral side, sex 
vas noted and the stage of aeturlty lias determined by the 
gross examination of gonads* Rovever, a microscopic 
examination vas found necessary for the determination of 
sex of the individuals belov 200 millimeter in length* 
Oonads vere taken out, weighed up to nearest milligram 
and preserved in BJt formalin. 
Sex ratio was determined In each month's sample 
as the percentage of each sex and probability values of 
the hypothesis that observed sex ratios were not different 
from Itl ratio was determined by C$il square (X^) test 
(Bailey, 1961) and Snedecor, 1946). fhe gonads were 
. 19 -
classified Into flv« stages of naturltjr daslgnad on the 
tiasls of tha classification of Qayyum end Qaslm (1964) 
Ophic»pfa*lu« ymnetatug* To datamlna the siea and 
aga at sexual isaturity, the pereentaga of mature and 
lounatura fishes of aach sax mt each siM end each aga 
\m» calcttlatad. Tha aga and length at which fishas 
ware saxaaXl^ aatura or SOJf aaturitr point) vas 
calculated using the procadure (Bliss 1935a, 19361} 
and 1952 and Mather, 1946) as applied by Fleming (I960) 
in easa of cod, Qadua ^ oi^ ufi L. The seasonal changes 
in gonad condition of isaturing fishas vera datarminad 
as percentage of fish at aach stage of amturity during 
different months* Oonado-sc»satic Indox was calculatad 
as gonad weight x 100 divided by body weight* For the 
datarminatlon of slisa progression of ova during different 
months of spawning, l^e preserved ovarias wara teased 
apart and the oocyte were carefully removed. A random 
sample of about 200 ova was taken and their diaaeters 
were measured with the help of an occular micrcmeter. 
For tile determination of fecundity, a small portion 
(about 200 ova) was taken from the middle region of the 
ovary of aach ripe fish which was weighed accurately on 
a chemical balance and all the aatura ova prasant in it 
were counted. The immature yolkless ova wara not taken 
into consideration* The total number of ova from aach 
fish was then calculated by multiplying the counted 
number of ova in the sample by the ratio of the waight of 
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the sample to total vetght of ovary. number of 
ovfi per gre.« of body velght end ovary weight end per 
millimeter of body length vas celculnted. 
To determine Aether the number of ovn per gram 
of body weight end the sl«e of mature ova differ 
significantly In different regions and In different 
lobes of the ovsry, the samples were taken separately 
from the anterior, middle and posterior regions of the 
two lobes and the slm and number of ova per gran of 
body weight mre determined* The differences noted 
were tested statistically. The extent of error of 
fecundity estimation by this method was calculated by 
the comparlslon of the actual counts of total number of 
ova In three ovaries taken at random, vlth the estimated 
number of ova for the seme and percentage of error was 
calculated. Ihe simple and multiple regression analyses 
of the relationships of fecundity to total length, body 
weight, ovnry weight and age and their test of significance 
were carried out by the nmthods described by Fisher (1960), 
Bailey (1961) and Mather (1964). 
SEX RATIO 
Out of 685 fishes examined, 295 were males and 
290 were females. Sex distribution In monthly samoles 
is shown in Table 31 and Table 32 gives the sex composition 
. 21 -
of different Rg© groups. Although the sex ratio differed 
considerably from month to month, yet as a ^ ole It was 
closely related to Isl (itO.es)* A Cht square ( ) test 
of heterogeneity at level of combined data also showed 
no significant deviation from hypothetical 111 ratio, 
fhere was an irregular preponderance of any sex during 
different months and no definite monthly pattern was 
obtained. However, it Is clear that during the months 
of July and August which were spawning months, the 
percentage of females was more than that of males. In 
case of sex composition at various age groups, there was a 
significant preponderance of males over females in age 
group I snd preponderance of females over meles In age 
group VII. Best of the age groups did not devlste 
significantly. 
Plllay (1^4) indicated the importance of the 
knowledge of sex r&tlo and stated that to ensure a 
proportional fishing in the population, the distribution 
of the two sexes aiust be known. In most of the species 
of fishes, the ratio is found to be almost Itl but in 
certain cases consistent deviations from this hypothesis 
have been reported (Bagenal, 1967). In latter case the 
preponderance of any sex may be either due to differential 
fishing or due to actual difference In the composition. 
Kesteven (1942) found that the males of Mugll dobula 
predominated in catches and attributed it to differential 
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fishing. The seasonal variations In the sex C(»nposltlon 
h* rohltfi may be either due to differential fishing or 
due to aetlveness of any sex during a particular month, 
the exact reason of differences can not he given at 
present. Hdwever, the preponderance of female during 
spawning months Indicated that the number of potentially 
spawning females was more during the spawning season. 
Preponderance of males in younger age groups and 
the reverse of it In older age groups has been discussed, 
by many workers (McFadden et al., 1962j Bailey, 1963 and 
Bodola, 1965). Bennet (1962) stated that this condition 
may be due to the fact that males die earlier than females. 
Aim (1959) reported that males are relatively more active 
than females and they are caught at early ages and they 
ere more exposed to the attack of predators. "Che domina-
tion of males of rohlta In age I and domination of 
females In age VZI may be Judged in the light of above 
statement. It nay be concluded that the rate of survival 
of males of this species is low in comparislon to the 
females at higher ages and the deviation from lil sex ratio 
at higher ages may be attributed to the progressive 
decrease of males In the population. 
Insplte of differences in sex ratios during 
different months, tiie combined data of the fish revealed 
a close relationship to Itl sex ratio and It may be said 
that the two sexes of the fish are almost equally distributed 
- 123 -
In the samples studied. It is expected that similar 
conditions may occur In the natural population of the 
fish. Chakrabarty and Singh (1968) and Hatsrajan and 
Jhlngran (1963) also reported no significant departure 
of sex ration from Isl in case of other major carps, 
mrlf^ ft?-^  SaUa, sstol respectively. 
MAYDRATIQti AND SPAWSIHQ 
Description of the gonads. 
The ovaries of Je* rohlta are elongated, paired 
organs, nearly circular in cross section and lie In the 
posterlo-dorsal part of the body cavity against the 
ventral vail of swim bladder, the oviducts arising from 
each lobe of the ovary Join posteriorly to form a common 
opening to the exterior through the urogenital pore. The 
right lobe of the ovary was slightly longer than the left* 
The laaature ovaries vere cylinderleal, translucent, 
ribbon like and soiaeidiat ii^ ltlsh In colour. The ovary 
velght was negligible as compared to total body velght. 
Ova vere minute and not visible to the nacked eye. Ripe 
ovaries vere yellovlsh In colour, very much distended, 
occupying more than three fourth of the body cavity. The 
ova readily separated when the ovarian wall was pressed. 
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The testfts of L. rohlta vere also paired, elongated 
organs lying at the same position as that of ovaries In 
females. Both the lobes of testes were almost equal In 
size. The Immature testes were very narrow, thread like 
and translucent and light reddish or whitish In coloiur. 
Testes weight was negligible as compared to total body 
weight. Mature testes were very broad, swollen, reddish 
in colour and filled with milt which came out when the 
testis wall was pressed. 
Classification of maturity stages. 
On the basis of gross examination, the gonads of 
Is* rohlta were classified Into the following five stages 
of maturity, ftils scheme of classification is the same 
as reported for Ophlcephalus punctatus (Qayyum and Qaslm, 
1964). 
MALE FEMALE 
Testes very narrow, thread Ovaries small, translucent, 
like, translucent, %rtilte or ribbon like, whitish or creamy 
slight reddish In colour In colour, gonad weight-body 
vas deferens very thin weight ratio less than .01, 
walled, gonad weight-body ova microscopic, transparent, 
weight ratio less than not visible to naked eye, %rlth 
.001. nuclei In centre. 
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mJ4 FEMALE 
Stage 11 Miturlng virgin oy recoveyy scent 
Testes slightly elongated. Ovaries slightly svollen and 
opaque, colour somei^at enlarged, occupying about 1/3 
reddish white of the body cavity, yellowish 
in colour* 
gtage III Ripening 
festes much distended, Ovaries elongated, occupying 
opaque, flesh coloured, ims 2/3 of the body cavity, colour 
deferens \Ade and coapara- yellow, ov& clearly visible 
tlvely thick walled, occu- with naked eye. 
pylng 1/2 of the body cavity. 
Stage IV Ripe 
Testes very ouch swollen, Ovaries enlarged, occupying 
reddish or flesh coloured, almost all of the body cavity, 
cover about 2/3 of the ovarian wall thick, dirty yellow 
length of the body cavity colour, ova rounded and free, 
filled with milt which came cane out after pressing the belly, 
out through the genital pore 
after being gently pressed. 
SMSJL-Sesd^ 
Testes shrunken, weight Ovaries shrunken with either 
reduced, rallt present In no mature ova or with few resl-
vas deferens. dual ova, weight reduced, blood 
shot. 
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Seasonal cycle In gonad condition* 
The percentage of fishes of each sex at each of the 
five stages of maturity during different months Is shovn 
In Figure 33. It Is obvious from the figure that tiiere 
Is a definite seasonal cycle of maturation and there Is 
hardly any overlap between various advancing maturity 
stages* 1[he Ifomature fishes (Stage I) of first year class 
of both sexes were available throughout the year. Ihe 
maturing or recovering fishes (Stage IX) of bol^ sexes 
were also found throughout the year except during the 
months of ffey, June and July. 
It can be seen from the figure that leaving aside 
the innnature virgins (Stage I) which have just entered 
Into the population, from September onwards the population 
contained mainly the maturing fishes and till February no 
marked change was noticed. From March the ripening fishes 
(Stage III) began to appear In the population and during 
April became predominant. Ihls Is followed by the ripe 
stage (Stage IV) and during the months of my and J^ne, 
both the sexes reached peak ripeness. However, it can be 
noted that the percentage of mature males was maximum 
during the months of May and Jane while the percentage of 
mature females was maximum during the months of JUne and 
JUly which showed that males matured earlier than the 
females. "Die spent Individuals of both the sexes appeared 
for the first time during the month of July tdilch showed 
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that spawning commenced during this month. IRio iD&xlmufs 
number of spent fishes of both the sexes were found 
during the month of August. However, few spent fishes 
were also found during the month of September. It was 
also Interesting to note that the larger sized fishes 
were found maturing earlier than the smaller ones. 
A study of sexual cycle of maturity In males and 
females of Jj. yohlta revealed that the cycle of maturation 
occurred during the months of ^ rch to August as exhibited 
by the development of gonads and spawning. 1!he occurrence 
or ripening and ripe Individuals during the months of 
June and July and spent Individuals during July end August 
indicated that the spawning season of the fish lasts from 
June to August and- therefore the duration of spawning period 
is very short. Sot only i. rohlta but most of the other 
North Indian fishes spawn during these months which are 
peak monsoon months here (Qaslm and Qayyum, 1961). 
Actually major carps Including ij. yohlta require flooded 
condition and shallow areas of the rivers for spatmlng; . 
and such conditions are supposed to be the most Important 
factors Influencing the spawning of major carps (Hora, 194S; 
Mookerjee, 1945 and M&zumdar, 1946). The present findings 
regarding the spawning season of J^ . yohlt^ support the 
findings of earlier workers (Khan, 1942 and Qaslm and 
Qayyum, 1961). 
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Early maturity of sales (luring spawning season 
has been described by a number of workers (Oasln, 1956 
and wydoskl and Cooper, 1966). Qaslm (19S6) stated 
that males of Blftpniyis pholls mature earlier then females 
but continue in ripe stage till the spawning in females 
is virtually over. Graham (1924) suggested that in case 
of Cod, the prolonged ripeness of the males may be a 
provision to effect the fertllleatlon of as many eggs as 
possible. The early ripeness of males of I.. 
during May and its continuity upto Jtane and early J^ly 
perhaps ensures the fertilisation of maximum number of 
eggs. 
131© early maturity of larger sized Individuals 
than tbe smaller ones might be due to the fact that in 
individuals \ihlQh haf^ e already spawned once or more In 
their life, the development of gonads commences early in 
the season, ^ ile In individuals attaining maturity for the 
first time the development of gonads commences later In 
tha season (Pantulu, 1961). Chakrabarty and Singh (1963) 
also found that the larger individuals of Clrrhlna ptyiffffla 
mature earlier in the season than the smaller ones. 
seasonal changes in gonad weight. 
The cycle of maturation and development of gonads 
in fishes is generally accompanied with changes in the 
weight of gonads. 
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The monthly gonad wight-body weight ratio 
(Gonado-somatlc Index) for both the sexes Is shovn In 
Figure 39, It Is deer that the seasonal chnnEjes In 
gonad weight of males are less marKed than those of the 
females, the gonado-aomatle Index of males started to 
Increase In the month of March end reached to Its peak 
level dtirlng the months of May and JUne (0.48 and 0.60 
respectively). The minimum values ware found during 
the months of August and September. 
The gonads of females did not undergo any marked 
change until February. In March the gonado-somatlc Index 
started to Increase and reached to Its maximum level In 
June (24.9) end then suddenly fell to 16.2 In Jtily and 
0.65 In August. 
It was again Interesting to note that the gonado-
somatlc Index of large slj»d fishes were high In May while 
that of smaller fishes In JUne. 
The first marked Increase In Mirch Indicated the 
commencement of active gonad building and the maximum 
vslues In .Tune showed the peak ripeness. The sharp 
decrease during the months of JPuly and August revealed 
that spawning was commenced In July and continued till 
early August. Daring the subsequent months the ratio was 
almost constant which showed the post spawning phase of 
the fish's life. 
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the study of seasonal changes In gonad weight 
revealed exactly slollar Inforraatlons as obtained fro® 
the observations of seasonal changes In gonad condition, 
^ e maxlmuR) veraes of goi^doosomatlc Index in case of 
males In Nay again shoved that males mature earlier than 
females in the season, fhe early atteinroent of fBoximum 
values of gonado-somatic index by larger fishes than 
smaller ones again suggested their early maturity <iurlng 
the spasming season. 
In most of the ripe fishes, the gonado-somatic 
indices were almost constant and these do not seem to be 
effected by the increase in body ^ ight, size or age. 
The ovary weight of the fish increased in proportion to 
the body weight and there was a constant relationship* 
Russell (1914) while working on haddock, Gadu^ aeglefinuSf 
suggested that the gonad weight body weight ratio increases 
with the size of the fish ii^ lch means that the ratio was 
not constant. Qrton (1929) using the data of Russell 
propounded a theory of natural death of fishes where he 
stated that the tendency of increasing gonado-somatic 
ratio would produce a size limit after i^lch the fish can 
not survive. Since this r?»tlo was found almost constant 
rohjlty, neither the observations support the findings 
of Russell nor the theory of Orton. 
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Size and age at first aaturtty* 
The distribution of mature and Immature specimens 
of it. rohlta In relation to length is shoum In Figure 40 
and 41 and In relation to age in Figure 42. It may be 
seen that all fishes of hoth sexes belov 400 rm, group 
were immature, the first maturity In case of males 
apDeared at the length of 462 mm. (460 mm. group) and 
the percentage of a^turlty increased; as the length 
increased. individuals were mature at the length 
group of 460 mm., 16% at 500 ram., 48.1^ at 550 mm., 
85.3^ at 600 mm. and ©11 fishes were mature at 650 mm. 
group, the smallest mature female observed vas of 
515 mm. After that the gradual increase was 5f, 80.9^ 
65.3^ and 93.4^ at the length groups of 500 mm., 550 mm., 
600 mm. and 650 am. respectively. Finally lOOJ^  maturity 
was observed in 700 mm. group. 60% maturity point O^q) 
was 54.897 cm. (548.97 mm.) for males and 57.959 cm. 
(579.59 mm.) for females (Table 35). Regarding the ago 
at first sexual maturity it may be observed that maturity 
in both sexes started in age II, where 27.5f males and 
10.6^ females were mature. At age III, 85.2^ males and 
75.Of females vrere mature. At age IV, all the males were 
mature while the percentage of maturity in case of females 
was 96*7f, However, at age V end above all the fishes of 
both sexes were mature. 60J? maturity point was 2.702 years 
for males and 2.937 years for females (Table 34). 
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Considerable variations occur In the Bim and age 
at first sescual maturity In fishes of different species, 
populations and sexes. Usuall/ the onset of maturity Is 
related to the attainment of a particular slxe and age of 
the Individuals. It may be seen In case of rohlta 
that no fish below 400 mm. group and age II was mature, 
vhlch means that fish attained maturity above this length 
and age. In most of the fishes there Is a minimum slsse 
and age of first maturity and a maximum size and age at 
vhlch all fishes mature. This range also varies from 
species to species. In I*, rohlta. the length of maturity 
ranged from 4S0 mm. group to 700 mm. group ^ lle the age 
of maturity ranged from II to Y. the range between size 
and age at first maturity and complete maturity did not 
seem to be large for this fast growing species. Since no 
fish of higher length and older age was found Immature 
during the present study, therefore. It may be concluded 
that all fishes mature at a definite length and age. 
However, Bagenal (1957) reported that there Is no definite 
age at which long rough dab, fflpP9KlQ8g9l<'ta 
matures because he found Immature Individuals of almost 
all ages. Jensen (1965), while discussing the maturity of 
fishes at larger sizes, stated that larger the maximum size 
of the fish in a population, larger will be their size at 
first maturity. Aim (1959) stated that smaller forms 
mature rather early and have a shorter length of life while 
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th« larg«r sitm forms reach meturlty at a higher age and 
grow rather old. These statements seem to be quit© true 
In case of rohlta. Both the aiaxlmuffl nim of the fish 
observed during the present study and the asymtotlc length 
calculated from Ford-Walford method showed that the fish 
Is large growing one. Therefore, maturity of L. rohlta 
at large slse Is qt^ lte natural. The ffiaxlmun size of 
males vms smaller than the females which again supported 
the view of Aim (1969) that smaller size forms mature 
earlier and have a shorter life span. Regarding the 
relationship between size at sexual maturity and asymptotic 
length, Holt (1962) stated that the fishes mature at a 
size which Is some rather constant proportion of their 
final length. Beverton and Holt <1959) have compiled the 
mean length of maturity to the asymptotic length (Lra/La 
where Lm Is the mean length of maturity and La Is the 
asymptotic length) and stated that this ratio range* from 
0.3 to 0.9 for most of the species of fishes. When the 
ratio was calculated In case of L. yohlta taking SOJf 
maturity point as mean length of maturity, It was found 
to be 0.477 for the combined data of both the sexes i^lch 
lies well under the range given by Beverton and Holt. 
Pantulu (1964) found this ratio In case of Osteogenelosus 
militarily 0.45 In males and 0.67 In females. 
Regarding the differences In size and age at first 
maturity In males and females, most of the workers reported 
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thet th« males mature earlier then ferules. Hovever, 
In certain cases, either both the sexes mature at the 
same time as in case of OphicephaXus punetatus (Qayyum 
and Qaslm, 1964) or females mature earlier than males 
as In case of half beak, Hyporhamphus georgll (Talvar, 
1962}* the present study revealed that the males of 
h" mature quite earlier than the females. Kot 
only the earlier attainment of first maturity, hut the 
size and age at complete maturity was also different in 
two sexes. Bailey (1963) reported that though there 
was difference in sim at first maturity of males and 
females of round whlteflsh, Prosopium S22Jd3iSZS£fimi» the 
100^ maturity was reached by both sexes at almost same 
size and age. 
Besides the direct observation of maturity of 
k' rohita ^  the Intersect between the length weight curves 
of the two sexes at 600 mm. group to 600 mm. group also 
suggested the length at first maturity of the fish between 
this size range. The size and age of rohita at first 
maturity well corresponded to other allied major carps. 
CSiakrabarty and Singh (1963) reported that the moles of 
Cirrhlpa ^y^ppl^ mature at the length range of 600 mm. to 
700 ma. In case of gftla pat^y, Natarajan and Jhlngran 
(1963) observed that the size at first maturity of fish 
lies in between 600 to 560 mm. and this size range comes 
under the age II. Therefore, it may be Inferred, that all 
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the three major cerps mature almost at the same length 
and age. The European carp, Cypylnu^ carnlo also 
natures at the nge III above (Swoe and McCrimmon, 
1966). Hovever, Chacko end Ganapatl (1951) reported 
that individuals of Cirrhlna mrlgala In a Madras pond 
were found to mature during their first year of life 
idiich is an extraordinary case as commented by Chakrabarty 
and Singh (1963). Such differences in the size end age 
at first maturity often can be correlated with the 
growth rate of the population i4iieh in turn is related 
to the food supply. Nikolsky (1963) stated that abundance 
of food supply exerts a direct influence upon the time 
of onset of maturity end an improvement in food supply 
accelerated the maturation. Ife cited the case of 
Eazteaa ffftftP^^PftHlta Vhlch matures in the first year of 
life when fed intensively but when fed insufficiently 
this species natures only in its second or third year of 
life. Aim (1959) also stated that the faster growing 
individuals of fishes mature at a higher length but at 
an age lower than the slower growing individuals. The 
maturity of Caiacko and Oanapati's Clrrhlpa niy^ gpl^  during 
its first year of life may be due to these facts. It 
can also be assumed in L. yoftit^  that the size and age at 
first maturity may differ in other populations or within 
a population between years depending upon any marked 
change in environment including food supply. This 
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phenomenon has been denonstrated In ease of eod, 
Qadu^ ^ oyfma by Fleming (1966). 
Besides the food supply, other feetors like eenetlo 
factor, temperature and light may also affect the attainment 
of maturity. lAlydoekl and Cooper (1966) reported that 
delayed maturation In some populations of brook trout, 
j^ f^i^l-ygMftlAlt way «n inheritable character-
istic. Ala (1959), Marr (1949) and Pitt (1966) reported 
the genetic control of maturation in brown trout, Salmo truttat 
Arctic char, Salmo ^ Iplnus and American plaice, 
IfjIppQglpss.oidga r^espectively. Since no attempt 
has been made towards the study of this factor in L. rohita 
no critical evaluation can be given at present. 
It hes already been mentioned that attainment of 
maturity Is more closely related to the size than age 
because of the direct effect of food on growth. T!hls view 
has been supported by Vasnetsov (19S4). However, In 
certain cases It has been reported that maturity entirely 
depends upon the age (Thompson, 1915 end Bagenal, 1957). 
During the present study the percentage of maturity of 
k* yoh^j^ increased gradually with both, size and age and 
no fish of older age and larger length was found immature, 
it nay be said that tiie maturity of the fish was related 
to age and size together. 
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Mfeituratlon of lntra~ovrlan •ggst spavnlng frequency and 
season. 
It is almost an established fact that the condition 
of unspavmed eggs In the ovary of teleoats gives a reliable 
picture of their spa%aiing frequencies* During every 
spawning season the oocytes of teleosts undergo a series 
of changes including increase In sise and storage of 
yolk laaterial. The cycle of oaturatlon of ova completes 
Just before the spawning when the ova are fully ripe. 
The ovary of an individual fish either contains only one 
batch or sevexal batches of maturing ova depending upon 
the spawning behaviour of the fish. Therefore, by the 
study of size frequency distribution of ova in the ovaries 
at various fnaturity stages« a true picture of the spa%nning 
behaviour of the fi^ may be obtained. 
A great deal of work has been done to determine the 
spawning frequencies of the fishes on the basis of ova 
dianeter neasuresient, both in India and abroad. Fulton 
(1899) for the first tiae observed that the prolonged 
breeding season of fishes wss due to the presence of 
several groups of ova in the ovaries. Thompson (1916) 
suggested the sl» frequency distribution method which 
was later on successfully employed by several workers 
(Clark, 1925, and 1934; Hickllng and Rutenbarg, 1936j 
De Jong, 19S9 and Yuen, 1965). In India, such studies 
have been mainly made on marine and estuarlne fishes 
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(Pftlekar and Karanaikar, 1952$ Prabhu, 1956 end raiamambGi, 
1959). tn cas« of freshwater fishes QSSIIB and Qayyura 
(1961) for the first time made such studies and since then 
a number of workers studies the spawning frequencies and 
breeding season of fishes by this method* 
While studying the development of the intra-ovarian 
eggs in the ovaries of different maturity stages and during 
different months of the spawning season, following develop-
mental stages of ova were recognised in the ovaries of 
Type I. Immature oocyte? Ova were transparent, minute, 
numerous, yolkless, Irregular in shape, with a relatively 
large acentric nucleus and measuring less than 0.1 mm. 
Pound in all stages of maturity. 
Type II. Intermediate ova I (Vacuolization of the cytoplasm): 
Oocyte in this stage contained small vacuoles along the 
peripheral cytoplasm. Small patches of yolk material appeared, 
The sixe of ova averaged 0.3 mm. 
Type III, tfeturing ovat Ova were translucent with large 
amount of yolk material, somewhat yellowish in colour. The 
size of ova averaged 0.6 am. Found in ripening ovaries. 
Type IV, Ripe ovat ova were translucent, large, spherical, 
characterised by the abundant yolk material, with a single 
oil globule which gave yello%iish colour to the ova. The 
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sljEo of ova ranged from 0*85 mm. to 1*20 nm* and averaged 
1.11. Found In fully ripe ovaries Just before the spa%mlng. 
•me Immature ova of type I constituted the general 
stock of oocyte from %dilch In each spawning season smaller 
number of ova are vlthdravn, get richer In their yolk 
content and develop toiimrds maturation* 
laiere vas not much difference In the frequency 
polygons of ova diameter taken separately from anterior, 
middle and posterior regions end between two lobes of the 
ovary (Table 3 5 f h e diameter of mature ova also did 
not differ with size or age (Table 86). 
The size frequency distribution of ova In a typical 
ripe ovary Is shown in Figure 43. Besides the large number 
of minute ova of type I, only one batch of mature ova was 
present. The latter vas clearly demarcated from the former. 
The size of mature ova ranged from 0.85 mm. to 1.20 mm. 
with a distinct mode at 1.11 mm. Ho other developing batch 
of ova was found In the ripe ovary* 
In order to trace the progression of the size of 
developing ova during different months of spawning, the 
size frequency distribution of ova was plotted separately 
for the sample of each month from February to August 
(Figure 44). It may be observed that before February, no 
marked change in the size of ova was observed and the ovaries 
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of the edwlt fishes nor© found to contain ova only belonging 
to category I. In the month of Fet>ruary, e slight Increase 
In the size of ova was noted* !I!he average slse of the ova 
was 0.35 mm. During March, the size of developing ova 
further Increased and the model size of ova was found to 
be 0.43 mm. in April, the mode shifted to 0.68 mm. In 
Hay a further Increase In size was noted and the mode was 
at 0.91 mm. I^e maxltsum slxe of ova In most of the fishes 
was found during the month of Jtine (1*05 tosi.). In July a 
slight Increase in the diameter of ova of some fishes was 
noted (1.09 mm.), but some adult fishes were found to 
contain only type I ova along with few residual mature ova 
In the oviduct or ovary. During August all the fishes 
collected shoved same condition. 
The ovaries of rohlta were found to contain only 
one batch of maturing ova, clearly demarcated from the 
Immature stock, ^ ich showed that the spawning of the fish 
Is strictly periodic and restricted to a definite short 
period. Ihe absence of a multiple model curve and presence 
of only two widely separated groups of ova Indicated that 
each Individual spawns only once a year. Walford (1932) 
stated that the fishes which spawn only once In a season, 
contain only two type of ova, Immature and mature. Hlckllng 
and Rutenberg (1936) also observed that In case of herring 
and haddock which have short spawning periods, there was 
sharp separation of the ripening eggs from the Immature 
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ones of g©n«rel stoclc, Prabhu (1956) and Oaslta and Qayyum 
(1961) eoncloded that the fishes which spawn only once a 
year and In which the duration of spaimlng Is restricted 
to a definite short period, the ovary contains only one 
batch of maturing ova well differentiated from the general 
egg stock. 
The short duration of the spawning of Ij. rohlta 
was further confirmed by the fact that some fishes collected 
during the month of July were gravid with full of laature 
ova of type 17, while sonie fishes which had spawned, 
contained Immature ova of type I along with few residual 
ripe ova In shrunken ovaries. Fishes collected during ^ e 
month of August were all spent and no fish was found to 
contain ripe ova. fhls clearly Indicated that the entire 
batch of ripe ova has been spawned end there was no 
possibility of any Individual spawning more than once during 
the breeding season. Ilie results of spawning season of the 
fish obtained by ova diameter study are exactly similar to 
that Inferred from the gonado-sonmtlc index and seasonal 
cycle In gonad condition studies. The present observations 
of slse fre<iuency distribution of ova support the findings 
of Qaslm and Qayyum (1961). Exactly slmllsr conditions 
have been reported In other major carps, plrrhlnfi. mrlpala 
•nd Cat^ fi cptla by Qaslm and Qeyyum (1961) and Natarajan 
and JThlngran (1963). 
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The slm of mature ova of y roht^^ was found to 
be almost constent. Not only in case of Jj. rohlta tout 
In most of the other Indten freshwater fishes the size 
of mature ovs ms not found to very significantly frcai 
fish to fish, from year to year or fro® environment to 
environment. Contrary to It, variations In the size of 
mature ova of freshwater fishes have been reported 
(Svardson, 19fl4) Simpson, 1951; Seot, 1962 and l^doskl 
and Cooper, 1966) and are attributed to environmental 
conditions* 
FECtmPITg 
fhe fecundity of the fishes varies considerably 
from species to species snd even within a species with 
changing conditions of life and environment (Svardson, 
1949; Nlkolsky, 1949 and logan^en, 1965). Variations in 
the fecundity of Individuals within a population exhibit 
the adaptive response of the population to the environmental 
changes and an Increase In fecundity ensures the preserva-
tion of the species (Nlkolsky, 1963). 
Studies on the fecundity of fishes have been made 
either with taxonomlc viewpoint for separating the various 
stocks and races of the population (MacGregor, 1922 end 
1923; Ollber and Rich, 1927; Raltt, 1932; Farron, 1938; 
Aro and Broadhead, 1950; Simpson, 1951 and Baxter, 1960) 
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or to establish relstlonshlps b0tv«en the fecundity and 
length, weight and age (Raltt, 1933| Hlekllng, 1940; 
Simpson, 1951; Lehman, 1953; Bagenal, 1957; Nagasaki, 
1958; Hodder, 1963 and Pitt, 1964). Fecundity date along 
with these parameters have also been used to provide 
reliable index of density dependent factors affecting the 
population size (Simpson, 1951). I^e effect of food 
supTily and other environmental factors on fecundity has 
also been studied (Chugunova, 1951; Plskunov, 1952; 
Valdykov, 1956; Hlkolslcy and Bolanlna, 1959 and Scott, 
1962), vhile some vorkers have developed numerical 
relationship between egg production and recruitment 
(Kicker, 1954; and Beverton and Holt, 1957). 
In India the egg production potentials of only 
m m m (r^Ukar and Karandlkar, 1952), 
f^lun^ ga^  (Prabhu, 19e&), mullet (Sarojlnl, 
1957), msSL (mi&y, 1953) and f^Mim^S^ ISBSoMEl? 
(Tandon, 1961) have been reported from marine waters ^ile 
in the case of the freshwater fishes, the fecundity of 
carps (Khan, 1924), g^ TOltofl fefego 
(Alikunhi, 1953 and 1956), ^ etiplnpa phffsa (Jhingran, 1961) 
on msltitiifi.* 
e^r|3Uff ^ t^gma (Oasim and Oayyum, 1963), on Bantlup kolus 
(Bhatnagar, 1964) and Silm. 1,11 aha from Ganges (Mathur, 
1964) have also been studied. 
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Fecundity of jL. yohlta determined by gravimetric 
method and by actual cemnts fran three ovaries are 
presented In Table 37. the average percentage error was 
2.295?, The comparlslon of number of ova per gram of 
body weight In different regions and lobes of the ovary 
did not show significant difference (Table 36). 
Individual fecundity. 
The age, length, body weight and ovary weight and 
estimated number of ova of 39 fishes are given In Table 38, 
Individual fecundities vary considerably from fish to fish 
and ranged between 621,345 to 3,521,026 with a mean of 
1,926,233 eggs. It was found that fecundity Increased with 
Increasing length, weight, ovary weight and age of the fish, 
Minimum fecundity was found In the fishes maturing for the 
first time* 
Relative fecundity* 
The total number of ova per gram of body weight and 
ovary weight averaged 488 and 1654 respectively and 
remained almost constant with Increasing weight (Table 38), 
The number of ova per millimeter of body length Increased 
Irregularly with Increasing length and ranged from 1146 to 
4146. It did not show any definite trend. 
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Fecundity r«latlonshlpg. 
Th© statistical analyses ravealed closa relation-
ships betwan the fecundity of tha fish and Its size, 
valght, gonad valght and age with a high degree of 
significance. 
Fecundity related to length. 
A definite relationship existed between length and 
fecundity. It Is clear from the scatter diagram (Figure 40/») 
that fecundity Increased at a rate grester than that of 
the fish length and holds some exponental relationship with 
length I.e., F= al*^  or tog F= tog a n Iiog h (ii^ ere 
*P» Is fecundity, Is length and 's• and 'n* are constants). 
Using this formula a regression line was fitted (Figure 41A), 
and expressed 
Log P = -4.43S0 • 3.7690 tog t 
or 
F « 0.0000 3673 t®*'''®®® 
It Is clear from the equation that fecundity Increased 
at a rate proportional to 3.7590 tlraes of body length and 
there was a high degree of correlation (r « 0.09 significant 
at 1% level, CV « 0.0134, not significant) (Table 39). 
Fecundity related to body weight. 
A direct relationship WRS found between the weight 
of the fish and fecundity (Figure 40B) and can be described 
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by th« aquation 
F a -267.900 • 4698 W (%»lier« W Is weight) 
Th® regression coefflclcnt (n) and correlation 
coefficient (r) vere highly significant (at If level) 
with very low coefficient of variation (CV, 0.00515) 
(Table 39). 
liien the log fecundity was related to log body 
weight (Figure 41B), the value of the exponent (n) was 
found to be 1.1669. fhe 'CV was higher than the slraple 
relationship (Table 39). 
Fecundity related to gonad weight. 
A linear relationship between gonad weight and 
fecundity m a found (Figure 42). The regression equation 
obtained was 
F a 59.4969 • 1.7180 (where Is gonad weight) 
The values of 'n* and 'r' were highly significant 
and 'CV was very low (Table 39). 
Fecundity related to afge. 
Average fecundity at each age group Is plotted in 
Figure 43. The fecundity was found to Increase up to age 
VI and decreased In age VII. The relationship between log 
fecundity and log age can be described by the equation 
Log F = -6.3990 • 1.3690 Log A (where A is age) 
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Th© values of 'n* and 'r' wer« significant but 
•CV» was highest In this case (Table 39). 
Maltlple refiresslon analysis. 
Table 40 gives the summarjr of nmltlple regression 
analysis of fecundity on various combinations of length, 
velght, gonad velght and age* It can be seen that in 
case of body weight end gonad weight, both the regression 
coefficients were highly significant (probability of 't' 
« less than 0.001 for both the coefficients), vflien the 
length and weight were taken together, It was found that 
the regression coefficient for weight wns significant 
(P = less than 0.001) \ihile for length It was not 
significant (P s greater than 0.1). When the length and 
age were taken together, both coefficients were found 
significant (P « less then 0.05 for both the cases) while 
in case of weight and age the coefficient for age was 
significant (P » less than .01) while for weight It was 
not significant (P e greater than 0.70). 
Stone (1937), Sunderara^ (1962) end Normandeau 
(1969), while comparing the estimated fecundity by gravi-
metric method with that of actual counts, reported average 
errors of S.ljl In clsco, Leuclchthys artedl albus, 6.9Jf 
In spotted seatrout, Cynosclon nebulosus and 6% In round 
whlteflsh, Prosoplum cyllndraceum respectively. In 
comparlslon to these workers, the average error of estimated 
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fecundity of L. rohlta by gravimetric method wss very 
low (2.9^). 
Regordlng the differences In the number of ©sture 
ove In different regions of the ovsry, most of the workers 
found no significant differences In the frequency distri-
bution of mature ova in anterior, middle end posterior 
regions or between right and left lobes of the ovury 
(Yuen, 1056; MacOregor, 1967| Otsu and Uchlde, 1959} 
Kelley, 1962 and Anthony Eaja, 1964). However, Islam end 
Talbot (1968) in cese of Indus hllse, Hll^a .^llsha found 
that the ove per gram of overy weight were always higher 
In the anterior region than those of the middle and 
posterior regions. However, the present results were 
found to support the former view and it Is Inferred that 
mature ova were distributed uniformly In the ovaries of 
k' £2iiiSa« 
Fecundity of yohl^a was found to very considerably. 
As mentioned by Nlkolosky (1963), the fecundity In each 
species Is subjected to great variations according to the 
condition of life and environment. Simpson (1961) suggested 
that factors governing the fecundity of the Individual fish 
might be the condition of the fish when the germinal 
epithelium Is laid down during the first year of life and 
the condition of the fish \i^ en the eggs to be laid every 
year are separated from the general stock of ova or when 
primary oocytes are formed each year. Bagenal (1967) 
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Interpreted that the condition of the fish et these 
crltieel periods Is affected by the food supply and 
tenperature of the environment. Since the fecundity 
is more closely related to slsse end weight and size 
and weight are affected hy the food avelleble in the 
environment, fecundity Is also supposed to be affected 
by the food supply. Bie close essocletlon of fecundity 
with weight and length In I^. rohlta suggested the 
dependency of fecundity on food. 
VJhen compared to other freshwater fishes, the ova 
production of the fish is very high. NlkolosKy (1963) 
pointed out that large fecundity evolves under the condi-
tion of heavy mortality particularly i(dien It is due to 
predatlon. This seem to be true for JL. rohlta. Being an 
important economic fish, It is caught extensively at Its 
very early ages. Besides the capture by man, In wild 
conditions, the predators of fresh%mter environment like 
many cat»flshes feed vigorously upon the spawns, fry, 
flngerllngs and Juveniles of the fish. The fishes spawn 
during the period of heavy flood In shallow areas of 
rivers, the eggs may flow to unsuitable places or sink to 
bottoB or rest on grasses where the chances of fertlllnation 
becomes very little. It Is also possible that apavnlng 
fields may dry IBefore the fertilized eggs may hatch. However, 
If they are able to hatch In due time, they run into main 
flow ^ ere they are attacked by the predators (Khan, 1924). 
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Therefore, Insptte of large fecundity, the survival 
remains very low. 
The causes of the Increase In fecundity have been 
discussed by Slkolsky (1963). This raey be either due to 
(1) reduction In reserve of yolk In ^ e eggs and conse-
quent reduction of passive feeding period of embryo or 
(2) Increase In the density of yolk or (8) Increase In 
gonad weight. Only the third reason seems to be 
applicable In rohlta. It is deer from the results 
thst an Increase In oimry weight resulted In Increased 
fecundity, 0rton*8 theory discussed earlier raay be 
Judged In the light of Increasing fecundity instead of 
Increasing gonado^somatlc Index. 
The relationships of fecundity wltdh length, weight 
and gonad weight have been discussed by a number of workers. 
Regarding the nature of relationship beti^ e^n length and 
fecundity, It has generally been shown that the relation-
ship Is non-linear and fecundity Increases according to 
some power of the length. Franz (1910), Klsselevltch 
(1923) and Clerk (1934) reported that fecundity Is related 
to the square of the length, mtchel (1918) observed that 
fecundity of North sea haddock Increased according to some 
power of the length and this power may be a cube. Hlckllng 
(1940) reported a value of 3.405 for Worth sea plaice. 
Simpson (1951) found that fecundity of plaice Increased to 
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cub« Of the length «nd used the equation P = aL . Raitt 
(1933) used the equation F = al" and found a value of 3.84 
In esse of Horth Sea haddock. Most of the workers used 
the latter formula and It was found that the value of 'n' 
ranged around 3 (Bagenal, 1967j Kagasakl, 1968; Serojnl, 
1957| Pillay, 1958| Jhlngran, 1961 and Qaslm and Qayjrum, 
1963). However, high values of 'n' have also been 
reported. Parren (1998) observed a value of 4.5 In case 
of Irl^ herring while Hodder (1963) recorded that fecundity 
of Grand Bank haddock Increased at a rate proportional to 
fifth power of body length. 
The fecundity of Lw rohlta increased at a rste of 
3.7590 power of body length, the value lies In the general 
range of 3 to 4 and has not strictly followed the cube law. 
However, Bhatnagar (1964) established a linear relationship 
between fecundity and length of an allied species, I^bfo ^ ata. 
Fecundity was found to be more closely related to 
body weight and overy weight than length. Smith (1949) and 
Bagenal (1957) also reported similar results. Beverton 
and Holt (1957) discussed In detail the relationship of 
fecundity to weight and stated that the number of ova 
produced by a fish in one spawning season Is roughly 
proportional to the area of epithelium of the ovary. If 
the ovary was a simple bag growing Isometrlcally with the 
rest of the body and the slse of ova did not differ 
significantly, fecundity then would be proportional to two 
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third power of body weight. Oenersilly the gerralnel 
eplthellufn Is so highly convoluted th«t It coi!pletely 
fills the ovpry and In such eeses the fecundity Is 
expected to toe proportional of toody weight. The direct 
relistlonshlp of fecundity to body weight and ovary weight 
In case of L. rohlta supports the above view. A direct 
relationship between fecundity and weight was also expected 
because the relationships between weight and length and 
fecundity end length were non-linear. However, Allen 
(1951) found non-linear relationship between weight and 
fecundity %^lch was the result of linear relationship 
between length and fecundity. The number of ova per gram 
of ovary ^ Ight was somei^t more constant than the body 
weight which showed that the fecundity was more closely 
related to overy weight than body weight. The taultlple 
regression analysis exhibited that fecundity can tnore 
accurately be described \ihen the body weight and ovary 
weight are taken together. The present findings confirm 
the observations of Qaslm and Qayyum (1963). 
Though not very close, even then fecundity was 
significantly related to the age. The variation of fecundity 
at any age was greater than that between the fishes of same 
length and weight. 
It was found that the fecundity of L. rohlta Increased 
up to age VI and later decreased In subseauent age group. 
Decrease In ova production of older fishes has been described 
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by Rfiltt (1966) and Kelley (1962). Orton (1929) suggesUd 
that Increased physiological strain Imposed through matura-
tlon and spawning results In decreased ova production. 
SHMMARY 
During the course of present Investigation several « 
aspects of reproductive biology of the Indian major carp, 
johltfi (Ham.) were studied. Xnsplte of 
differences, the combined data revealed e close relationship 
to 1:1 sex ratio and it was inferred that both the sexes 
vere distributed equally in the population studied. Seasonal 
cycle In gonad condition exhibited that gonads started 
development during the month of February and reached to 
ripe stage during June and July and finally spent 
individuals were found In late July and early August vhlch 
showed that the breeding season of the fish extended from 
June to August, llie gonado-somatlc Index also gave 
exactly similar Informations. During the spawning season, 
males were found to mature earlier than the females. The 
larger sl«ed individuals were also found to mature earlier 
than the smaller ones, the body welght-gonad weight 
ratio was almost constant and was not affected significantly 
by length, body weight or age* TSie minimum size at first 
maturity of males was 46.2 cm and lOOf maturity was found 
650 mm. length group. smallest mature female observed 
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m s 616 fflffl. and all the f«raal«s wer® mptiire In 700 mm. 
length group. The SOf raeturity points wore 543.97 mm. 
and 579.59 mm for males end females respectively. 
minimum age at first maturity for both the sexes \ms age XT 
vhlle complete maturity vas reached t>y males at age 17 and 
by females at age V. SOJI raeturity point kws 2.702 years 
for males and 2.937 years for females. 
Studies on maturation of Intraovarlan eggs showed 
that a single batch of ova started development In February, 
Increased gradually in sli» and was finally discharged In 
July. The absence of multiple model curves and presence 
of only two widely separated groups of ova in ripe ovary 
Indicated that every Individual spawns only once during a 
season and the spawning duration Is ^ ort» 
The size of mature ova and the number of mature 
ova per grpm of body weight were not found to differ 
significantly In different regions and lobes of the ovary. 
The size of mature ova was almost constant and was not 
affected by size, body weight or age. 
The fecundity of the fish varied from 621,345 to 
3,581,026 with a mean of 1,926,233 and the number of ova 
per gram of body weight and ovary weight averaged 488 and 
1654 respectively. The number of ova per millimeter of 
body length Increased with length Irregularly and did not 
show any definite pattern. Fecundity Increased wltii 
increasing length, weight, ovary weight snd age. Fecundity 
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WRs related non-llnearly to length, find linearly to weight 
and ovary weight. However, fecundity wes found to Increase 
with ege upto age ?I and later decreased In the subsequent 
age group. The multiple regression analysis between 
fecundity and conblimtlons of length, weight, ovary weight 
and age revealed that fecundity was most significantly 
related to weight and ovary weight together. The causes 
of variations in fecundity have been discussed. 
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Fig. 46 (A) BeXatlonshlp botween feeonaity and total 
length. 
Fig. 45 (B) Relationship between fecundity and body 
weight. 
Fig. 46 (A) Relationship between log fecundity and 
log length. 
Fig. 46 (B) Selatlonshlp between log feoundlty and 
log weight. 
Fig. 47 Relationship between fecundity and gonad 
weight. 
Fig. 48 (a) Relationship between fecundity and age. 
Fig. 43 (B) Relationship between log fecundity and log age. 
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TABLE 31 . !im©ER PSilCENTAGE OF MALES ANI5 FKM/LEH DORtKG 
DIF-HJiENT M®THS /SD TOHT OF HETEHOGE'IEIIT FOR 
SEX RATIO. 
Months Ho. of 
misXes 
lo. of 
femmlos 
% Of 
males 
% of 
females 
Sex ratio 
2S 13 63.9 36.1 1 X 0.56 
FEB. 21 21 60.0 so.o 1 t 1.00 
tW, 2S IS 65.9 34.1 1 J 0.62 
APR, 40 26 60.6 39.4 1 1 0.65 
mi 26 28 48.1 61.9 1 t 1.04 
mi. 2B 2B 52.9 47.1 1 : 0.90 
JUL. 18 38 32.5 67.8 1 : 2.10 
AUG. 25 35 41.6 59.4 1 : 1.40 
SEP. 16 22 42.1 57.9 1 I 1.30 
OCT. 19 24 44.2 56.8 1 s 1.20 
NOV. 23 21 47.7 52.3 1 J 0.91 
DEC. 31 24 66.4 43.6 1 : 0.80 
TOTAL 295 290 50.4 49.6 1 J 0.98 
Chi Squer® ( X^ ) Test of Heterogeneity. 
( combined ) 
Degree of 
freedom Observed X' X' 
vSlgnlflcanc© 
IX 17.00 19.64 Not significant 
TABLE 32, NUMBER AND FSRCENfAGE OF MALES AND FEMALES AT 
VARIOUS AGS OBOOPS AND TEST OF HETBRO-
GENEITY FOB SEX RATIO, 
Age groixps No. of No, of % of % cf Sex r??.tlo 
meles females males females 
I 62 33 56.6 44.4 1 i 0.78 
II 110 104 61.4 49.6 1 i 0.96 
III 64 64 46.8 64.2 1 ! 1,18 
IV 32 83 49.2 61.8 1 t 1.06 
V 28 33 46.9 64.1 1 : 1.18 
71 16 12 66.1 44.9 1 i 0,86 
VII 2 4 33.4 66.6 1 t 1.93 
VIII 1 1 60.0 50.0 1 t 1,00 
Chi Square ( X^ ) Test of Het»rogenelty 
( combined ) 
Degree of Observed X^ 6% X® Significance freedom 
7 10.80 14.07 Not significant 
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TABLE COMPAWISION OF tWMBEH AI^ D t>I2E OF MATURE OVA IN DIPPEREUT 
REGIOHB AND LOBES OP THE OVARY OF L, ROniTf, 
Anterior Middle Posterior right left Jfean 
No» of ova/gta of 
body weight 463 
Sljse of ova (jh®) 1#06 
470 466 
1.09 1.07 
463 469 462 
1.07 1.09 1.08 
TABLE COMPARISIOI? OF SIZE OF OVA IK THE FISHES OF DIFFBRET^ T 
LENGTH AND" AGE GROUPS. 
Length 
group 
(nun) 
Wo. of 
flsiies 
1 ^%an size J 
(mm) j 
i 
Age 
group 
No. of 
fishec 
slsie 
(tUHl) 
6S0 1 1.07 II 2 1.05 
600 6 1.04 III 6 1.10 
660 4 1.10 IV S 1.06 
700 4 1.14 V 3 1.13 
750 2 1.12 VI 2 1.12 
800 2 1.10 
l^ksan 1.094 1.094 
TABLE 87 COMPARISIOK OF ESTIEIATED , L. ROHITA. AND ACTUAL FECUNDITIES OF 
Date of 
collec-
tion 
Total Total 
Length velght 
(mm) (gm) 
Ovary 
weight 
(gm) 
No. of ova Percent 
Sstimated Actual 
30.7.69 111 560 2250 696 959250 932124 +1.94 
3.8.69 III 602 2703 627 993575 968120 +2.64 
Mean error +2.29 
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PAKT II 
THE moWQlt Of CIRRHIHA miOAU (HAM.) 
mpfm m 
FOOD, ORO^TH A m EBFROIXJCfXOII 
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IHTBODUCTIQK 
Clrrhlqa mrlKgla (Hpmllton) commonly known as mrlgal, 
nareln, naln or morekl, Is Rnother Important major carp 
of India, distributed vldely In the Inland vsters of the 
country. It Is closely associated with jLabeo yohl;t^  and 
like the letter It also has a great culture value. The 
fishery of nrl^al ranks first among all the major carps. 
Few studies have been made on the biology of 
In past. A preliminary account of Its bionomics 
has been given by Chaeko and Ganapatl <1951). Jhlngran 
(1^9) and Kamal (1967) studied Its age and growth from 
river Ganges at Buxer and river Jarauna at Allahabad 
respectively. Qaslm and Qayyum (1961) determined its 
spawning season on the basis of slKe frequency distribution 
of mature ova In the ovary. Chakarborty and Singh (191S) 
studied the relative condition factor and food and feeding 
Intensity of the fish from river Jarauna at Allahabad. 
Tiie present study gives a brief account of Its 
biology from the rivers of Western tJ.P. (Ganges pnd Jamuna) 
and from the two stocking ponds (Chau Tal and Moat). 
M^ !I!ERIftLS METHODS 
Collection of ptylgala was done along with 
h* Fphltf^  for the same period and by similar methods as 
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described earlier. Other methods of study vere also same 
as In case of yohltn» 
RESULTS AND DISCTSSIOW 
Morphometrlc atudles* 
Regressions of different tjody measurements on totsl 
length were linear. Analysis of covarlance between the 
fishes of Most and Rivers revealed thet out of six 
characters studied, 6 differed significantly while the 
depth at the caudal peduncle was not found to differ 
significantly (Table 41). It Is suggested, like L. rohlta. 
that the fishes of the rivers and Pond Moat belonged to 
two different stocks. 
Len|[th»welght relationship. 
No significant difference was noted between the 
length weight regressions of male, female and juvenile In 
any of the environment. The combined LW relationship 
equation of riverine fishes Is 
I/Og W e -5.1360 ^  3.0520 Log L 
or 
w . 0.7338 , 10-® 
The LW curve of riverine fishes has been shown In 
Figure 44. The value of 'n* was very close to 3 and did 
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not differed significantly. In case of rlverlno fishes 
the value of 'n' was higher than Mbat fishes. Significant 
difference w s noted between the two environments. The 
weight of C. mrlgftjlR at any length was comuaratlvely 
lesser than that of yoftjlta at similar length. 
Relative condition factor. 
The relative condition factor of juveniles was 
quite high throughout the year as compared to adult 
fishes and two maxima, first in October and the second 
In February, were found in both the environments 
(Table 42). The pattern of increase and decrease In 'Kn* 
was closely followed by feeding Intensity as found in the 
case of h» o^hlta,. In case of adults the 'Kn' values 
In both males and females, started to Increase from March 
and continued till JTune. A sudden drop In value 
was noticed In July and continued till August and 
September. This shows that 'Kn' values were influenced 
by maturation and depletion of gonads. After Septefflber 
an Increased was noted which was due to active feeding 
of the recovering fishes. Similar conclusions have 
been reported by Chakrabarty and Singh (1963). Qaslm and 
Qayyum (1961) also reported that the spawning season of 
the fish In Northern India extends from May to Septesaber. 
The relative condition factor was high In small 
slse groups and It decreased gradually as the size of the 
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fish Increased (Table 43). !!he decrease In *Kn' values 
continued till SOO mm. size class. A sudden Increase In 
subsequent size class ves certainly due to onset of the 
nmturlty and enlargement of gonads* A decrease In size 
class 600 Dxn* and 650 ram. showed that fish heed 8pa%med. 
After this there vas no definite pattern. 
Food and feeding habits. 
The composition of different food Items In the 
diet of jg. Hiylgala has already ^ een discussed while 
describing the food competition of major carps. The 
food of the fish chiefly consisted of decayed organic 
matter and sand and mud. The quantity of «ooplankton 
and phytoplankton was lesser than that In the diet of 
It" rohlty. The seasonal variations in the composition 
of various major groups of food Items (Figure 45) showed 
that rarlgal, like L, rohltfi. chiefly depended on 
environmental production. The increase and decrease in 
the percentage composition of any group of food Item In 
environment was closely followed by their occurrence In 
the diet of the fish. 
The Intensity of feeding of Juveniles In both the 
environments was high throughout the year except during 
January and March. The maxlnmm feeding was found during 
October and April (Table 44). In case of adults feeding 
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feeding was comparetlvely poor during most of the months. 
However, e better feeding wea recorded during post spewnlng 
period {October, November and December). TSils was due to 
active feeding of recovering or maturing virgin fishes. 
•Rie Intensity of feeding was higher In fishes of Chau Tel 
as It was in case of L. rdhljfca. Kot very nnich differences 
were noticed In the feeding Intensity of Pond MoPt and 
ElverIne fishes. Chakrabarty end nlngh (1963) recorded 
that Intensity of feeding of girl gala at Allahabad 
was good during NovemberDecember and J'anuary and was 
poorest during October, but In the present investigations 
the laonth of October was of highest feeding. This 
difference may be etrrlbuted to the difference In 
environmental production. 
Age and jgrowth. 
Observations on the ring formation on margins 
revealed that rings started their fortss tlon during the 
month of March and were complete by the end of September. 
Most of fishes with marginal rings were found during 
March, April and Msy. In case of juveniles ring formation 
took place during the months of February and March. 
Hie time of ring formation was almost same In Moat and 
Riverine fishes, the causes of ring formation were sane 
as In case of L. rohlta. 
- 16X . 
A direct relationship was found b«tveen body 
length and scale length of the riverine fishes. The 
regression equation Is 
L s -9.460 + 0.0379 S 
mrleale was found to attain lengths of 
276 mm., 480 mm., 630 mm., 760 ram., 840 mm., 873 ram., 
900 ma., 913 mm. and 920 mm. at the age of I, II, III, 
IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX respectively (Figure 46). 
Growth rate was higher during first and second 
year of life and then decreased gradually upto age 
group 7 *^en about BOjg of the total growth was attained. 
After age VIX, the growth rate was very slow (Figure 46, 
lower curve). The maximum length and age recorded were 
922 mm. and 9 years respectively. 
There was little difference In the lengths attained 
^y p^ rlgalfi at various lengths recorded during present 
Investigations and those recorded by Jhlngran (1959) and 
Kamal (1969). However, Jhlngran recorded the maximum 
size and age of the fish as 1016 mm. and 12 years. But 
the present result of growth rate differed from that of 
Chacko and Oanapatl (1961) who recorded that the mrlgal 
has attained a length of about 650 mm. at the end of first 
year of life In Chetpat fish farm, ?«adras. 
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Raproductlon, 
ISio s«x r«tlo of the fish vas vary close to lil 
and no significant difference was noted from this rptlo 
(Table 4S). l!he percentage of females was little 
higher at older ages, the sfflellest mature Individuals 
recorded vere 602 mm. (males) end 660 mm. (females). 
males were found to mature 11 Jf, 70J?I, 97JS and 
lOOj^  at the length group of 600 mm., 650 mm., 600 mm., 
660 nm. and 700 mm. respectively while females were 
found to mature Ojl, 10^, SOJf, 76?^ , and 96?l at respective 
lengths end 100^ maturity was observed at 760 mm. The 
males were found to mature esrller than females (Figure 47) 
m.nlf«um age at first maturity was 2 years in 
case of males and 3 years in case of females. All the 
I 
males were mature at age 4 while all the females were 
mature at age 6. Similar observations have been made 
by Chakrabarty and Singh (1963) who reported that mrlgal 
matures during the third yesr of life. However, the 
present observation does not support the results of 
Chacko and Ganapatl (1961) who recorded that mrlgal 
attains maturity at the end of first year of life. 
The different maturity stages of gonads were 
very much similar to L. rohlts. Seasonal changes In 
gonad condition and gonad weight also followed the 
pattern of L. rohlta. Gonads started to Increase In 
1 ^  ^  
16 3 
March and contlini®^  till JUne after vihlch the weight 
decreased sharply during July end August. The gonedo-
somntlo Index ^ s higher In cose of females then males, 
fhus the breeding season of the fish determined ^ s 
March to September which confirmed the view of esrller 
worker* 
The slsEe frequency distribution of mature ova in 
a mature ovary during Jtine revealed that there was only 
one batch of mature ova cleerly demarcated from Immature 
stock, fhls shows that this fish also spawns once a 
year and spawning season Is short. 
Sie size of oocyte was not found to Increese upto 
Jferch but in April the size started to Increase and the 
maximum size of ova were recorded during June* Spf^ wned 
fishes were found to contain either no or few mature ova 
In the ovary during post spawning months. TSie slaie of 
mature ova varied from 0.92 mm. to 1.18 mm. 
The fecundity of mrlgala was also found to 
be high but when compared with L. rohlta. It was found 
that mrlgala produces less number of ova than L. rohlta 
Fecundity varied between 16302 to 263610. Fecundity was 
found to be directly related to body weight and to the 
3.216 powe/ of body length. Khan (1946) reported that a 
fish of 1600 gms. produced 2,16,800 ova. Chakrabarty and 
Singh (1963) reported that the fecundity of the fish varied 
between 1,81,686 and 18,09,636. These observations coincided 
with the present observations. 
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SUMMftRY 
Morphomttrlo eonparislon of diff»7«nt body moasureiiwnts 
r*ir«8led a significant difference betveen the fishes of Ifoat 
and Rivers, while the differences betimen the fishes of 
different years or sexes vere Insignificant, ^ e value of »n' 
In LW relationship vas very close to 3 and did not differ 
significantly betneen males, female and juvenile. The 
values of Juveniles were high throaghout the year. The 'Kn* 
values of adults were Influenced by maturation end spiifnlng* 
Food of the fish mainly composed of decayed organic matter, 
sand and mud end phytoplankton. Feeding intensity was high 
in Juveniles throaghout the year irtille in adults It was high 
during October to February and low during Jlsrch to August. 
Fish was found to grow 275 mm., 480 mm., 630 mm., 750 mm., 
840 mm., 873 iM., 900 mm., 913 mm. and 920 mm. at the ages of 
I, II, III, IV, V, VII, VIII end IX years respectively. 
Qrowth rate was considerably high during 1st and Ilnd year. 
Smallest mature individuals recorded were 502 am. (male) and 
550 mm. (female). Minimum age at first maturity was two years 
In males and three years In females. Oonads started their 
development In ^ larch, reached their pealts In Jtine and finally 
spent Individuals were observed during July and August. 
Fecundity ranged between 1,81,685 and 13,09,536. 
Fig. 49, l&ngth Wight relationship of C, arlgala* 
r i g ; • ^-TOnTOwth 
(lh« mpp«r cufif« repT«»«ats the average 
leiigtli at eaeh age and lover eurye i^presents 
the average growth Inerement at each age). 
Fig. SI* Sl8» at jnaturity of mrlgela. 
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mm Kn VALUES OF C» MRIQALA AT DIPFSIENT SIZE (mOUPS 
RIVERINE FISHES 
""1"' T i 
SlM (mm.) I Juvenile I Bfele I Female 
K 1 I 
60 102.1 - -
100 106.0 mm- -
160 1U.2 - • 
200 106.0 mm mm 
260 103.1 « mm 
300 102.0 m -
350 urn 100.2 101.7 * 
400 - 98.8 99.0 
460 - 97.6 97.2 
600 - 97.0 96.3 
660 urn 102.6 106.8 
600 « * 98.2 94.8 
660 - 98.3 93.0 
700 - 99.8 97.0 
760 - 100.2 103.1 
800 98.2 98.0 
860 im 100.0 102.0 
900 m 101.0 101.6 
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TABLE . 4/6 
SEX RATZO OF C. miQkU 
Honths 
Ho. of 
males 
No. of 
females % of males 
% of 
females 
Sex ratio 
MiP 
4'anttary 14 10 68.3 41.7 110.71 
Pebruery 30 23 66.6 43.4 1j0.77 
%rch 21 19 62.6 47.6 IjO.90 
April 20 21 49.0 61.0 1*1.04 
Mhy 20 28 41.5 68.6 181.40 
June 14 20 41.1 68.9 lsl.43 
July 12 16 42.8 67.2 ia.33 
Atigast 16 12 67.2 42.8 110.76 
September 22 21 63.6 46.4 1$0.86 
October 17 16 61.6 48 «6 130.94 
Hoveaber 22 20 62.3 47.7 1«0.91 
December 28 23 64.9 46.1 IjO.82 
Total 236 229 60.7 49.3 ltO.97 
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